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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents subwavelength optics with focus on the theory and appli-

cations of subwavelength apertures in a metal film. Two main issues regarding the

optics with subwavelength apertures are investigated. As the first issue, the extraor-

dinary optical transmission (EOT) through a single hole in a metallic waveguide is

presented. A total transmission through a single subwavelength aperture is theoreti-

cally predicted for a perfect electric conductor regardless of the aperture size, without

relying on aperture arrays and surface corrugations as presented in previous works.

The waveguide EOT is then applied to boost the optical throughput of an apertured

near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) probe. Using a new structure for

the apertured NSOM probe which allows for waveguide EOT, the optical throughput

and the damage threshold are boosted by 100× and 40× as compared to a con-

ventional structure, and the experimental findings are backed-up by comprehensive

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. Single fluorescent molecules are

scanned using the EOT apertured NSOM probe, and a spatial resolution of 62 nm is

achieved.

As the second issue, subwavelength apertures are found useful for optical trapping.

A small dielectric particle can significantly change the optical transmission through

an aperture by dielectric loading, and subsequently, a large optical force is induced
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which favors trapping. A self-induced back-action (SIBA) optical trap is designed

using a circular nanohole in a gold film. Trapping of 50 nm polystyrene particle

is experimentally achieved, which is not possible using a conventional single beam

optical tweezers. The circular nanohole SIBA trap works beyond the perturbative

regime, as proven by FDTD simulations and a Maxwell stress tensor analysis. We

further improve the nanohole trapping using a double-nanohole, which is more sensi-

tive for small dielectric changes due to the intense local field enhancement between

its two sharp tips. A single 12 nm silica sphere is experimentally trapped using the

double-nanohole, as the smallest trapped dielectric particle reported. We also achieve

the trapping of a single protein – a bovine serum albumin (BSA) protein with a hy-

drodynamic radius of 3.4 nm in the folded form. The trapped BSA is also unfolded

by the large optical force, as confirmed by experiments with changing optical power

and changing pH. The high signal-to-noise ratio of 33 in monitoring single protein

trapping and unfolding shows a tremendous potential for using the double-nanohole

as a sensor for protein binding events at a single molecule level.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Subwavelength Apertures

The general topic in this dissertation is subwavelength optics. Subwavelength optics

focuses on the interaction between electromagnetic wave and objects with a feature

size smaller than half of the light wavelength. For example, for visible light which has

a wavelength roughly from 380 nm to 750 nm, the objects of interest are those having

feature sizes significantly below 375 nm. This is why the research field is sometimes

called “nanophotonics”.

Many different subjects exist within the field of subwavelength optics, studying

different subwavelength objects, for example, optical nanoantennas [11–15], metal

nanoparticles [9], and metal nanowire gratings [8].

Of the diverse topics within subwavelength optics, the one that interests me the

most is the study of subwavelength apertures in a metal film. This dissertation will

be focused on the theory and the application of light interacting with different types

of subwavelength apertures in different environments.

Subwavelength apertures have been studied intensively since the publication of

Bethe’s aperture theory in 1944 [16]. In that work, Bethe studied the optical transmis-

sion through an aperture with size much smaller than the wavelength on an infinitely

extending metal sheet. Bethe found that the diffraction of light upon transmitting

through such a subwavelength aperture can be approximated by the radiation of a

magnetic dipole, and the transmitted power is proportional to the fourth power of

the aperture size. Ultimately, the optical transmission through a small subwavelength

aperture is very low.
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1.1.1 Extraordinary Optical Transmission

Bethe’s aperture theory has been challenged by the discovery of extraordinary optical

transmission (EOT). Basically, EOT is the phenomenon where the optical transmis-

sion through subwavelength apertures is greatly increased when the apertures are

arranged in specific ways. For example, when the subewavelength apertures are ar-

ranged in an array, resonantly increased optical transmissions [17] and even total

transmissions [2, 18] have been predicted and observed. In addition, EOT has also

been found for a single hole surrounded by corrugations on the surface of the metal

film [19]. This is because the corrugations act as matching gratings which couple

free-space light into surface plasmons (SP) bound to the metal surface, and focus the

SP to the aperture.

However, it is somewhat unfair to compare Bethe’s aperture theory with EOT

relying on aperture arrays and surface corrugations, because Bethe’s theory was based

on only a single aperture on a flat metal film. In addition, it is worthy to notice that

Bethe’s original intention was to use the theory to study a subwavelength aperture

in a transverse screen in a metallic waveguide. It remains a question whether EOT

can be achieved through such an aperture in a waveguide screen.

1.1.2 Near-Field Optical Probes

Waveguide EOT is not only interesting in theoretical considerations, but it also has

significant application in near-field optics. As a fundamental rule in optics, light that

carries information with a spatial resolution smaller than half the wavelength cannot

propagate to the far-field, and this leads to Abbe’s resolution limit of a lens-based

optical microscope [20]. To access the subwavelength features, a probe is needed to

approach the light in the near-field before it evanescently decays. As a commonly

used near-field probe, an apertured near-field probe is basically a metallic waveg-

uide structure with a tapered glass fiber core, a metal coating and a subwavelength

aperture at the tip. The apertured near-field probe benefits from a background-free

working scheme, but suffers from a low optical transmission through the aperture [21].

It is desired to use the waveguide EOT to boost the optical transmission for an aper-

tured near-field probe. It is always exciting to extend microwave regime concepts

to visible-infrared (IR) regime for assisting in the light manipulation and the op-

tical component design. For example, microwave antenna concepts [22] have been

used in the visible-IR regime for achieving a highly directional light emission [13–
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15]. However, extending a microwave design into the visible-IR regime, changes and

limitations due to material properties and fabrication imperfections need to be well

considered. In the dissertation, the issue of extending a microwave waveguide design

into visible-IR regime will be discussed.

1.1.3 Optical Trapping and Apertures

Subwavelength apertures also find applications in optical trapping. Optical trapping

is a technique of immobilizing and manipulating small objects using light. Since

the first introduction of a single beam optical tweezers [23], optical trapping have

been applied to trap dielectric particles [23, 24], carbon nanotubes [25], semiconduc-

tor nanowires [26], and metal nanoparticles [27–29]. Since it gives a gentle control

to the trapped object, optical trapping is considered as a promising candidate for

manipulating biological materials, which, from an optics perspective, are essentially

dielectric particles. Optical trapping of small biological particles has included living

cells [30–32], bacteria [33], tobacco mosaic virus particles [33]. Extremely elongated

biological materials have been trapped and manipulated by tethering their ends to

bigger particles [34–37].

However, a restriction to a single beam optical tweezers is that the required power

dramatically increases as the trapped particle size decreases [5, 23]. This is because

the optical force in a single beam optical tweezers obeys the perturbative gradi-

ent force formulation, in which the force scales with the third power of the particle

size. The smallest dielectric particle can be trapped by a single beam tweezers has

a diameter of 100 nm. For the smallest biological particle such as a single virus, a

single bacteriophage or a single protein, we need to be able to trap dielectric parti-

cles smaller than 20 nm. In order to achieve trapping of smaller dielectric particles,

many approaches have been proposed, including using silicon waveguides [38, 39],

using whispering-gallery-mode optical resonators [40, 41] and using photonic crystal

cavities [42–44].

As our approach for trapping small dielectric particles, we try to work beyond the

perturbative regime. That is, we try to find a situation where even a small particle

can induce a significant change to the electromagnetic field, and therefore induce

a large optical force. We find that this is the case in a subwavelength aperture.

Since the optical transmission through a subwavelength aperture is very sensitive to

the aperture size (scales with the fourth power of the size), any change, including a
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dielectric loading by a particle, inside the aperture gives a significant change to the

optical transmission. We theoretically and experimentally study the possibility and

implementation of an optical trap that works beyond the perturbative regime using

a subwavelength aperture.

As it will be shown later, using a subwavelength aperture, the record of trapped

particle size have been broken for a few times. The optical trapping experiment,

including the design of the nanoaperture and the optical setup, has been improving

along the way of aiming on trapping smaller and smaller particles. Finally, trapping of

a smallest biological particle, a single protein, is achieved. The possibility of using the

same trapping setup as a sensor will be also discussed. In addition to its tremendous

trapping ability and sensing potential, a single subwavelength aperture is extremely

small in size and is suitable for a dense optical integration.

1.2 Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation focuses on the theories and applications of subwavelength aperture

on a metal film. Chapter 2 is a thorough review on single subwavelength aperture

optics, with a significant part being my own contributions. This chapter gives the

logical linking amongst my peer-reviewed journal publications in my Ph.D. study

(fully reproduced in the Appendix). Chapter 3 gives a detailed summary of all the

theoretical and experimental tools used in the investigations. Chapter 4 introduces

my other contributions in my Ph.D. study. These additional studies do not particu-

larly relate to apertures, but still fall into the category of nanophotonics. Chapter 5

concludes the dissertation as well as making the suggestion for some possible future

research directions. All the peer-reviewed journal publications in my Ph.D. study are

reprinted with permission and listed as appendices.
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Chapter 2

Subwavelength Apertures and

Applications

This chapter introduces and summarizes the main theme of this dissertation: optics

with subwavelength apertures on a metal film. Bethe’s aperture theory of the op-

tical transmission through a subwavelength aperture is first reviewed. Then, using

Bethe’s theory, a total transmission through a subwavelength aperture in a metallic

waveguide screen is theoretically derived. As an application to this phenomenon, a

high-throughput apertured near-field probe is designed and experimentally tested.

Subwavelength apertures are also applied in the optical trapping. After a review of

the theoretical formulations of the optical force, a self-induced back-action optical

trap using a circular nanohole is introduced. As an evolution to the circular nanohole

trap, a double-nanohole is used for trapping even smaller dielectric particles and single

proteins.

2.1 Bethe’s Aperture Theory

2.1.1 Motivation

When light is incident onto an aperture (a hole) on a metal sheet, if the aperture has

a much smaller dimension than the wavelength, the light will be cutoff in the aperture

and cannot propagate. As a “hand-waving” explanation of light cutoff, light with a

large wavelength cannot “fit” itself into a hole that is much smaller. As a stricter

explanation, cutoff can be derived from the boundary condition of the electromagnetic

field within the aperture: there is no way for the propagating wave to satisfy the
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boundary condition that the tangential electric field on the metal boundary has to

be zero. Under such a condition, light is diffracted at the edge of the subwavelength

aperture.

Hans Bethe first studied the diffraction of light transmitted through a subwave-

length hole in a metal screen [16]. Bethe set up the problem to solve for “the diffrac-

tion of electromagnetic waves by a small hole in an infinite plane conducting screen”,

but it should be noted that Bethe’s original intention was to solve more practical

problems such as “the effect of a small gap in a wave guide upon the propagation of

waves along that guide.” This intention is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

α β

Figure 2.1: Bethe’s original intention as an application of his aperture theory: to
investigate transmission through a hole in a waveguide screen separating two cavities
α and β.

2.1.2 Derivation to Bethe’s Aperture Theory

The easiest way to reproduce Bethe’s result is by the quasi-static approximation.

When considering an object that is much smaller than the wavelength of light, the

spatial variation of the field will be much more rapid than the temporal variation. In

this case, we can neglect the time dependence and solve the field around the object

using only boundary matching conditions in electrostatics.

In the case of a circular hole with a diameter much smaller than the wavelength on

an infinite perfect electric conductor (PEC) plane, with plane wave incident normally

to the PEC plane and the electric and magnetic field parallel to the PEC plane,

the light diffracted by the hole can be approximated by the emission of a magnetic

dipole. By solving the boundary condition of the magnetic potential at both sides of

the PEC plane [45], the effective magnetic dipole moment of the hole in response of

the incident plane wave can be obtained. The transmitted power through the hole

can be subsequently formulated as the power emitted by this dipole. In free-space,

the optical transmission is expressed as:
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where Z0 is the free-space impedance, λ0 is the wavelength in free-space, r is the hole

radius, and H0 is the magnetic field of the incident wave. After normalizing to the

area of the hole πr2, we will obtain the most important conclusion in Bethe’s theory

of the optical transmission through a subwavelength hole: the optical transmission

through a subwavelength aperture is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the

light wavelength, that is T ∝ ( r
λ
)4. This is summarized in Figure 2.2. In other words,

a hole in a metal sheet with a dimension much smaller than the light wavelength

permits little transmission through it.

incident light

T

λ

~(r/λ)4

(a) (b)

2r

Figure 2.2: A schematic illustrating the transmission of light through a subwavelength
hole. The spectrum is the most important summary of Bethe’s aperture theory: the
optical transmission is proportional to the inverse fourth power of wavelength.

If the aperture is surrounded by a dielectric medium with a refractive index n,

the wavelength in the medium is scaled as λ = λ0/n. Therefore, a larger optical

transmission is expected for the same aperture size:

T =
1

2

4Z0π
3n4

3λ4
0

(

8r3

3
H0

)2

. (2.2)

2.2 Aperture with Different Shapes

Bethe’s aperture theory mainly focuses on a simple aperture shape, such as a circular

aperture, on an infinitely thin PEC screen, as an idealized physical situation. In a

more realistic situation, we need to consider the finite thickness and the material

properties of the metal screen. In addition, it is possible to obtain a higher transmis-

sion through an aperture by changing aperture shape. For an aperture with a certain
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shape, it can have a larger cutoff wavelength than other apertures. Therefore, more

light can transmit through it even if its total area remains unchanged.

2.2.1 Aperture in a Real Metal Film

When considering the optical transmission through an aperture in a real metal in

the visible-IR regime, the situation is more complicated because of the presence of

surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). SPP is the electromagnetic wave confined near and

propagating along the interface of metal and dielectric (including vacuum) material.

In other words, it is a waveguiding mode that is bounded to a metal surface. It

can be derived by solving Maxwell’s equations near the metal-dielectric boundary,

taking proper considerations to the real metal dielectric properties [46]. The relative

permittivity of a real metal is commonly modeled by the Drude model and is given

by the following formula:

ǫr ≃ 1−
Ne2

ǫ0mω(ω + i
τ
)
= 1−

ω2
p

ω(ω + i
τ
)
, (2.3)

where i is the imaginary unity, N is the charge carrier density, τ is the mean free

time of a free electron between collisions, e and m are the charge and the mass

of an electron, ǫ0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ω is the angular frequency, and

ωp =
√

Ne2

ǫ0m
is called the plasma frequency. Therefore, it can be seen that the relative

permittivity of a metal has a negative real part at a frequency smaller than the

plasma frequency [47, 48]. When solving Maxwell’s equation at a boundary of two

materials, one with a positive permittivity, one with a negative permittivity with a

large magnitude in the real part, the SPP solution is found as light wave travels along

the boundary with a larger wave vector (or a smaller wavelength) than in free space,

and it is evanescent in the direction perpendicular to the boundary. At visible-IR

regime, using silver or gold as the metal, the decay length of this evanescent wave

is typically a few hundreds of nanometers into the dielectric and a few to tens of

nanometers into the metal [49]. For more sophisticated metal structures, different

forms of SPP exist. For example, for a metal-dielectric-metal sandwich structure, the

SPP at both metal surfaces couple to each other, leading to a solution called the gap

plasmon. A novel reflective wave plate which utilizes the gap plasmon is discussed in

Appendix G.

SP modes have been considered for the transmission through rectangular aper-
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tures in past theoretical works [50, 51]. The transmission through rectangular and

circular nanoapertures has been measured, showing a LSP resonance [52]. As Fig-

ure 2.3(a,b) shows, a broad transmission peak was found for a circular nanoaperture

in a stand-alone silver sheet. For a rectangular aperture (Figure 2.3(c)), two LSP

modes exist with the electric field polarized along the short and the long axes of the

aperture, and the different mode geometries result in different resonant wavelengths.

As Figure 2.3(d) shows, the two transmission peaks associated with these two LSP

modes could be excited with orthogonal polarizations.

Figure 2.3: Transmission peaks associated with LSP modes for nanoapertures with
different shapes in a stand-alone silver film. (a) A circular aperture with a 270 nm
diameter in a 200 nm thick film and (b) its transmission spectrum. (c) A rectangular
aperture with a 210 nm × 310 nm dimension in a 700 nm thick film and (d) its
transmission spectrum for different polarizations. Figure reprinted with permission
from Ref. [1].

For an aperture in a real metal film, the transmitting light couples into SPP and

can penetrate into the wall of the aperture. Thus, the aperture is effectively larger.

Early theoretical [50, 51] and experimental [52] works have been done on the light

transmission through single circular and rectangular nanoholes on silver, taking the

SPP into accounts. In addition, for a hole with a thin rectangular shape, the SPP in
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the closely separated metallic walls couple as gap plasmon. A theoretical work has

been done by solving the SPP mode in a rectangular hole in real metal using the

effective index method [53]. In a narrower hole, the SPP modes on the two opposite

sides of the hole have a stronger coupling giving a higher effective index, leading to an

increased (or red-shifted) cutoff wavelength and therefore an increased transmission.

The coupled SPP in the hole in a real metal film also results in a shift in the Fabry-

Perot resonance between the two metal-dielectric boundaries of the finite thickness

metal film. For a hole in a film with a finite thickness, a resonant peak is found in

the transmission. This is explained as a Fabry-Perot resonance of the light traveling

in the longitudinal direction of the hole, experiencing multiple reflections at the two

metal-dielectric boundaries, as theoretically studied using a PEC model [54]. For real

metals, the Fabry-Perot resonance shifts for holes with different width on a metal sheet

with the same thickness, because the SPP modes of the light transmitted through the

hole have different effective propagation indexes for holes with different width [51].

2.2.2 Apertures with More Sophisticated Geometries

Subwavelength holes with more sophisticated geometries have also been studied. For

example, C-shaped holes allow for much larger optical transmission than a square

hole that gives a same near-field spot size [55], and this is confirmed by experiments

using C-shaped nanoholes on gold film [56]. Another type of holes that attracts

intensive interest has two closely facing sharp tips, such as a bowtie-shaped hole or a

double-circular hole. In addition to an increase in transmission, it is also shown that a

bowtie hole can lead to an intense local field at a tight spot between the tips [57, 58],

and it is applied in near-field imaging [59] and photolithography [60]. Similar to a

bowtie hole, a double-hole also uses the sharp tips for a high locally enhanced field

and energy flux [61]. Increased optical transmission due to the sharp tips in a double-

hole has also been presented [62]. Double-holes has been applied in second harmonic

generation [63–65] and Raman spectroscopy [66]. The advantage of double-holes is

that it may be easier to fabricate. A double-nanohole can be fabricated using a

focused-ion beam (FIB) by milling two adjacent circular holes, and the separation

between the tips in a double-hole can be controlled by the distance between and

the radius of the two circular holes. Besides using the standard focused ion beam

milling, double-holes can be fabricated by polystyrene nanosphere lithography using

dimers [65].
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2.3 Extraordinary Optical Transmission

2.3.1 Extraordinary Optical Transmission through Apertures

in a PEC Film

The discovery of EOT presents a direct challenge to Bethe’s aperture theory. The

most important and surprising finding in EOT was the unusually high transmission,

or even total transmission through subwavelength holes in certain conditions. EOT

was first discovered in a condition similar to Bethe’s investigation, but having an array

of holes instead of a single hole on an infinite metal screen. Many later works have

individually shown EOT using a PEC or a good electric conductor screen [2, 18, 67].

For example, a 100% transmission was found through a square array of subwavelength

holes on an infinite PEC sheet [2], as summarized in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The optical transmission through a square array of subwavelength holes
on an infinite PEC sheet, without any normalization, showing a total transmission at
a certain wavelength. The inset represents the schematics of a hole array on a PEC
screen. Reprinted with permission from [2].

From Figure 2.4, it can be seen that the total transmission through the hole array

is resonant: the peaks for total transmission only happens at specific frequencies. The

resonant nature is common to all known EOT phenomenon. This EOT phenomenon

is due to a resonant condition of the mutual coupling between the apertures. It

should also be noted that, although the aperture shape has been manipulated in

this work, each individual hole is still well below cutoff. In this EOT phenomenon,

changing the aperture shape does not have an effect on the transmission intensity - the
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transmission remains 100% at each peak. However, the position and the quality of the

peak is greatly modified by the aperture shape. To explain this, when the aperture

polarizability is changed due to the shape, the mutual coupling condition between

apertures is shifted. Moreover, for apertures with smaller polarizability, it takes a

longer time to build up the optical energy for the total transmission, equivalent to a

higher resonant quality.

2.3.2 Extraordinary Optical Transmission through Apertures

in a Real Metal Film

EOT in the visible-IR regime through a hole array has been experimentally demon-

strated by Ebbesen’s pioneering work [17]. That work has found transmission peaks

through a subwavelength nanohole array on silver and gold films. The peak transmis-

sion intensity was much higher than predicted by Bethe’s theory, although lower than

unity due to dissipation in real metal. In addition to the mutual coupling between

apertures, Ebbesen found that the excitation of SPP on the metal surface plays a

role in visible-IR regime EOT. The hole array acts as a light momentum matching

grating, and it couples the free-space incident light into SPP and re-emits it at the

transmission side. Only at certain wavelengths can the light and SPP momentum

be matched by a hole array with a specific periodicity, making the EOT a resonant

phenomenon. Subsequent theoretical and experimental studies have provided support

to the plasmonic EOT phenomenon [68–71]. To confirm the role of SPP played in

visible-IR regime EOT, an experiment was carried out using hole arrays on a free-

standing nickel (a metal does not support SPP) film [68]. Transmission spectrums

were compared using a bare nickel film and using a nickel film covered by 30 nm

thick silver – a thickness comparable to the SPP decay length in silver. It was found

that EOT peaks only existed for the silver-covered nickel film. Interestingly, a spoof

surface plasmon can be derived by hole arrays in non-plasmonic metals (or even PEC)

and can also support EOT [72], because the cutoff mode in the subwavelength holes

has a surface wave profile (field decays in the direction perpendicular to the metal

surface) that is equivalent to SPP in plasmonic metals.

Plasmonic EOT has a great potential in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) optical

sensing for its high sensitivity and simplicity [73, 73–75]. Hole array SPR sensors

has been used to sense small changes in the refractive index [76–78] and the surface

binding of biological materials [79–84].
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Using SPP coupling, it is also possible to achieve EOT through a single hole on

a real metal film. A beaming of light with a large optical transmission was found

through a subwavelength hole surrounded by corrugations, including an array of dim-

ples [85] and concentric rings [19, 85]. The corrugations again serve as momentum

matching gratings which couples the free-space light into SPP. The concentric rings

also serve as focusing rings that constructively focus the SPP to the hole at the cen-

ter. As a result, the optical transmission through the hole is greatly enhanced as

compared with a hole without corrugation.

In all the previously discussed EOT, array effects and mutual coupling between

the array elements have been a key factor, including in the metal structures for cou-

pling free-space light into the SPP. Mutual coupling is a very interesting topic in

electromagnetics, especially in considering arrays of apertures or slits. For exam-

ple, to explain the well known Wood’s anomaly diffraction effect which predicts a

zero in the transmission spectrum through a metal spectrum (the opposite case of

EOT) [86], Lord Rayleigh used an elegant argument by realizing the summed contri-

butions through all the mutually excited slits to be divergent [87]. However, we are

interested to know if EOT can happen without any array structures.

2.4 Single Hole Waveguide EOT

2.4.1 Revisiting Bethe’s Original Motivation

Let us now revisit one of Bethe’s intentional application of his aperture theory: to

investigate the coupling of two waveguide sections through a hole in a transverse

waveguide screen, as mentioned in Figure 2.1 in the beginning of this chapter. This is

a standard microwave engineering problem and has been considered extensively, for

example, in a widely used microwave engineering textbook written by Pozar [88].

Pozar used Bethe’s formulation and approximated the hole as a magnetic dipole

with a polarizability proportional to the magnetic field. Pozar’s result is only an

approximation, and it is self-inconsistent: it leads to a nonphysical result with the

normalized reflection amplitude greater than unity [88]. This solution is valid when

the hole has a small magnetic dipole moment, which is usually the case for a small

hole. However, we find that at some resonant condition, taking higher order modes

into account, even a small hole can be excited with a large dipole moment. This

permits an EOT through a single subwavelength hole in a waveguide - the exact same
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setup as Bethe’s original intention and as considered in a standard textbook.

2.4.2 Resonant Total Transmission through a Waveguide

Aperture

Figure 2.5 (a) shows a total transmission of optical power through a single hole

in a transverse waveguide screen. We have analytically re-investigated the optical

transmission through a single subwavelength hole at the center of a transverse metal

screen in a rectangular waveguide, by using Bethe’s magnetic dipole approximation

of the small hole, and by using self-consistency relations with resonances and specific

higher order modes. This transmission peak always exists and is always 100% as long

as without material loss (PEC case), no matter how small the hole is. The hole size

and shape only slightly shift the total transmission peak in the spectrum.

To obtain the total transmission, we considered a higher order TM12 mode (TM

stands for transverse-magnetic) in addition to the lowest order propagating TE10

mode (TE stands for transverse-electric). The interesting feature of the TM12 waveg-

uide mode is that, at its cutoff frequency, it gives a divergent magnetic field at the

center of the waveguide for a finite electric field. By Bethe’s theory, the hole’s ef-

fective magnetic dipole moment is proportional to the magnetic field, so the hole is

excited by an infinite magnetic field at the TM12 cutoff. All the energy is built up

at the hole and is re-emitted at the other side of the metal screen, as illustrated in

Figure 2.5 (b). Since the TM12 mode is cutoff, it is bounded to the metal screen and

does not propagate; the TE10 mode is still the only propagating mode. We related

the TE10 and TM12 mode amplitudes by a Fourier decomposition and solved the self-

consistency equation, and we found that the total transmission actually occurs at a

wavelength slightly longer than the TM12 cutoff. An equivalent explanation is from

the impedance matching perspective. The TM12 cutoff mode has an infinite admit-

tance, and so does an infinitesimal hole. Therefore, the impedances of the waveguide

mode and the hole are perfectly matched, allowing a total transmission.

2.4.3 Relations to Previous Works

It is easy to miss the novelty of our waveguide EOT by confusing its working principle

with other EOT phenomenon based on cutoff modes in the holes, for example [69, 72].

It should be noted that those works considered a cutoff mode in each individual aper-
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Figure 2.5: (a) Resonant total transmission of optical power through a single hole in
a transverse waveguide screen. Three results are shown in this graph with aperture
width equal to 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 times of the waveguide width, in blue, red and black.
(b) Finite integral simulation (CST Microwave Studio) showing the total transmission
through the waveguide hole at the resonant condition. Reprinted with permission
from [3].
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ture, not a waveguide mode. Again, the aperture considered in our work can be

arbitrarily small – giving an arbitrarily large cutoff frequency – and still permits a to-

tal transmission. The working principle of the waveguide EOT is in fact distinct from

any previously found EOT phenomenon, it does not rely on SPP [17, 53], spoof-SPPs

of thick films [72], array effects [2, 18], specific hole geometry [55, 56, 65], or Fabry-

Perot resonances [54, 71], which can play a role in the EOT of arrays and single holes

in a screen. The waveguide EOT is confirmed by finite-integral and finite-difference

time-domain simulations with a high consistency, even when material loss is consid-

ered in the simulations. We did not have the resource to perform the experiment,

but microwave measurements by other groups has confirmed our results [89–92]. An

equivalent circuit model was also given for explaining the EOT, where the waveguide

was represented by a transmission line model, and the screen and the hole were mod-

eled by L-C circuits. At the resonant condition, the equivalent impedances of the hole

and the waveguide are perfectly matched, allowing for a total transmission without

reflection.

The reader is referred to Appendix A for the details of the study described in

Section 2.4.

2.5 Abbe’s Resolution Limit and Near-Field Op-

tics

The waveguide EOT phenomenon can be potentially useful in many applications,

such as sensing, waveguide filtering and local heating. Especially, it can be applied to

boost the throughput of an apertured near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM)

probe. In order to understand the EOT brightened NSOM probe, we shall first review

some theories in the diffraction limit and near-field optics.

2.5.1 Abbe’s Resolution Limit

A conventional lens-based optical microscope which probes light in the far-field of

the object has a fundamental limit to its resolution, as initially discovered by Ernst

Abbe [93] (as translated in Ref. [94]) and subsequently quantified by Herman Helmholtz [95].

Two points on the object plane cannot be resolved by a lens-based optical microscope

if they are spaced closer than
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d ≃
λ

2n sinα
, (2.4)

where λ is the wavelength, n is the refraction index of the medium, and α is the half

focusing angle. Abbe’s resolution limit arises because light that varies spatially with

a length scale smaller than half wavelength is evanescent in space: it is bound to the

near-field and does not propagate away from the object.

Mathematical expressions that differentiate the near-field and the far-field are

usually given for antennas in the microwave regime [22]. However, in near-field optics,

the near-field and the far-field are not defined in such a rigorous way. Usually, the

near-field region is considered to be within the order of a wavelength away from the

object.

2.5.2 Near-Field Optics

The NSOM can probe light with spatial resolution well below the diffraction limit. As

the main working principle of an NSOM, a probe is placed very close to the structure

under study, typically within 10 nm. Such a distance is within the near-field of the

light scattered by or emitted from the structure where the spatially fast-varying light

component does not have enough distance to decay away, and the subwavelength

spatial resolution can be probed.

NSOM relies heavily on the interaction between the near-field light and the probe,

and the design of the near-field probe is therefore a hot topic. Two main categories

of near-field probes exist: the apertureless probe and the apertured probe.

2.5.3 Apertureless Near-Field Probes

Apertureless probes are usually made of sharp metallic tips. These sharp metallic tips

can utilize plasmon effects to generate a local field enhancement for a large optical

throughput [96, 97]. Apertureless NSOM’s have been applied in probing two-photon

luminescence [98], imaging carbon nano-tubes [99] and fluorescent molecules [100,

101], imaging and mapping localized surface plasmon (LSP) modes [102].

As a novel apertureless NSOM design, nanoantennas are used at the tip of the

probe for a strong local field enhancement with a tight light spot. Various nanoan-

tennas are fabricated at the tip of a dielectric pyramid on an atomic force microscope

(AFM) cantilever. For example, a bowtie antenna was fabricated on a silicon nitride
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AFM tip for Raman spectroscopy mapping [103]. A nano-cone, fabricated on an AFM

tip by ion milling with an etching mask, had a very sharp front with about 10 nm

radius and has a potential toward for high resolution topographical imaging.

Despite their advantages of brightness, the main drawback of apertureless NSOM

probes is the background light leakage. As the illumination of an apertureless NSOM

probe comes from the far-field (usually a focused laser spot in free-space), it is difficult

to distinguish the desired signal from the background illumination, and modulation

schemes are usually required for an apertureless NSOM probe [100].

2.5.4 Apertured Near-Field Probes

For apertured near-field probes, on the other hand, signal is only coupled through

a subwavelength aperture at the tip, and the background signal is blocked by metal

coatings. A background-free scanning can be achieved in this way.

The simplest structure of an apertured near-field probe is formed by coating an

optically thick metal layer at the periphery of a tapered optical fiber, leaving a waveg-

uide structure with a silica core and a transmissive hole at the tip. The hole formed

at the tip can be typically 100 nm in diameter or less [21]. Light is delivered through

the metal coated taper and transmitted through the hole creating a very tight local

illumination spot, and is detected in the far-field, as the opposite of an apertureless

near-field probe. In this way, there is no “background” illumination.

The main drawback of an apertured near-field probe is the small light throughput

at the hole. The overall light transmitted through a tapered fiber apertured near-

field probe is of orders of magnitude less than an apertureless near-field probe. To

practically improve the brightness of an apertured near-field probe, we cannot indef-

initely increase the optical input to the fiber taper, because the thin fiber tip can be

damaged by a high optical power.

Two reasons are responsible for the low light transmission through an apertured

near-field probe. First, light transmission through a subwavelength hole is low, by

Bethe’s aperture theory. However, a smaller hole is desired for a small light spot, and

therefore it is a trade-off between light throughput and resolution. Second, at the end

of a conventional tapered fiber structure, the fiber waveguide diameter becomes too

small and goes below cutoff for the light, making the light decay in the last section

of the fiber. A larger fiber cone angle is desired for a smaller decay in the waveguide,

but the cone angle is limited by fabrication issues. The conventional heat-and-pull
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technique only allows for small cone angles [21]. Chemical etching technique is more

suitable to create fiber tapers with larger cone angles [104], and high transmissions

are achieved through near-field probes made by the chemical etched fibers [105].

However, the resulting surface quality of chemical etching is usually lower than the

heat-and-pull technique.

Different approaches have been used to improve the optical throughput of an aper-

tured near-field probe. A high throughput apertured near-field probe was achieved

by changing the cavity shape [106, 107]. However, this method only deals with the

waveguide loss; the other half of the problem, the low transmission through the sub-

wavelength hole, is not solved. Several approaches have been used to improve the

light transmission through the subwavelength hole. Concentric ring gratings have

been created around the apertures using FIB milling, and they boost the light trans-

mission by coupling light into SPP and focusing it at the aperture [108]. However,

this method requires a relatively large end face to fit the rings. A 1/4 wavelength

monopole antenna was created near the hole to improve the radiation efficiency [109].

A bowtie shaped aperture was used for a high transmission while keeping a tight

focusing spot [110].

Coaxial apertures have also been used for apertured near-field probes. A coaxial

aperture is fabricated on a gold coated SiN AFM cantilever and is used for Raman

scattering signal scanning [111]. A coaxial aperture benefits from its local field en-

hancement through gap plasmon mode between the outer and inner metal parts, as

well as a relatively wide transmission band [112, 113]. In addition, a coaxial aper-

ture on the tip of a pyramid shaped AFM cantilever has a protuberant inner metal

part, giving a tight scanning spot. A Raman imaging of single carbon nanotubes is

obtained by the coaxial apertured near-field probe, and a whole Raman spectrum

with highly enhanced Raman signal is obtained at each scanning point using a short

exposure time.

2.6 EOT Brightened Near-Field Probe

We realized that the waveguide EOT phenomenon is a potential candidate for over-

coming both issues that limits the apertured near-field probe light throughput -

the waveguide decay and the low aperture transmission. Using this probe, we have

achieved a 100-fold and a 40-fold increase in the light throughput and in the damage

threshold, as compared to a conventional tapered fiber apertured near-field probe.
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Using this high-throughput near-field probe, we scanned single fluorescent molecules

with a 50 nm resolution.

2.6.1 Structure of the EOT Near-Field Probe

Figure 2.6 (a) shows a schematic of the proposed apertured near-field probe. We

created an apertured near-field probe with a flat-end fiber taper coated by aluminum

at the periphery and by gold on the end face, and with a subwavelength hole at the

center of the end face. The structure of this probe is directly analogous to the waveg-

uide with a transverse screen, which permits a resonant total transmission through

a small hole in microwave regime. For the near-field probe, considering fabrication

limitations and excitation wavelengths, we typically choose the tip diameter of the

fiber core dt to be about 500 nm, and the hole diameter da to be 50-100 nm. An

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the probe is given in Figure 2.6 (b).

The fabrication steps will be mentioned below.

Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of the waveguide EOT brightened near-field probe structure.
For comparison, the conventional apertured near-field probe is drawn in the inset. (b)
An SEM image of the near-field probe. Reprinted with permission from [4].

2.6.2 Measured Spectrums and Theoretical Supports

The proposed high-throughput near-field probe employs the same waveguide EOT

as introduced in Section 2.4. In this circular waveguide, we consider two modes:

the TE11 mode and the cutoff TM11 mode. The TE11 mode is the lowest order

propagating mode in a circular waveguide. The TM11 mode in a circular waveguide

plays the same role as the TM12 mode in the rectangular waveguide EOT. At the

cutoff of the TM11 circular waveguide mode, the magnetic field is divergent at the
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waveguide center, giving a huge excitation to the subwavelength hole, leading to a

large transmission through the hole.

We have done experimental measurements and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)

simulations to this structure. Figure 2.7 (a) shows The transmission spectrum for two

apertured near-field probes with taper diameters dt equals 420 nm and 475 nm, ob-

tained from FDTD simulations and experiments. As expected, an EOT peak was

found for each probe at a wavelength slightly red-shifted than the TM11 cutoff. Be-

cause of the material loss of real metal in the visible-IR regime, a 100% transmission

no longer be achieved; however, the EOT still permits a significantly larger transmis-

sion through the hole. The critical role of the TM11 mode is more clearly shown by

investigating the EOT peak wavelengths of a number of probes with different diam-

eters, shown in Figure 2.7 (b). Theoretically, the TM11 cutoff wavelength is linearly

dependent on the waveguide diameter dt, as shown by the red line. Notice that the

TM11 cutoff wavelength in the figure is plotted by assuming PEC for the coating

metal. We found the EOT peak wavelength follow the same linear dependence on the

waveguide diameter, but red shifted from the TM11 cutoff. Two reasons are respon-

sible for the red-shift of the EOT peaks from the TM11 cutoff. First, this is a result

of the waveguide EOT theory obtained from the self-consistency [3]. Secondly, the

finite penetration of the light into real metal in the form of the SPP mode increases

the cutoff wavelength inside the fiber.

Figure 2.8 further confirms the critical role of the TM11 mode. Using FDTD simu-

lations, we plotted the electric field and Poynting vector distributions at a transverse

section inside the waveguide, near the end face. At the EOT resonant wavelengths,

the longitudinal component of the electric field Ez shows a clear TM11 mode dis-

tribution, but at 100 nm longer and shorter wavelength, Ez is much weaker. We

confirm that TE11 mode is the only propagating mode by plotting the real part of

the longitudinal Poynting vector Sz. There is some asymmetry in the mode plots,

this is because the apertures are offset from the probe center in the simulations to

accurately account for the fabrication imperfection.

2.6.3 Improvements to Throughput and Damage Threshold

We used the same probes for investigating the enhancements on the throughput and

the damage threshold of the proposed structure. We start with a conventional aper-

tured near-field probe with a fiber taper core made by heat-and-pull method, and
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Figure 2.7: (a) The transmission spectrum from two apertured near-field probes with
different taper diameters, obtained from FDTD simulations and experiments. Both
methods show EOT peaks at the same wavelength for each individual probes. (b)
The spectral positions of the EOT peaks attributed to mode cutoff. The numerical
simulations (crosses) are in good agreement with the experimental data (circles).
Indicated by the red line is the cutoff wavelength corresponding to the TM11 circular
waveguide mode. Reprinted with permission from [4].
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Figure 2.8: FDTD simulations showing the field and Poynting vector distributions
at a transverse section inside the waveguide, near the end face. The longitudinal
component of the electric field Ez shows a clear TM11 mode distribution on resonance,
and a much weaker field off resonance; the longitudinal Poynting vector confirms that
TE11 mode is the only propagating mode. Reprinted with permission from [4].
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with an aluminum coating. After measuring the light transmission throughput of

this probe, we pumped a large optical power into this fiber until its tip is damaged

by the heat from the intense optical power, in which way we obtained the damage

threshold of this conventionally structured probe. We then cleaved off the damaged

tip at a position with a desired fiber diameter using FIB, coat the resulting flat end-

face with gold, and drill a hole on the gold surface using FIB. After, we measured

the throughput and damage threshold of this same tapered probe with a modified tip

structure.

● EOT NSOM

■ Conventional NSOM

× FDTD simulations

Figure 2.9: The optical throughput measured for conventional probe structures and
EOT probe structures, backed up by FDTD simulations. The data points linked with
a line were taken from the same taper. Reprinted with permission from [4].

As shown in Figure 2.9, the EOT probe typically permitted a 100× enhanced op-

tical transmission (throughput) at the resonant wavelength as compared to a conven-

tional near-field probe structure with the same aperture size, and this was confirmed

by FDTD simulations.

2.6.4 Single Fluorescent Particle Scanning

To test the EOT brightened near-field probe in a real application, we scanned single

fluorescent molecules using the probe. Toluene diisocyanate (TDI) molecules were

mixed in a toluene solution of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and spin-coated

onto a glass slide. An excitation light with 647 nm wavelength was injected into a
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near-field probe with an aperture diameter of 45 nm. The probe was scanned over

the sample with a nanometric accuracy. Figure 2.10 shows the scanning map of single

fluorescent molecules. The fluorescence spot shows full-width half-maximum widths

of 61±3 nm and 62±3 nm on the two dimensions on the sample plane.

Figure 2.10: A scan across single TDI molecules with an EOT brightened near-field
probe with an aperture diameter of 45 nm. The molecules were embedded in a PMMA
matrix and were excited at a wavelength of 647 nm from the near-field probe. The
scale bar is 500 nm. Reprinted with permission from [4].

The single fluorescent molecule scanning experiment also confirmed that the through-

put enhancement at the resonance was solely due to the waveguide EOT through the

nanoaperture, and the bulk plasmon leakage through the gold film was negligible.

The tight scanning spot showed that the excitation light only came from the trans-

mission through the nanoaperture, and the background was perfectly blocked by the

gold film.

The reader is referred to Appendix B for the details of the study described in

Section 2.6.

2.7 Optical Forces

In addition to an apertured near-field probe, subwavelength nanoholes in visible-

IR regime can also be applied in the field of optical trapping. Optical trapping is a

technique to immobilize and manipulate small objects using light. Compared to other

techniques, optical trapping provides a very gentle capture to the trapped object,

it therefore has a great potential in trapping biological objects without inducing

damages. However, the challenge to trap a biological particle, which is modeled as a

non-resonant dielectric particle in optics, dramatically increases as the particle size

becomes smaller. For trapping the smallest biological particles such as single viruses
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and protein molecules, we propose the use of subwavelength apertures, and it enables

trapping of small dielectric particles that would be difficult, if not impossible, to be

trapped by conventional methods. Before introducing nanohole optical trapping, we

will first review some theoretical formulations of optical forces: the force exerted on

small objects or particles by the light shining on them.

2.7.1 The Perturbative Formulations

When considering the optical force on a particle in a perturbative approximation, it

is assumed that the presence of the particle does not significantly change the ambient

electromagnetic field. To formulate the optical force in this case, we can approxi-

mately work out the ambient electromagnetic field distribution as if the particle was

not in the field, and then compute the optical force on the particle based separately

on the field distribution and on the particle property. The particle is approximated

by an electric dipole in the ambient field.

To calculate the polarizability of the particle, we will use the quasi-static approx-

imation again since the particles considered in this work have sizes well below the

wavelength. Again, we assume a constant and static field over the subwavelength

particle. We consider a plane wave with wavelength λ and an electric field amplitude

~E0 shining onto a spherical particle with a radius r and a refractive index np in a

background medium with a refractive index nm. We consider the boundary conditions

at the particle surface: the electric potential is continuous in the direction orthogonal

to the surface, and the electric field component in the direction parallel to the particle

surface is also continuous. By solving these boundary conditions, the electric dipole

moment ~pe of the particle can be obtained as:

~pe =

(

n2
p − n2

m

n2
p + 2n2

m

)

n2

mr
3 ~E0 = α ~E0, (2.5)

where α =
(

n2
p−n2

m

n2
p+2n2

m

)

n2
mr

3 is the polarizability of the particle. The optical power Pscat

scattered by the particle, known as the Rayleigh scattering for a dielectric particle,

can be therefore approximated by the radiation of an electric dipole as [45]:

Pscat =
c2Z0k

4

12π
|~pe|

2, (2.6)

where Z0 =
√

µ0/ǫ0 is the free space characteristic impedance, k = 2π/λ is the

wavenumber, c is the speed of light in free-space, ǫ0 and µ0 are the free space permit-
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tivity and permeability. It is easy to see that:

Pscat ∝
r6

λ4
. (2.7)

Therefore, Rayleigh scattering is the reason why the sky looks blue and the sun

looks red from the earth: the blue side of the solar spectrum with a shorter wavelength

gets scattered stronger by the subwavelength particles suspended in the atmosphere.

In the perturbative regime, two types of optical forces can be considered. As the

first type, the scattering force is the force exerted in the direction of the incident

beam, it is directly related the power scattered by the particle and can be expressed

as [23]:

Fscat =
I0
c

128π5r6

3λ4

(

n2
p − n2

m

n2
p + 2n2

m

)2

nb, (2.8)

where I0 is the light intensity at the particle. The scattering force is a repelling force,

and it originates from the momentum transferred from the photons to the particle in

the forward direction.

As the second type of optical force, the gradient force Fgrad is in the direction of

the field intensity gradient. It can be derived from the differential force acted on an

electric dipole in an electric field gradient as [114]:

Fgrad = (nmα~E · ∇)
−→
E =

1

2
nmα∇|E|2 =

n3
br

3

2

(

n2
p − n2

b

n2
p + 2n2

b

)

∇|E|2. (2.9)

The gradient optical force is proportional to the particle polarizability and the

gradient of the field intensity.

As the particle becomes smaller, the scattering optical force, proportional to the

sixth power of the particle radius, decays much quicker than the gradient optical force

which is proportional to the third power of the particle radius. Therefore, for a very

small particle, the scattering optical force can be neglected, and this is the case for

the particle size interested in this work.

The attractive nature of the gradient optical force leads to the idea of an optical

trap - a particle can be attracted to and immobilized at a local maxima of the optical

intensity. The most simply achieved local intensity maxima is at the Abbe’s diffraction

limited focal spot of a propagating wave in a uniform medium, leading to a traditional

single beam optical tweezers [23].
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2.7.2 Maxwell Stress Tensor

Compared to the inexact perturbative optical force formulations, the Maxwell stress

tensor (MST) analysis is a rigorous way of computing the optical force acting on an

object. MST analysis is based on the Lorentzian force. It starts with a force den-

sity formulation with the Lorentzian force term and an electromagnetic field energy

term [115]:

f = ρ~E + ~J × ~B −
1

2
|E|2∇ǫ−

1

2
|H|2∇µ. (2.10)

where ~E and ~H are the electric and magnetic fields, ~B is the magnetic flux density,
~J is the current density, ǫ and µ are the permittivity and the permeability. The force

acting on free charge ρ and free current flow ~J in space can be derived by integrating

the first two terms in Equation 2.10 over the volume:

F =

∫

V

(

ρ~E + ~J × ~B
)

dV. (2.11)

Then, using Guass’s Law and Ampere’s Law, we can rewrite the charge density ρ

and the current density ~J as

ρ = ǫ0ǫb∇ · ~E, (2.12)

~J =
1

µ0

∇× ~B − ǫ0ǫb
∂ ~E

∂t
, (2.13)

where ǫ0 and µ0 are the permittivity and the permeability of free-space. After applying

matrix algebra, the Faraday’s law and the divergence theorem, we can come to the

optical force formula in terms of the MST:

F =

∮

(

¯̄T · ~n
)

da−
∂

∂t

∫ ~S

c2
dV, (2.14)

where da is the particle surface area element, ~n is the normal vector of the particle

surface, ~S is the Poynting vector which is the cross-product of the electric field ~E and

the magnetic field ~H , and c is the speed of light in free-space. ¯̄T is a 3 by 3 matrix

(tensor) defined as the MST, with the element on the ith row and the jth column as:

Tij = ǫ0ǫb(EiEj −
1

2
δij | ~E|2) +

1

µ0

(BiBj −
1

2
δij | ~B|2), (2.15)

where δij is the Dirac delta notation, which is 1 for i = j and 0 otherwise. The
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second integral (the volume integral over
~S
c2
) in Equation 2.14 can be shown to be

the electromagnetic momentum Pem over the whole particle, by using Minkowski’s

relation Pem = ~D × ~B with ~D and ~B being the electric and magnetic flux densities.

That is, the MST ¯̄T accounts for the conservation of both the mechanical momentum

and the electromagnetic momentum.

Typically, the contribution due to Pem can be ignored. Therefore, Equation 2.14

can be re-written as:

F =

∮

(

¯̄T · ~n
)

da. (2.16)

Alternatively, for a medium without free charge and free current, there is force

acting on the medium itself due to its inhomogeneity. For example, for a dielectric

particle which brings inhomogeneity into the background, the induced optical force

can be derived by integrating the last two terms of Equation 2.10 over the volume.

Considering a 1

2
factor from the time averaging of the electric field, and assuming

that there is no change in the permeability, the force acting on a dielectric particle is

given by [116]:

F = −
1

4
ǫ0

(
∫

V

E∗E∇ǫrdV

)

, (2.17)

where the superscript ∗ denotes the complex conjugation, and ǫr is the relative per-

mittivity. A Matlab script formulating a MST analysis to compute the optical force

based on the electromagnetic field obtained from a FDTD simulation is given in the

Appendix D.

Usually, the perturbative optical force formulations is a good approximation to the

MST analysis, as past works have been shown [38, 117]. However, in some specially

designed cases, the dielectric particle can work beyond the Rayleigh regime and give a

strong change to the ambient field. The perturbative approximation thus is no longer

a good approximation, and the rigorous MST analysis needs to be used in this case.

As we will see later, this is the case in a subwavelength nanohole, in which the MST

analysis predicts a much higher optical force than the perturbative approximation.
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2.8 Past Trapping Works

2.8.1 Single Beam Optical Tweezers

The first optical trap was experimentally demonstrated as a single beam optical tweez-

ers by Ashkin [23]. Since then, single beam optical tweezers has been and still is the

most widely used optical trapping technique in different applications. Single beam

optical tweezers has been applied to trap dielectric particles [23, 24], carbon nan-

otubes [25], semiconductor nanowires [26], and metal nanoparticles [27–29]. Complex

trapping patterns can be generated by manipulating the trapping beam using holog-

raphy [118], but holographic optical trapping has the same principle as a single beam

optical tweezers since its focus spot size is still limited by Abbe’s resolution limit.

Single beam optical tweezers can be very accurately described using the pertur-

bative gradient force formulation when trapping small Rayleigh regime particles [23].

In such a regime, it can be shown that the optical power required for trapping a

particle against the random Brownian motion scales with the inverse fourth power

of the particle size over all. As it can be seen in Equation 2.9, the gradient force

scales with the third power of the particle size; in addition, the Stoke’s drag force in

a homogeneous liquid environment scales linearly as particle diameter, giving an ad-

ditional dependence on the size. For trapping smaller and smaller particles, the only

strategy is to keep increasing the power. Stable trapping of 10 nm gold nanospheres

has been achieved with high power (400 mW) using a single laser beam [29], because

gold particles have a large permittivity contrast to the background, they can be res-

onant [27, 119], and they are harder to damage than dielectric particles. However,

these conditions are not available for dielectric particles. We are more interested

in trapping a non-resonant dielectric particle with a small permittivity contrast to

the background, as the case for biological particles. In this case, single beam tweez-

ers have limited capability. For example, for trapping latex spheres of a size below

100 nm, a single beam tweezers require such a large intensity that it will damage the

particle quickly before a reliable measurement can be made [23].

For trapping biological materials, single beam optical tweezers has been used to

directly trap relatively large biological particles, for example bacteria [33] and living

cells [30–32]. Some particles such as the tobacco mosaic virus are thin but extremely

elongated and thus have a large polarizability, and they can also be trapped by a

single beam tweezers [33]. Another common use of single beam optical tweezers in
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biology is by tethering the ends of long bio-materials (e.g. deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) strands, actin) to a large dielectric particle that can be trapped and moved

by single beam tweezers, and then indirectly manipulating and studying the teth-

ered bio-material. For example, stretching DNA strands [34], monitoring ribonucleic

acid (RNA) transcription [35], studying actin mechanics [36] and unwinding hairpin

RNA [37] have been done using this technique.

2.8.2 Novel Optical Traps

To generate a larger gradient force without increasing the optical incident power, we

can produce a steeper optical intensity gradient. Nanostructures can be used to beat

Abbe’s diffraction limit and generate a tighter focusing spot. A tighter focusing spot

than a diffraction limited focus of propagating wave can be achieved using evanescent

waves of surface plasmon structures [120]. It was found that an optical antenna gap

can give a tighter focusing spot and therefore a larger gradient trapping force to create

a much tighter particle confinement than a single beam tweezers [121]. A resonant

optical dipole antenna was designed and successfully trapped 200 nm polystyrene and

living Escherichia coli bacteria using a low optical intensity [122].

Other than plasmonic structures, a whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) optical res-

onator also has an evanescent field with a large intensity gradient due to the total

internal reflection. In addition to be used as a sensitive sensors [123–125], a WGM res-

onator can also be used as an optical trap utilizing its large evanescent field build-up,

and single 280 nm polystyrene particles have been successfully trapped by a WGM

resonator using a low input power [40, 41].

Another way to overcome Abbe’s diffraction limit is by using a subwavelength

waveguide structure. A silicon slot waveguide with a 100 nm gap between the two

silicon plates have shown a great focused light in the gap [38], and this waveguide

was used to trap 75 nm polystyrene nanospheres and λ-DNA strands [39].

Although a steeper intensity gradient and a tighter focusing spot can assist in the

trapping of Rayleigh dielectric particles, it does not solve the fundamental challenge

in optical trapping in the perturbative regime: the inverse fourth power dependence of

required optical power on the particle size. In addition, some of the above experiments

require a cumbersome setup. For example, a prism coupling setup in the Kretschmann

configuration was required to excite the dipole nanoantennas [122]. To achieve optical

trapping of even smaller dielectric and biological particles, we look for a solution
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beyond the perturbative regime.

2.9 Self-Induced Back-Action Trapping

using a Nanohole

2.9.1 Nanohole Trapping Concept

To design an optical trap which works beyond the perturbative regime, we look for

a situation where a small particle induces a large change to the ambient electromag-

netic field - larger than that predicted by Rayleigh scattering. We propose using a

subwavelength nanoaperture, and operate at a wavelength slightly longer than its

cutoff. Figure 2.11 summarizes the working principle of this nanoaperture trap. As

Figure 2.11(a) shows, below cutoff, the optical transmission through the aperture at

a normal angle is mainly through diffraction, and the transmitted power is low. As

Figure 2.11(b) shows, when a dielectric particle, with smaller size than the aperture

and a larger refractive index than water, enters into the aperture, the aperture will

suddenly become optically larger due to the dielectric loading from the particle. The

optical transmission through the aperture is thus increased. As Figure 2.11(c) shows,

if the particle tries to leave the aperture, the transmission through the hole decreases,

giving a change in the light momentum towards the outside of the hole. As Newton’s

Third Law states, this momentum change has to have a reaction on the particle in

the opposite direction, generating an optical force towards the inside of the hole. As

Figure 2.11(d) shows, according to Bethe’s aperture theory, the optical transmission

has a steep inverse fourth power dependence on the wavelength. Therefore, a small

red-shift to the transmission spectrum due to the dielectric particle results in a large

change to the transmission power at a certain wavelength. In other words, we now

have a case in which a small particle can induce a much larger change to the ambient

electromagnetic field than in the perturbative regime, having a great back-action to

the particle itself. This so-called self-induced back-action (SIBA) optical trapping is

stronger than a perturbative gradient trap.

Another explanation to the aperture trapping working principle comes from the

increased trapping potential well depth. The electric field intensity |E|2 inside the

aperture is increased due to the increased optical transmission with particle loading.

From the particle potential energy P ∝ −α|E|2, it can be seen that increased field in-
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Figure 2.11: Optical transmission through a single subwavelength hole: (a) without
particle; (b) transmission enhanced with a dielectric particle in the hole (dielectric
loading); and (c) transmission decreased by ∆T when the particle tries to leave the
hole. The change of the light momentum reacts onto the particle, inducing a force
in the opposite direction, pulling the particle back to the hole. (d) The presence
of the dielectric particle makes the hole optically larger through dielectric loading,
red-shifting the transmission curve and giving the change ∆T in transmission.
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tensity due to the particle gives a decreased particle potential energy or, equivalently,

a deeper potential well for stronger trapping.

We notice that other promising self-induced optical trapping approaches exist,

such as using a photonic crystal cavity. 48 nm polystyrene particles have been trapped

using a one-dimensional silicon photonic crystal resonator [42]. Theoretical results

have also been presented for optical trapping using one-dimensional [43] and two-

dimensional [44] photonic crystal cavities. Subwavelength nanohole SIBA trapping

does not rely on a sharp resonance and also has a simpler setup.

2.9.2 Nanohole Trapping Experiments

We used a single circular nanohole of 310 nm diameter on a 100 nm thick gold film for

the first nanohole trapping project. The nanohole on the gold film was milled by using

a FIB. The setup of the nanohole trapping experiment is simple, basically the same

as shown in Figure 2.11. The colloidal solution of the nanoparticles to be trapped

is sealed at the gold film using a 150 µm thick glass coverslip and a spacer well.

The gold film is mounted facing downward so that gravity pulls the particles (with a

slightly larger density than water) away from the gold film. As the trapping beam,

1064 nm wavelength continuous wave (CW) Nd:YAG laser beam is focused from the

bottom onto the nanohole on the gold film, using a 40× microscope objective, giving

a focus spot of about 2 µm diameter.The trapping beam has a linear polarization

and is incident normally to the gold film. The detection of the trapping events is also

easy for nanohole optical trapping. As suggested by the working principle, we can

just monitor the optical transmission through the nanohole. When a particle comes

into the nanohole and gets trapped, there will be a sudden increase in the optical

transmission.

Figure 2.12 shows typical time traces in the trapping experiment. Using the

circular hole optical trap, we tried to trap 100 nm and 50 nm polystyrene nanospheres,

using different incident optical power. The time domain traces of the transmission

clearly show abrupt jumps between a high and a low level, indicating the trapped

and the vacant states. This type of abrupt jumps are typical indicators of trapping

events in hole trapping [126]. As Figure 2.12 (a) shows, when increasing the optical

incident power in the 100 nm nanosphere trapping, the length of the trapping time also

increases, in agreement with the Arrhenius law, which basically states that the average

trapping time is logarithmically dependent on the optical power. Using an optical
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incident power of about 1 mW, stable trapping of 100 nm polystyrene nanosphere was

obtained for over 5 minutes. As Figure 2.12 (b) shows, using a 1.9 mW of incident

optical power, we were able to stably trap a single 50 nm polystyrene nanosphere

for a period of 10 seconds. This is a great improvement over a conventional gradient

force optical trap. If a single beam optical tweezers was used to trapped the 100 nm

polystyrene nanosphere, an optical intensity of two orders of magnitude larger than

our experiment would be needed [23]. Trapping a 50 nm polystyrene nanosphere

would not even be possible using a single beam optical tweezers. Nanohole trapping

has opened a new route in optical trapping.

(a)

1.9 mW

(b)

Figure 2.12: Time domain signal of the optical transmission in the circular nanohole
optical trap. The sudden jumps in the signal indicates individual trapping events.
(a) Trapping of 100 nm polystyrene spheres using 675, 838 and 965 µW of incident
optical power. (b) Trapping of 50 nm polystyrene spheres using 1.9 mW of incident
optical power. Figure reprinted from [5].
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2.9.3 Optical Force Computations using MST

Figure 2.13 shows the FDTD simulations that we performed to study the optical

force to gain a better understanding of the nanohole optical trap. Figure 2.13 (a-

d) shows the force map at different points in and near the aperture. Based on the

electromagnetic field distributions returned from the FDTD simulations, we compared

two physical formulations for computing the optical force: the perturbative gradient

force approximation based on Equation 2.9 and the comprehensive MST analysis

based on Equation 2.17. For the perturbative gradient force approximation, only

one simulation is needed: the field in a nanohole without a particle. The gradient

force can then be computed using theoretical values of particle polarizability and

field intensity gradient computed by numerical differentiation at different points. For

the MST analysis, the simulation resource consumption is much larger. Since the

change of the field by the particle must be accounted in the non-perturbative MST

analysis, a separate simulation is needed for each point of interest, placing the particle

there. It is found that the MST analysis predicts a much larger optical force than the

gradient approximation does. Figure 2.13 (e and f) plot the force component along

the electric field polarization direction versus the displacement from the hole center,

with a 100 nm and a 50 nm trapped particle, using MST analysis and gradient force

approximation. Again, the force-displacement curve obtained from MST analysis

gives a much steeper slope and therefore a larger trapping stiffness. As discussed

before, the optical transmission through a subwavelength nanohole is very sensitive

to the refractive index change inside the hole, and even a small particle will induce

a large change to the field inside the hole. This is the reason why a perturbative

formulation is no longer a good approximation; the comprehensive MST analysis is

needed in this case. Appendix D gives the Mablab code for computing the optical force

using both the MST and the perturbative formulations based on FDTD simulation

results.

The reader is referred to Appendix C for the details of the study described in

Section 2.9.
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Figure 2.13: The numerically computed optical force in the nanohole trap based on
FDTD simulations, in trapping 100 nm (a, c and e) and 50 nm (b, d and f) polystyrene
spheres. Two physical formulations are compared: the comprehensive MST analysis
(a and b) and the perturbative gradient force approximation (c and d). It is found
that the perturbative gradient force approximation is no longer a good approximation
in the nanohole optical trap, and the MST analysis predicts a much larger optical
force than the gradient approximation does. Figure reprinted with permission from
[5].
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2.10 Double-Nanohole Trapping

2.10.1 Motivation for Double-Nanohole

The circular nanohole optical trap can generate a much larger optical force than

perturbative optical traps can, and it can trap a polystyrene sphere as small as

50 nm using a low optical power. However, as discussed before, in many applica-

tions, better nanohole shapes than a circular hole can be designed for increased cutoff

wavelength [53], increased transmission [57, 60] and local field enhancements [58].

Previously, double-nanoholes have been used for enhanced second harmonic gener-

ation [63, 64] and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [66]. The field en-

hancements found at the apexes between the two holes lead to enhanced light-matter

interaction [61]. Here we propose an optical trap using a single double-nanohole

on a gold film, which has two sharp tips separated by a tiny gap. By using this

double-nanohole, we extend the trapping to smaller dielectric particles. We also find

a seemingly surprising behavior of this optical trap: a smaller particle might be even

more easily trapped than a larger one for a certain double-nanohole.

2.10.2 Nanofabrication and Experimental Setup

Figure 2.14 shows an SEM image of a typical double-nanohole. The double-nanohole

was milled by using a FIB (refer to the Methods chapter) on a 100 nm thick gold

film. The tips in the hole are aligned in the x-direction with a separation of 15 nm

in this particular double-nanohole. Compared to other nano-structures with sharp

tips, the double-nanoholes are particularly simple to fabricate. Using FIB milling, a

double-nanohole can be made by milling two closely spaced circular holes, and the tip

geometries (especially the gap width between the tips) can be controlled by varying

the hole diameters and separations. Other than using a FIB, a double-nanohole

can be fabricated by a bottom-up process using metal evaporation over nanosphere

dimers [65].

The double-nanohole trapping uses a similar experimental setup as the circular

hole trapping. Colloidal solutions containing nanospheres are sealed at the gold film.

Linearly polarized trapping beam was focused normally onto the sample, in a polar-

ization with the electric field aligned to the x-direction (refer to Figure 2.14). The

trapping events are monitored by abrupt jumps in the optical transmission through

the double-nanohole. Comparing to the setup used for circular hole trapping, im-
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Figure 2.14: An SEM image of a typical double-nanohole an a 100 nm thick gold film.
The tips in the hole are aligned in the x-direction with a separation of 15 nm in this
particular double-nanohole. Figure reprinted with permission from [6].
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provements to the light source, microscope objective and the detector, boosting the

measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

2.10.3 Trapping of a 12 nm Silica Sphere

Figure 2.15 shows the trapping of 12 nm silica spheres using a double-nanohole with

a 15 nm tip separation. This was done using an optical incident power of 7.2 mW,

and trapping of 12 nm silica spheres was obtained for an average trapping time of 30

seconds. We believe this is the smallest dielectric particle trapped to-date. This is

also a great improvement over the circular hole trapping, taking into account that the

12 nm silica sphere has a smaller size and smaller refractive index than the polystyrene

spheres used in that experiment. If we were to trap a 12 nm silica sphere using a

circular nanohole, about 270 mW of incident optical power would be needed, based

on a hand-waving calculation using the previous circular hole trapping results and an

inverse fourth power dependence of optical power on the particle size. Our 7.2 mW

optical power is over an order of magnitude improvement on the required intensity.
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Figure 2.15: The time domain trace of the optical transmission through a double-
nanohole with a 15 nm tip separation, exposed to a colloidal solution containing
12 nm silica spheres, clearly showing trapping of single 12 nm silica spheres. Figure
reprinted with permission from [6].

The tremendous trapping ability comes from the large local field concentrated

in the small area between the two tips. The optical transmission is much more

sensitive to a local refractive index change in this small area, since this is where all the

transmission power through the hole is concentrated. Therefore, only a small particle,

with size comparable to the strong local field area, is needed to make enough change

to the transmitted power and self-induce enough trapping force. By comparison,
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a circular nanohole is isotropic and does not provide such local field enhancement.

With a circular nanohole, only relatively large particles can change the transmitted

power enough to self-induce enough trapping force. Therefore, a double-nanohole

allows the trapping of much smaller particles than a circular nanohole. The double-

nanohole structure is also advantageous over a rectangular nanohole. Although a

rectangular nanohole can also give an enhanced local field through the coupling of

surface plasmons between the two closely spaced sides [53], the enhanced local field

is distributed along the sides of the hole, and the trapping force will be weaker along

the long axis of a rectangular hole. In contrast, the double-nanohole gives a single

trapping point where the field is strongest between the two tips.

2.10.4 Particle Size Selective Behavior

The double-nanohole optical trap has a counter-intuitive behavior: using the nanohole

with a certain tip separation, a smaller nanoparticle might be easier to trap than a

larger one. Figure 2.16 (a) shows a comparison between trapping 100 nm and 20 nm

polystyrene spheres using a double-nanohole with a 30 nm tip separation. It can be

seen that, using the same incident optical power, the trapping time of the 20 nm

sphere is at least 10 times longer than that of the 100 nm sphere. This behavior

is different from all the existing optical traps. The difficulty for trapping smaller

particles for perturbative optical traps, in terms of required optical power, depends

on the inverse fourth power of particle size. Even in the non-perturbative SIBA trap

using a circular hole, a smaller particle still gives a smaller perturbation inside the

hole and is therefore harder to be trapped. The double-nanohole trap, in contrast,

have a very tight trapping area between the tips. A strongest trapping will happen if

the particle fits the whole trapping area. A larger particle such as a 100 nm particle,

will be blocked outside of the trapping area in between the 30 nm double-nanohole

tip spacing due to steric hindrance, and therefore cannot be strongly trapped.

To prove the role of the tip separation in trapping, we tried to trap a 20 nm

polystyrene sphere using double-nanoholes with different tip separations, and com-

pared the transmission signal jumps at the trapping events. The change in optical

transmission through the double-nanohole in the trapped and the vacant states relates

to the optical force through Newton’s Third Law. The largest transmission change

happens when a nanoparticle is trapped using a hole with a tip separation (25 nm)

barely larger than the particle size (20 nm), in which case the particle best occupies
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Figure 2.16: (a) Trapping results of 100 nm and 20 nm polystyrene spheres using
a double-nanohole with a 30 nm tip separation. (b) Different transmission jumps
when trapping 20 nm polystyrene spheres using double-nanoholes with different tip
separations. Figure reprinted with permission from [6].
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the trapping area. If a larger tip gap than the optimum is used, it does not generate

a local field as strong as the smaller gap does. If a smaller tip gap than the optimum

is used, it blocks the particle outside. In addition to be physically interesting, this

behavior is potentially useful in a size sorting of particles.

The reader is referred to Appendix E for the details of the study described in

Section 2.10.

2.11 Trapping and Unfolding a Single Protein

The trapped 12 nm silica sphere has a size and refractive index comparable to the

smallest biological material, such as a single virus particle (a virion) and a protein

molecule. Our technology is ready to be applied in biology.

2.11.1 Trapping of the Protein

We extend the double-nanohole trapping to a single protein: the bovine serum al-

bumin (BSA). BSA is a “heart-shaped” molecule with a 9 nm length at its longest

dimension and a 3.4 nm hydrodynamic radius. In this experiment, we have further

optimized the trapping setup by replacing the trapping light source with a shorter

wavelength 820 nm laser. With the silicon-based detector, the 820 nm wavelength

has a 4× better detection responsivity than the 975 nm laser, this further increases

the SNR in the experiment. Further, a shorter wavelength also has a lower water

absorption and a larger structure-to-wavelength scaling, suitable for trapping smaller

particles. To block the BSA from directly adsorbing onto the gold surface, which is a

commonly known tendency of BSA, we formed a monolayer of methoxypoly (ethylene

glycol) (mPEG) thiol on the Au surface before the BSA trapping experiment [127].

Figure 2.17 shows the BSA trapping results. Using a 8.5 mW optical incident

power, the BSA can be trapped for at least 100 seconds. To confirm that the BSA is

optically trapped as opposed to adsorbed to the gold surface, we have also performed

an experiment showing the release of the BSA when the laser is turned off.

2.11.2 Unfolding of the Protein

In the transmission signal in BSA trapping, we have noticed the interesting “double-

trapping states”, corresponding to the lower (T1) and higher (T2) transmission levels
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Figure 2.17: Time traces of the optical power transmitted through the double-
nanohole, using a BSA solution in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer with pH
= 7.4, using an incident optical power of (a) 13.4 mW [(b) zoom-in of (a)], (c) 10.6
mW, and (d) 8.5 mW. The vacant state and two trapping states (T1 and T2) are
clearly shown. Figure reprinted with permission from [7].
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above the vacant level in Figure 2.17. The double trapping states reappears at the

initial trapping point as well as in trapped state. As the explanation for the double-

state, a single BSA molecule is trapped and unfolded by the strong optical force

between the tips of the double-nanohole. BSA molecule is known to exist in different

forms with different degrees of folding, and the transitions between the N form (folded

heart-shaped) and the F form (unfolded elongated-shaped) has been achieved by

changing the solution pH [128]. If the BSA, in the folded N form as initially trapped,

is unfolded into the elongated F form by the optical force in the trap, it will have

a stronger polarizability and suddenly permits a larger optical transmission through

the double-nanohole, making the second jump in the transmission from T1 state to

T2 state. As Figure 2.17 shows, we repeated the BSA trapping experiment using

different optical incident powers. As expected, using a higher optical power, the

BSA spends a longer time in the unfolded state, because there is a stronger optical

force to unfold the BSA. In addition, when the BSA is unfolded and elongated, the

transmission signal jumps to a higher level as equivalent to a larger optical force.

This is expected since an elongated particle has a larger polarizability than a short

one with a same volume. An extremely elongated particle such as the 300 nm long

tobacco mosaic virus can also be trapped by a single beam tweezers [33], even it has

a very thin cross-section.

To further support the unfolding BSA hypothesis, we performed trapping experi-

ments with different solution pH. We used BSA colloidal solutions with a pH of 3.57,

in which the BSA naturally exists in the unfolded F form, to compare with a solution

with pH of 7.40, in which the BSA is naturally folded [128]. Figure 2.18 shows the

trapping signal under different pH, using a same 8.4 mW incident optical power. As

expected, the double-trapping-state only appears in the higher-pH environment; it

does not appear in the lower-pH but otherwise identical environment, neither at the

transition when the trapping initially starts nor in the trapped state, because the

BSA in the low-pH is already unfolded. Again, we have shown that the optical force

in the double-nanohole is strong enough for not only trapping a single BSA, but also

enough for actually unfolding it.

2.11.3 Potential as a Biosensor

The double-nanohole configuration has a very high SNR of 33 in monitoring the

trapping events of only a single BSA molecule. Notice that, the system noise here (e.g.
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Figure 2.18: The time traces of the optical power transmitted through the double-
nanohole, using an incident optical power of 8.4 mW in a BSA solution in PBS buffer
with (a-d) pH = 3.57, and (e-h) pH = 7.4. Figure reprinted with permission from
[7].
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the laser power fluctuation, the detector shot noise, the mechanical vibration of the

optical setup) means the noise seen in the vacant state. The larger transmission power

fluctuation in the trapped states are due to the Brownian motions of the trapped BSA

molecule. Therefore, the double-nanohole is also an extremely sensitive sensor at a

single molecule level. Sensing and trapping are often the “dual-functionality” of one

optical system - both based on the interaction between light and subwavelength-scale

matters. For example, whispering gallery mode optical microresonators are common

setups for both sensing [123–125] and trapping [40, 41].

We plan to extend the double-nanohole to sense protein binding at a single

molecule level. A single protein sensor will have potential applications in drug discov-

ery [129] and disease and infection detection [130]. To transfer the trapping setup into

a sensing setup, a specific molecule monitoring scheme needs to be added to the sys-

tem, and there are a number of ways for doing this. An antigen-antibody binding can

be used for specific biomolecule detection [82, 84]. Raman spectroscopy can also be

used as a highly specific label-free detection method [14, 111]. The strong local field

at the tips of the double-nanohole is suitable for tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, as

previously investigated [131]. Fluorescence is also a promising candidate for particle

tracking. A single layer of fluorescent particle has been detected using an array of

subwavelength slits and apertures [132–134]. Compared to periodic structures, the

single double-nanohole is more compact and is suitable for sensing smaller amount of

material and for compact optical integration.

The reader is referred to Appendix F for the details of the study described in

Section 2.11.

2.12 Summary

In summary, this chapter has investigated theories and applications for subwavelength

apertures in a metal film. A total transmission was found for a subwavelength aper-

ture in a waveguide screen. This surprising result is obtained using Bethe’s intentional

setup and Bethe’s theory. Using the waveguide EOT, we have designed and exper-

imentally tested a novel apertured near-field probe with a 100× optical throughput

and a 40× damage threshold as compared to conventional probes, and a 62 nm spatial

scanning resolution. We have also found that an optical trap which generates a much

larger optical force than perturbative traps can be constructed using subwavelength

apertures, because the optical transmission is very sensitive to dielectric loadings in
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the aperture. We have achieved trapping of 50 nm polystyrene spheres using a cir-

cular nanohole, and trapping of a 12 nm silica sphere and a single protein using a

double-nanohole. The double-nanohole has a high SNR in monitoring single protein

trapping events, showing potentials of sensing protein binding at a single molecule

level.
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Chapter 3

Methods

In this chapter, the experimental and numerical methods used for this dissertation

are introduced. The optical setup for the optical trapping experiment is first intro-

duced. For making the samples used for the different experiments, various micro- /

nano-fabrication techniques are used, including focused-ion beam milling, thin-film

depositions and spin-coating. Finite-difference time-domain simulations are used for

supporting a theoretical analysis and for understanding experimental results.

3.1 Optical Trapping Experiments

3.1.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 3.1 (a) shows the schematic of the double-nanohole optical trap. The trapping

setup is based on the Thorlabs optical tweezer kit OTKB with modifications. As the

trapping beam, a fiber-coupled 975 nm semiconductor laser was collimated, expanded,

and focused onto the sample using a 100× oil immersion microscope objective (1.25

numerical aperture), forming a laser spot of 1.1 µm diameter. An optical density filter

was used to limit the optical power to below 10 mW at the output of the objective. A

half-wave plate was used rotate the polarization of the laser beam. The transmission

light through the double-hole was collected using a 10× condenser microscope objec-

tive (0.25 numerical aperture) and measured by a silicon-based avalanche photodiode

(APD) (Thorlabs APD110A). The sample was mounted between the oil-immersion

microscope objective and the condenser microscope objective and aligned using a

piezoelectric controlled xyz sample stage to give a 20 nm positioning precision. The

polarization of the trapping beam was chosen such that the electric field was aligned
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with the two tips in the double-hole structure (x-direction in Figure 3.1(c)). With this

polarization, there is a large local field enhancement in between the two tips creating

a strong trapping point. For the data collection, the analog optical transmission sig-

nal measured by the APD is converted to digital signal using a data acquisition board

(Omega USB-4711A Portable Data Acquisition Module). For the double-nanohole op-

tical trapping experiments, we used a 101-point-window third-order Savitzky-Golay

algorithm for noise reduction of the collected data for the time domain.

We have further modified the trapping setup for trapping setup for trapping BSA.

This setup is improved by using a shorter wavelength 820 nm laser (Sacher Lasertech-

nik Group, Model TEC 120) that has approximately 4 × better detection efficiency for

the APD and helps with trapping smaller objects (due to the favorable wavelength-

dependent scaling). The 820 nm wavelength also has a lower absorption in water.

Figure 3.1 (b) shows an enlargement of the sample region. For trapping polystyrene

or silica nanospheres, polystyrene nanospheres (Fisher Scientific) or silica nanospheres

(Corpuscular Inc.) were suspended in water (0.05% w/v) with a trace amount of sur-

factant to prevent aggregation. The nanospheres suspension was ultrasonicated to

further ensure against aggregation. For trapping BSA, BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) was

mixed in PBS (1% w/w). Before the BSA trapping experiment, we formed a mono-

layer of mPEG thiol on the Au surface to block the BSA from adsorbing to the Au

surface [135]. This was done by immersing the Au film sample in an 5 mM aqueous

solution of mPEG thiol (with a molecular mass of 5000 g/mol) at room temperature

overnight, and rinsing thoroughly with deionized water to remove any nonchemisorbed

mPEG thiol molecules. The colloidal solution, containing either nanospheres or BSA,

is then sealed at the Au film surface using a microfluidic chamber consisting of an

80 µm thick poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) spacer well and a 150 µm thick glass

microscope coverslip. The sample was mounted with the Au film facing down so that

the small contribution from gravity pulls the nanospheres away from the Au film, and

the optical force works against gravity. Immersion oil with refractive index of 1.51

was used in between the oil immersion objective and the coverslip.

Figure 3.1 (c) shows an SEM images of the double-nanohole. The double-hole was

milled into a commercially available 100 nm thick Au film on a glass substrate with a

2 nm Ti adhesion layer (EMF Corp.) using FIB. For the example shown in 3.1 (c),

the diameter of each circular hole is 180 nm, and the tips are separated by 15 nm.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic drawing of the double-nanohole optical trap setup. (b)
An enlargement of the red circle part in (a), showing details of the composition of
the sample in the microfluidic chamber, the setup of the oil immersion microscope
objective, and the condenser microscope objective. Abbreviations used: LD = laser
diode; SMF = single-mode fiber; ODF = optical density filter; HWP = half-wave
plate; BE = beam expander; MR = mirror; MO = microscope objective; OI MO =
oil immersion microscope objective; DH = double hole; APD = avalanche photodiode.
(c) An SEM image of the double-nanohole on a gold film. Figure reproduced with
permission from [6].
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3.1.2 Spectral Analysis of Particle Random Motion

We measured the random motion spectrum of the trapped particle which is predomi-

nantly due to a random Gaussian noise process accounting for all the Brownian forces

on the trapped particle. If a parabolic trapping potential was assumed, for example,

in the case of a single beam optical tweezers, the 3-dB cutoff frequency of the ran-

dom motion spectrum can give information about the trapping stiffness [24, 136].

by performing a fast Fourier transform to a time signal taken with 5 kHz sampling

frequency. A nonlinear least square method was used to fit the spectrum. Figure 3.2

shows two sample random motion spectra of the trapped BSA, when the BSA is in

the folded (Part (a)) and unfolded (Part (b)) states.

However, in an aperture trapping environment, the trapping minimum is at the

surface, this is clearly not a harmonic potential. Furthermore, there are hydrodynamic

interactions with the surfaces of the aperture. Therefore, we are reluctant to perform

spectral analysis to extract stiffness parameters, as has been done in the past.

3.2 Nanofabrication Techniques

3.2.1 Focused-Ion Beam Milling

The double-nanoholes on a gold film and the parabolic trench on a silicon substrate

were fabricated using a FIB milling technique. This was done by using a Hitachi FB-

2100 Focused-Ion Beam system. The milling pattern is input into the FIB controlling

computer in the format of a bitmap figure. The Hitachi FB-2100 FIB system can

process a bitmap figure with a maximum of 2000×2000 pixels. The bitmap figure

can be designed in Matlab by creating a 2-dimensional matrix containing 0’s (for

black pixels which get exposed) 1’s (for white pixels which do not get exposed), then

outputting to a bitmap figure using the

imwrite()

command.

Figure 3.3(a) shows a sample bitmap (within the red dotted line box) used to

fabricate the double-nanohole using FIB. The bitmap has a resolution of 2000×2000

pixels, corresponding to a real area of 400×400 µm2. The bitmap consists of two

solid circles. The diameters of the circles and the separation between them are varied

to control the size and the tip separation of the double-nanohole. For having a
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Figure 3.2: Sample random fluctuation spectra of the trapped particle. The particle
used here is BSA. The blue triangles and the red curves represent experimental data
and a fit to the fluctuation spectra of (a) folded BSA and (b) unfolded BSA.
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double-nanohole with the smallest tip separation (desired for the largest local field

enhancement), the two circles should be made just touch each other. Practically, due

to the finite beam width of the FIB, the center-to-center separation between the two

circles should be about 30 to 40 nm larger than the circle diameter in the bitmap for

the resultant two circles to just touch each other. In the case of Figure 3.3(a), the

circle diameters are 160 nm, and the center-to-center separation is 190 nm. A thin

line connecting the two circles can be added to make sure there is no residue metal

in the gap between the tips, but this is not mandatory.

200 nm
200 nm

(b)(a)

Figure 3.3: (a) Sample bitmap figure (within the red dotted line box) used to fabricate
the double-nanohole using FIB. (b) An SEM image of the resultant double-nanohole
fabricated using the bitmap in (a).

Figure 3.3(b) shows an SEM image of the resultant double-nanohole fabricated

using the bitmap in (a). The double-nanohole was milled using an ion accelerating

voltage of 40 kV and a beam limiting aperture with a 15 µm diameter, under a 60k×

magnification. 80 passes were used for milling each double-nanohole and a 5 ms dose

time was used for each pass. The resultant tip separation is about 15 nm.

Figure 3.4(a) shows a schematic diagram showing the layer-by-layer FIB milling

procedure of the parabolic trench on silicon. The parabolic trench on silicon was

milled by stacking a series of concentric solid circles with a thickness t and large to

small diameters. The diameter of each circular layer dlayer can be calculate as:

dlayer =

(

h

H

)2

D, (3.1)

where h is the vertical distance from the bottom of the parabolic trench to the cor-

responding layer, H is the total depth of the trench, and D is the diameter of the
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Figure 3.4: (a) A schematic diagram showing the layer-by-layer FIB milling procedure
of the parabolic trench on silicon. (b) A scanning ion microscopic image of a parabolic
trench on silicon.

Figure 3.4(b) shows a scanning ion microscopic image of a parabolic trench on

silicon. This parabolic trench has an open diameter D = 2000 nm and a total depth

of H = 500 nm. 19 layers (by inputting 19 bitmap images into the FIB system,

each containing a solid circle with a different diameter) were used for milling. An ion

accelerating voltage of 40 kV and a beam limiting aperture with a 30 µm diameter

was used under a 35k× magnification. 42 passes were used for milling each layer and

a 0.5 ms dose time was used for each pass. After all the layers were finished, the same

beam was scanned over the whole trench for smoothing the staircase profile due to

the finite layer thickness.
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3.2.2 PMMA Thin Film Spin-Coating

PMMA from MicroChem Corp. is used in the research. The specification of the

PMMA can be found online [137]. PMMA with a molecular weight of 495000 is

dissolved in anisole. Spin-coating of PMMA is done using a Laurell Technologies

WS-650SZ-6NPP / A1 / AR1 Spin-Coat System. PMMA is spread onto the sample

at a spin speed of 500 rpm for 10 s, then spin at the designated speed for 60 s.

Samples with pin-coated PMMA is baked on a hot plate at 180 ◦C for 5 min for

crystallization. Table 3.1 lists some conditions for the spin-coating (including spin

speed) and the final thickness of baked PMMA film.

Table 3.1: PMMA spin-coating conditions and final thicknesses

concentration (% solid w/w) spin speed (rpm) final thickness (nm)

3 4000 120
3 2000 140
4.5 4000 200
4.5 2000 240
6 4000 320
6 3000 350
6 2000 420
6 1500 480
6 1000 600

3.2.3 Electronic Evaporation Deposition

The metal and dielectric thin film coating deposition was done by electronic evapora-

tion. The materials were evaporated by 7.5 kV electron beam source in an Angstrom

Engineering physical vapor deposition system under a pressure of 2× 10−6 Torr.

3.3 PDMS Microfluidic Channel Preparation

A microfluidic channel consists of a 150 µm thick glass coverslip and 80 µm thick

PDMS spacer layer with a channel was used in the optical trapping experiment.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the fabrication of the microfluidic channel. PDMS base (Sylgard

184 Silicone Elastomer Base, Dow Corning Canada) was mixed with Sylgard 184

Silicone Elastomer Curing Agent (Dow Corning Canada) at a ratio of 10:1. The
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mixture was then degasified in a vacuum chamber for 30 minutes. As Figure 3.5(a,

b) shows, the PDMS mixture was spin-coated onto the bottom of a Petri dish using

a spin-coater (Specialty Coating System G3P-8 Spin-Coat System) at a spin rate of

500 rpm for 10 s for spreading, and then at a spin rate of 950 rpm for 60 s. The glass

coverslip was then placed on top of the spin-coated PDMS mixture (Figure 3.5(c)).

Due to the high viscosity of the PDMS mixture, the glass coverslip stays on top of

the mixture. The coverslip-covered PDMS mixture was then degasified again in a

vacuum chamber for 30 minutes to remove any air bubbles between the coverslip and

the PDMS mixture, i.e. to make a seamless contact between the coverslip and the

PDMS. The coverslip-covered PDMS mixture was then cured using a hot plate for

10 minutes to harden the PDMS (Figure 3.5(d)). After the curing, the coverslip could

be peeled off from the bottom of the Petri dish with the PDMS layer on the coverslip

(Figure 3.5(e)), since PDMS is more adhesive to glass than to the Petri dish (made of

PMMA). A window of about 3 mm × 3 mm in size was then cut and removed from

the PDMS as the microfluidic channel (Figure 3.5(f)).

Bottom of

Petri dish
(a)

spin-coat

PDMS mixture

(b)

lay microscope

coverslips on

PDMS misture

bake and harden

PDMS

peel off coverslip

with PDMS layer

cut window on PDMS

using a knife

hardened PDMS

(c)

(d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.5: A process flow diagram illustrating the fabrication of the microfluidic
channel consisting of a microscope coverslip and a PDMS spacer well.

The final thickness of the PDMS spacer layer can be measured by a micrometer

gauge. It is found that an error of about 10 µm is usually associated with the

thickness. This error is possibly due to the unevenness of the PDMS layer induced

in the 30-minute vacuuming after the spin-coating. Any slight tilt of the Petri dish
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will make the PDMS mixture uneven. Nevertheless, the 10 µm error in the PDMS

spacer layer thickness is not a critical issue in the trapping experiment. As long

as the PDMS spacer layer is thinner than 80 µm, the entire microfluidic chamber is

within the working distance of the oil immersion microscope objective in the trapping

setup. Thinner PDMS layer can be made by simply increasing the spin speed in the

spin-coating step.

3.4 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Simulations

FDTD simulation is used as a modeling tool providing validations to the theories

and supports to the experiments in my work. We use a commercially available com-

prehensive FDTD simulating package (Lumerical FDTD) for the FDTD simulations.

This section describes some typical setups used in the FDTD simulations.

3.4.1 Simulation Boundaries

A number of different boundaries are used to enclose the simulation region. A

perfectly-matched layer (PML) boundary is usually used to minimize the reflection at

the simulation boundary. For periodically self-repeating structures such as an array

or a periodic grid, periodic boundaries can be used over a unit cell of the repeat-

ing structure, so that only one unit cell needs to be simulated and computational

resources can be saved. Sometimes, for computational speed considerations, periodic

boundaries can be also used for non-periodic structures [9]. In this case, we set the

periodicity to be much smaller than the half of the operating wavelength to minimize

artifacts from coherent interference. Metallic boundaries can be used to emulate a

metallic wall, such as a metallic waveguide boundary. In addition to these three com-

monly used boundaries, symmetry conditions can be used to further cut down the

computational resource for symmetric structures with a symmetric excitation. Two

symmetric boundaries, the even symmetry and the odd symmetry, need to be selected

for appropriate situations. The electric field component normal to an even symmetric

boundary is zero, and the component tangential to an odd symmetric boundary is

zero.
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3.4.2 Excitation Sources

A number of different types of sources are used for excitation in the simulations.

A plane wave is the simplest source and can be used when the simulated structure

is periodic. However, a plane wave cannot be used over a PML boundary. This is

because a plane wave source is assumed to be unboundedly extending in space. If a

plane wave source is spatially terminated at a PML, it is equivalently “apertured”

in space and artifacts will be introduced in the frequency domain after a Fourier

transformation. To remove the artifacts introduced by a plane wave source at a PML

boundary, two other sources can be used. As a first one, a Gaussian source has a

spatial intensity distribution given by a Gaussian function, and it can be used with

PML boundaries. The intensity of the Gaussian source decays to nearly zero at the

boundary due to its own distribution profile, and the artifact at the PML boundary is

thus minimized. As a second one, a total-field scattered-field (TFSF) source contains

the total field (sum of the fields from excitation source and from structure scattering)

inside the source boundary, but only the scattered field is considered outside the source

boundary. Therefore, the TFST source resolves the artifact due to PML boundaries

by limiting the source region within the simulating region. As a last source used, a

mode source is used to emulate waveguiding mode profiles such as an SPP mode, as

will be discussed next.

3.4.3 Mesh Accuracy Considerations

FDTD simulations use rectangular meshes in space. A conformal mesh is used at

metal boundaries to enforce an accurate boundary condition with a finite mesh grid.

A mesh override region is sometimes introduced to increase the mesh density at some

key structures in the simulation to make the simulation result more accurate. For

example, a 2-nm mesh grid is usually needed to capture the SPP dispersion on the

metal boundary. For the electromagnetic properties of metals used in the simulations,

the permittivity values are taken from previous works [47, 48]. To ensure that we

have used a sufficient mesh resolution, a convergence study is usually performed

with different mesh densities and make sure the results from higher and higher mesh

densities converge.

A sufficient mesh resolution can be ensured by computing the effective propaga-

tion index neff on a structure of interest using a mode source under different mesh

resolutions. The mesh resolution is made finer and finer and the convergence of neff
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is checked. As a simple example, we can investigate on the mesh resolution required

for capturing the SPP mode at a metal-dielectric interface. The analytical effec-

tive propagation index of the SPP mode at a metal-dielectric interface is well-known

as [1, 46]:

neff =

√

ǫmǫd
ǫm + ǫd

, (3.2)

where ǫm and ǫd denotes the dielectric functions of the metal and the dielectric.

Figure 3.6(a) shows the effective propagation index computed using a mode source

perpendicular to a gold-air interface under different mesh accuracies, as compared

to effective propagation index using the analytical expression in Equation 3.2. The

wavelength is at 705 nm. It can be clearly seen that the effective index of the SPP

mode converges for finer mesh resolutions, and the difference between the effective

index computed by the FDTD mode source and the analytical expression falls under

0.01% for a mesh resolution of and below 2 nm. Figure 3.6(b) shows a plot of the

mode shape of the SPP mode.
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Figure 3.6: (a) The effective propagation index computed using a mode source per-
pendicular to a gold-air interface under different mesh accuracies, as compared to
effective propagation index using the analytical expression in Equation 3.2. (b) A
plot of the mode shape of the SPP mode.

3.5 Summary

In summary, the important computational and experimental techniques have been

introduced in this chapter. These methods have served critical roles in the research.

With the specifications introduced in this chapter, the results shown in the disserta-

tions can be readily reproduced and tested.
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Chapter 4

Other Contributions

In this chapter, some topics in nanophotonics using other metallic nanostructures

than subwavelength apertures are introduced. First, using a metal nanowire grid, a

novel reflective wave plate is designed. Second, a directivity-enhanced Raman spec-

troscopy (DERS) is achieved using nanoantennas with a ground reflector, including a

planar reflector and a parabolic reflector. By applying standard antenna theory, the

nanoantennas are able to direct the beam into the detector with a high efficiency.

4.1 Metal Nano-Grid Reflective Wave Plate

Wave plates give different retardation (or phase) to light with different polarizations.

Conventional wave plates work in the transmission regime using birefringent crys-

tals [138–142]. Two main disadvantages of conventional wave plates are their narrow

operating bands due to long beam paths through the birefringence crystal, and their

high material costs. We designed a reflective wave plate using a metal nanowire grid,

as illustrated in Figure 4.1 (a). As the working principle, the TM polarization, with

the electric field polarized in the x-direction, can propagate into the grid in the form

of gap plasmons and it is reflected at the bottom of the grid; while the TE polar-

ization, with the electric field polarized in the x-direction, is cut-off in the grid and

it is reflected at the top surface. The different beam paths and therefore different

retardation are shown in Figure 4.1 (b) using numerical simulations.

As the analytic theory, we modeled the TM mode in between the metal wires us-

ing a periodic version of the gap plasmon mode [143], and we found the propagation

constant of the mode by solving for its dispersion relation. We used a single-mode-
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of the metal nanowire grid reflective wave plate.
(b) Numerical simulations show that the TM and TE polarizations have different
beam paths and different retardation upon reflecting from the metal nanowire grid.
Figure reprinted with permission from [8].
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matching technique to work out the complex reflectivities and transmittivities of the

two polarizations at the top and the bottom of the metal wire grids. These computa-

tions allow angled beam incidence as well. With these parameters, the relative phase

difference of the two polarizations upon reflecting from the wiregrid can be precisely

analyzed and designed. We verify the analytic results using FDTD simulations.

Figure 4.2 shows the analytic theory and FDTD simulation results of the phase

differences between the reflected TE and TM modes, for a quarter wave plate designed

using the metal nanowire grid. The results show that the retardation between the

two polarizations can be tuned by the incident angle. The angle tuning feature is

also shown in the schematic in Figure 4.1 (a). For a quarter wave plate designed for

operating at 826.4 nm wavelength upon normal incidence, the relative retardation

between polarizations will be different for a 632.8 nm wavelength due to material

dispersion and the different gap plasmon propagation constant. However, the same

wave plate can be tuned to an incident angle of 29◦ and have the quarter wave

difference between the two polarizations for 632.8 nm wavelength.
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Figure 4.2: Analytic theory and comprehensive numerical simulation results showing
the phase differences between the reflected TE and TM modes, under different inci-
dent angles, for a quarter wave plate designed using the metal nanowire grid. Figure
reprinted with permission from [8].

Besides its angular tunability, this wave plate is broad-band due to its short beam

path. The nanowire grid wave plate is not based on expensive birefringence crystals

and therefore it has a lower cost. This has a great potential to be applied in reflective

liquid crystal display (LCD) devices [144] and as a component to provide polarization

rotated feedback in experiments on lasers [145].

The reader is referred to Appendix G for the details of the study described in

Section 4.1.
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4.2 Directivity-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a highly specific label-free sensing tool; however, the Raman

signal is usually extremely low. Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) can have localized sur-

face plasmon resonances that stably enhance the local electric field leading to surface

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [146–153], but the enhanced signal has been

still typically orders of magnitude less than randomly roughened substrates or ag-

gregates. We further boosted MNP enhanced Raman signals by 50× by applying a

nanoantenna concept. This was done by designing a metal ground plane underneath

the MNPs spaced by a dielectric spacer layer, as illustrated in Figure 4.3(a). Accord-

ing to standard antenna theories, the directivity of an antenna can be modified using

a ground plane. We were able to coherently direct the Raman signal out of the sample

plane into the detector by modifying the dielectric spacer layer thickness, and achieve

a higher near- and far-field coupling efficiency. This leads to a 50-fold enhancement

to the Raman signal at the coherent conditions, as shown in Figure 4.3(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of NMPs on TiO2 spacer layer over a metallic ground
plane. The inset shows a transmission electron microscope image of the NMP. (b) The
coherently enhanced Raman signal as compared to using NMPs without a metallic
ground plane, and m represents the order of the coherency. Figure reprinted with
permission from [9].

To achieve a higher directivity enhancement to the Raman spectroscopy signal, we

designed a parabolic reflector nanoantenna using a metal coated parabolic trench, a

dielectric spacer layer, and a MNP as the feed element, as illustrated in Figure 4.4(a).

Figure 4.4(b) shows that the parabolic nanoantenna has a high out-of-plane directiv-

ity as confirmed by FDTD simulations, similar to its macroscopic counterpart. We

achieved a 1100-fold boost to the Raman signal compared to using only NMPs, as

shown in Figure 4.4(c). The directivity enhancement scheme can be a general strat-
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egy in enhancing weak optical signals in many other different experiments such as

second harmonic generation and single photon emission.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic illustration of the parabolic reflector nanoantenna and
a scanning ion microscopic image of the parabolic trench. (b) Numerical simula-
tions of the nanoantenna radiation pattern, showing the enhanced directivity of the
Raman signal from the nanoantenna. (c) Raman spectroscopy experiment showing
an enhanced Raman signal at the nanoantenna. Figure reprinted with permission
from [10].

The reader is referred to Appendixes H and I for the details of the study described

in Section 4.2.
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4.3 Summary

In conclusion, some other metallic nanostructure were introduced in this chapter for

light-matter interactions. A reflective wave plate was designed using a metal nanowire

grid. This wave plate has a compact beam path, it is wide band, angular tunable

and low-cost. Nanoantennas using metal reflectors were designed for DERS. Using

a planar reflector, Raman signal was boosted by 50× by an enhanced directivity

into the detector. An even higher 1100× Raman enhancement was experimentally

observed using a parabolic reflector nanoantenna.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future Works

5.1 Summary of Contributions

In this dissertation, I have performed a comprehensive study on subwavelength aper-

tures on a metal film, from theory to applications. I started with Bethe’s aperture

theory and found a surprising total transmission through a subwavelength hole that

couples two metallic waveguide sections – the first EOT phenomenon found for the

same setup as Bethe’s original intention. A simple yet accurate analytical derivation

was provided for this phenomenon by applying Bethe’s theory and realizing a diver-

gent magnetic field at the cutoff of a bounded TM waveguide mode. Then, I realized

that the huge optical transmission through a small hole could lead to a method of

beating Abbe’s resolution limit for an optical microscope. A high optical through-

put apertured NSOM probe was designed by utilizing the waveguide EOT. This EOT

brightened NSOM probe structure has experimentally shown a 100× enhanced optical

throughput and a 40× damage threshold as compared to an apertured NSOM probe

with a comparable aperture size in a conventional structure. Using the EOT bright-

ened NSOM probe, single fluorescent molecule scanning was shown experimentally

with a spatial resolution of about 62 nm.

Optical trapping was another study based on subwavelength holes in this disserta-

tion. We realized that a dielectric particle had a great influence to the electromagnetic

field inside a subwavelength aperture than the perturbative Rayleigh scattering in a

uniform background. A SIBA optical trap using a circular nanohole in a gold film

was designed. When a dielectric particle entered the nanohole, it greatly increased

the optical transmission by dielectric loading, and the change of light momentum
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induced a large optical force reacted on the particle which favored trapping. We have

experimentally achieved the trapping of 50 nm polystyrene spheres using a low optical

power, which is impossible to trap by a conventional single beam tweezers. By FDTD

simulations, I confirmed that the SIBA trap worked beyond the perturbative regime,

because the rigorous MST analysis gives a larger optical force than a perturbative

gradient force approximation. After that, we have realized that a better aperture

shape can be designed for trapping smaller dielectric particles, and the smallest bio-

logical materials. A double-nanohole was designed for a huge local field enhancement

between its two sharp tips. The optical transmission was made even more sensitive

to small dielectric changes between the tips. Using the double-nanohole, we have

achieved optical trapping of single 12 nm silica spheres, the smallest dielectric parti-

cle that have been trapped so far. We have also achieved trapping of a single protein.

Interestingly, the trapped protein was unfolded by the large optical force in the trap,

as confirmed by experiments with changing optical power and changing pH.

5.2 Future Works

The research contributions summarized in the dissertation have a broad spectrum

in nanophotonics, especially with subwavelength apertures. They have significant

potential applications and open the paths for many future research opportunities.

The waveguide EOT is derived in the microwave regime and is proven for being

able to extend into the visible-IR regime, and the designed high-throughput near-

field probe is promising for high resolution near-field optical imaging. The nanohole

optical trap for the first time shows the capability for trapping and sensing the smallest

biological particle, promising for biomedical applications such as immunology study

and drug discovery. In addition, the structures proposed in this dissertation are

predominantly based on a single aperture without relying on periodic structures.

This has a significant advantage in interacting with the smallest possible amount

of material, and in extremely compact optical integration. All these topics have

strong potentials to be further explored. Some research topics can combine into new,

multidisciplinary fields: for example, it is possible to design a optical trap or a optical

sensor using the EOT near-field probe. In the following section, I would like to outline

some research ideas that may be developed from my past research contributions.
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5.2.1 Long Term Goal for Optical Trapping

With the tremendous trapping ability shown by aperture trapping including the trap-

ping of a single protein, it finds many potential applications. As a long term goal

of the optical trapping project, a reliable and mature technique can be designed for

the immobilization, characterization and manipulation of nanoparticles for biological

applications and studies. Using the novel optical trap, a possible experiment that

might be done is to trap and isolate a single virus, move it to the vicinity of a living

cell or a bacteria, and study the infectious behavior at the single virus level (single

species) [154]. In this way, the heterogeneity within a single virus species, which is

usually a concern in immunology studies, can be removed.

In the short term, I propose the following directions.

5.2.2 Trapping Using a Near-Field Probe

As the most exciting future project, the nanohole trapping can be combined with the

apertured near-field probe by putting the nanohole for trapping on the tip of a metal-

coated optical fiber. To the best of my knowledge, an optical trap using a near-field

probe without relying on additional structures (such as an optical nanoantenna on

a separate substrate) has never been proposed. Using the optical trap based on a

stand-alone near-field probe, or a “nano-pipette”, a particle can be trapped at the

tip of the near-field probe and transport it to a desired position simply by moving

the probe. This allows a long-distance transportation of an object with an extremely

small size.

5.2.3 Characterization of the Trapped Particle

As a second possible evolution to the trapping experiment, extra means of charac-

terizing the trapped particle can be introduced. For example, incorporating a fluo-

rescent detection scheme into the setup gives it an extra degree of freedom to chase

the trapped fluorescent particles such as fluorescent-tagged viruses, semiconductor

quantum dots or green fluorescent proteins. As a more interesting method, a Raman

spectroscope can be integrated into the setup to specifically look at the Raman signal

of the immobilized particle and subsequently monitor binding and reaction events at

a single nanoparticle or even a single molecule level.
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5.2.4 Optical Trapping in a Microfluidic Environment

Next, a lab-on-a-chip trapping device can be designed, and the most important step

will be putting the trapping experiment in a microfluidic channel. A lab-on-a-chip

device reduces the bulky instruments in the setup and makes it more robust. Another

major advantage of using a microfluidic channel is its ability to control the environ-

ment during the trapping experiment. As a possible experiment, incorporating with

the integrated Raman spectroscope, we can evacuate all extra particles/molecules in

the fluid after the trapping, and study the Raman signal from the remaining single

trapped particle/molecule. Another interesting project is to make a “flow-through”

channel using a punch-through nanohole on an Au film on thin dielectric membrane.

Comparing to a “flow-over” fluidics channel, a “flow-through” channel greatly reduces

diffusion time and might enable a selective trapping of the particles going through

the channel [82, 83].

5.2.5 Optical Biosensing

Many of my past projects have the potential for optical sensing applications, as they

all relate to the enhanced light-matter interactions. In fact, I believe the structures

I have studied in my previous contributions are highly advantageous as compared

to existing technologies. For example, existing surface plasmon resonance sensors

usually rely on periodic structures such as a hole array. In comparison, the technology

in my research is based predominantly on a single hole, which is more compatible

for sensing the smallest amount of analyte at the surface. Also, compared to the

competing technology of an optical resonator cavity sensor, nanohole sensing is more

robust because it does not rely on a complex and delicate optical coupling scheme.

Ultimately, a single molecule sensing capability can be achieved based on the current

setups, based on their recent successes.

5.2.6 Optical Biosensing Using Double-Nanohole

As noted before, in the double-nanohole optical trapping, the signal jump at a trap-

ping event has a very high SNR of 33 for just a single protein. This means that the

double-nanohole can be potentially used as a highly sensitive optical sensor with sin-

gle molecule detecting capability. As a future project, a sensor can be built for sensing

single protein binding events. This will include building a setup that will allow for spe-
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cific identification of molecules, for which Raman spectroscopy and antigen-antibody

binding can be used.

5.2.7 Optical Biosensing Using EOT Near-Field Probe

As another promising project for optical sensing, the waveguide EOT effect can be

utilized, in which the peak wavelength is highly sensitive to the change to the aperture

polarizability. This sensor relies on a high quality resonance. As compared to other

sensing methods using a high quality resonance, for example, a whispering-gallery-

mode (WGM) optical resonator or a photonic crystal optical cavity, the waveguide

EOT sensor will have a much simpler and more robust experimental setup. This is

because the EOT waveguide is essentially a metal-coated fiber taper; its excitation

and detection are directly compatible to fiber optics, and it does not have a coupling

efficiency that is delicate to the coupling distance like in WGM resonators. Moreover,

the sensing region of the EOT waveguide is highly confined at the aperture, therefore,

any binding events happened at other parts of the structure can be excluded in the

analysis of the signal.
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Appendix A

Extraordinary Optical

Transmission through a Small Hole

in a Metal Waveguide Screen

Originally published:

Y. Pang, A. N. Hone, P. P. M. So, and R. Gordon. Total optical transmission through

a small hole in a metal waveguide screen. Optics Express, 17(6):4433–4441, 2009.

Reproduced with permission from Optics Express, The Optical Society of America.

ABSTRACT

We present the theory of total optical transmission through a small hole in metal

waveguide screen. Unlike past works on extraordinary optical transmission using

arrays, there is only a single hole; yet, the theory predicts total transmission for a

perfect electric conductor (not normalized to the hole size) 100% transmission, regard-

less of how small the hole. This is very surprising considering the usual application of

Bethe’s theory to waveguide apertures. Comprehensive numerical simulations agree

well with the theory and their modal-analysis supports the proposed evanescent-

mode mechanism for total transmission. These simulations are extended to show

the influence of realistic material response (including loss) at microwave and visible-

infrared frequencies. Due to the strong resonant field localization and transmission

from only a thin metal screen with a single hole, many promising applications arise

for this phenomenon including filtering, sensing, plasma generation, nonlinear optics,
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spectroscopy, heating, optical trapping, near-field microscopy and cavity quantum

electrodynamics.

A.1 Introduction

In the past decade, Bethe’s theory for the diffraction of light through a small hole in a

metal film [16] has been challenged by the discovery of extraordinary optical transmis-

sion (EOT) through hole-arrays [1, 17]. Recently, Bethe’s theory was extended to the

array configuration and it showed 100% transmission at resonant wavelengths [2, 18];

therefore, total transmission for an array of holes is not a contradiction to Bethe’s

original work. It should be noted, however, that the original motivation of Bethe’s

work was not for arrays, but for “the effect of a small hole in a cavity” and “the effect

of a small gap in a wave guide” [16].

Here we revisit the waveguide system and show that total electromagnetic trans-

mission is possible from only a single aperture in a waveguide wall; this is very

surprising considering the the usual application of Bethe’s theory waveguides [88].

For the same configuration as considered here, the usual finding is that the trans-

mission can be made arbitrarily small as the aperture size is reduced [88], with the

limitation on effective hole-size coming from electromagnetic penetration into real

materials [155, 156]. We demonstrate, both by theory and by comprehensive numer-

ical calculations, that total transmission remains when the aperture size is reduced.

In the past, we have suggested that the resonance can occur in the waveguide system

(Sec. IIID of [2]), and here we extend the array theory of that work and present

supporting calculations. A recent study of resonances in the array and waveguide

systems provided an analysis of array and single aperture systems using numerical

mode-matching calculations and a parametric circuit model [67]. The circuit descrip-

tion provides a nice interpretation of these results and can be traced back to early

works of aperture arrays in screens [157]. Here we discuss the circuit interpretation

of our model as well. The comprehensive numerical simulations are also extended to

include the material response (including loss) at microwave and the visible-infrared

frequencies.

In addition to its surprising relation to Bethe’s original work, this phenomenon

is interesting for applications across several disciplines. First, at the resonance fre-

quency, all of the electromagnetic energy is squeezed into the aperture, allowing for

enhanced interaction with matter at an extreme subwavelength scale. This has pos-
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sible applications in many areas of physics, ranging from the generation of plasmas

to cavity quantum electrodynamics. Second, the transmission resonance wavelength

is sensitive to the polarizability of the aperture, so that small perturbations to the

aperture will lead to large resonant frequency shifts that may be used for sensor ap-

plications. Third, the transmission resonance may be used as a compact waveguide

filter. The results presented in this paper can be readily tested with existing methods,

at least for the microwave regime where standard waveguide components exist.

A.2 Analysis

A.2.1 Analytic Theory

FigureA.1(a) shows the geometry of the structure under consideration: a waveguide

with a transverse metal screen containing a hole at the center. For simplicity, the

waveguide and the hole are considered to be square; however, this may be easily gen-

eralized to other configurations, for example, a rectangular waveguide with a circular

aperture. The waveguide has side-length a and the aperture has side-length ah. The

lower-left corner of the screen is chosen to be the origin of the x-y-z coordinate sys-

tem, with the z-axis pointing along the waveguide. A TE10 mode is incident from the

negative z-direction.

The y-component of the electric field at the iris can be written as a Fourier de-

composition of the waveguide modes:

Ey(x, y, z = 0−) = 1 +
∑

m,n

rmn sin
mπx

a
cos

nπy

a
(A.1)

on the incident side and

Ey(x, y, z = 0+) =
∑

m,n

tmn sin
mπx

a
cos

nπy

a
(A.2)

on the transmitting side. The time-harmonic convention we use here and throughout

the paper is eiωt where i is the imaginary unit. Due to the boundary conditions, the

fields on each side should be equal. For the excitation of modes with small m and

n, the TM12 mode for example, the field of the mode have a slow variation in space.

In the extremely small aperture limit, the field can be considered constant over the

aperture region [2]. It is also noted that the y-polarized excitation will excite only
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Figure A.1: (a) Schematic of square waveguide with a metal screen and a square
aperture at the center of the screen. (b) Theoretical transmission spectrum of the
TE10 mode through a perfect-electric conductor (PEC) screen with a square aperture
at the center in a 10 cm wide square waveguide. Three results are shown in this
graph with aperture width 1 cm, 1.5 cm and 2 cm, in blue, red and black. (c)
Comprehensive numerical simulation showing transmission of the TE10 mode through
equivalent structures as in (b), except for 1 mm metal screen-width. Simulations were
done using a PEC metal (lines) and lossy aluminum (circles) as the material of the
waveguide and the screen.
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the TEx waveguide modes, they do not have electric components in the x-direction

and magnetic components in the y-direction. Moreover, the field should be zero at

the surface of the PEC. By applying a Fourier decomposition to this field profile, the

coefficients in Eq. I.2 can be found:

tmn ≃ 2t10 (A.3)

for m,n 6= 0 and

tm0 ≃ t10 (A.4)

for m 6= 0.

The magnetic field is calculated at the aperture to apply Bethe’s theory. Of

critical importance to the proposed resonance phenomenon, the x-component of the

magnetic field of the TM12 mode diverges as the frequency approaches the cutoff,

for any finite electric field. The magnetic field is calculated from the electric field

by using Faraday’s law and evaluated at the center of the waveguide at the position

of the aperture (a
2
, a
2
, 0). This is done for frequency f → f−

c12, where the cutoff

frequency is fc12 =
√
5c
2a

, and c is the speed of light. Since Hx(
a
2
, a
2
, 0) → ∞ as

f → f−
c12, we may approximate the modal expansion solely by the excitation TE10

mode and the divergent TM12 mode. This approximation requires that the infinite

series contribution from remaining modes has negligible contribution. We have not

found a supporting proof to that approximation; however, the dominant role of the

TM12 mode is supported well by our numerical calculations, as will be described

below. The x-component of the magnetic field is:

Hx

(a

2
,
a

2
, 0+

)

≃
t10
Z0

+
5

2

i2t10

Z0

√

f2

c12

f2 − 1
, (A.5)

where i is the imaginary unit and t12 = 2t10, or Eqs. A.3 and A.4, has been used

and Z0 is the impedance of free-space. A similar expression is found for the side of

reflection.

Bethe’s aperture theory can now be applied directly using the magnetic fields on

the aperture [45]. This requires using self-consistency so that the transmitted power

is equal to the power that the magnetic dipole emits [2]. The transmittance of the of
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TE10 mode is:

T = |t10|
2 =

1

1 +





ca2

4πfαm
− 5

√

f2
c12
f2

−1





2
(A.6)

where the magnetic polarizability is given by αm =
πa3

h

16
for a square aperture with

sides of ah. There is a resonant peak with 100% transmission at the frequency where

the term in brackets of Eq. A.6 goes to zero – all of the energy from the incident

waveguide mode is transmitted through the hole. This total transmission occurs

close to the cutoff frequency. Clearly, at the cutoff wavelength of the TM12 mode,

that is f = fc12, the transmittance T is zero.

Equation A.6 is the main analytic result of this work for applying Bethe’s the-

ory to the waveguide structure, allowing for a complete-transmission resonance. Fig-

ure A.1(b) shows the theoretical transmission through a hole in an infinitesimally thin

metal in a square waveguide with solid lines. The following dimensions were used:

waveguide side a = 10 cm and aperture side ah of 1 cm, 1.5 cm and 2 cm. This result

can be readily tested experimentally with well-established microwave techniques [158].

A.2.2 Comprehensive Numerical Simulations

To test the theoretical result predicting 100% transmission with comprehensive nu-

merical solutions to Maxwell’s equations, we used both the finite-integration method

and the finite-difference time-domain method (both within CST Microwave Studio).

Figure A.1(c) shows the result of finite-integration (FI), which is more efficient than

finite-difference time-domain simulation (FDTD) due to the high-quality of the res-

onance. We simulated a structure with the same dimensions as in Fig. A.1(b), with

a finite metal screen thickness d = 1 mm. A TE10 mode was generated at the input,

35 cm from the screen, towards the screen and the transmitted wave was measured

at the output, 35 cm after the screen. Table A.1 shows that the transmission peaks

obtained from the FI simulations are very close to the prediction by the theory. To

show that the result can be extended to a waveguide with the same dimensions, but

using a real metal including losses, we repeated the simulation by changing the ma-

terial of the waveguide and the screen to aluminum (Al). This result is also shown

in Fig. A.1(c), and as expected, the nearly total transmission peak remains since

aluminum is a good conductor for microwaves. The resonance frequency of the PEC

and the real-metal simulations also agree well.
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Table A.1: Transmission peak frequencies (GHz)

Method 1cm Hole 1.5cm Hole 2cm Hole

Theory 3.3504 3.3472 3.3308
FI 3.3582 3.3551 3.3460

FDTD 3.3449 3.3437 3.3327

We repeated the simulations using a FDTD method. For this method, the trans-

mission was less than unity due to the truncated integration time in the transient.

However, the accuracy of the relative peak frequency increased (Table A.1). Never-

theless, as it is most concerned in this paper, the strong resonance near the cutoff

frequency of the TM12 mode remains. Aside from computational error, some addi-

tional discrepancy is expected from the finite screen thickness and the fact that the

theory considered only 2 modes, which requires further investigation. Nevertheless,

the main result is retained: a resonance with total transmission is found near the

cutoff frequency of the TM12 mode.

To investigate the limitations to directly extend these EOT results to visible and

near-IR frequencies, additional simulations were performed using the usual Drude

model for silver and an appropriately scaled-down structures (results not shown). In

the shortest wavelength example attempted, considering practical fabrication limits,

we chose the dimensions of the waveguide as follows: waveguide width a = 550 nm,

hole-size ah = 125 nm, metal screen thickness d = 40 nm, and length of 1500 nm. As

expected, there was still a transmission peak at 513 nm with> 65% transmission and a

quality of approximately 30. There is also the expected minimum transmission feature

exactly at the cutoff wavelength (508.5 nm) of the TM12 mode for that structure. We

have seen similar resonances for 1550 nm resonant structure. These are promising

early results and further investigation of the visible-IR regime is required to find the

optimal configurations for demonstrating this effect.
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A.3 Discussion

A.3.1 Origin of Resonance Phenomenon and Comparison with

Other Effects

This phenomenon is distinct from past works on EOT. Since the theory is formulated

for a single hole in an infinitely thin PEC screen, it does not rely on surface plasmon

polaritons (SPPs) [17, 51], spoof-SPPs of thick films [72], array effects [18], or Fabry-

Perot resonances [54, 71], which can play a role in the EOT of arrays and single holes

in a screen. The hole considered in this work is well below cutoff, and therefore this

phenomenon is also distinct from resonant transmissions happening near the cutoff

frequency for the hole [159]. Resonant total transmission of millimeter-wave through

a slit in a waveguide is previously reported and employed [160], but the physical

explanation is not given. The physics of total transmission in the waveguide screen

aperture can be explained by considering the role of the TM mode below the cutoff

frequency. Since this mode is bound to the screen, it stores the photons scattered by

the aperture like a cavity, only to re-scatter them into the lowest-order propagating

mode on the other side of the screen. The evanescent TM mode is required because

its magnetic-to-electric field ratio diverges when approaching cutoff – it has a large

mode admittance. This means that, for small apertures, the TM mode is coupled

most-efficiently to the large admittance of the aperture. EOT phenomena originated

from impedance matching are discussed previously by considering a perfect metal [67]

and plasmonic metamaterials [161]. Specifically, the impedance matching of a near

cutoff mode to a waveguide screen hole has been well documented [67], and we now

show that this impedance matching technique is equivalent as Bethe’s theory in the

small hole limit. Mathematically, the root of the bracketed term in equation A.6 is a

formulation of impedance matching. For the perfect metal case, the size of the hole

can be infinitesimally small when compared to the wavelength, and there will still be

100% transmission at the resonant frequency.

As described in this theory, the TM12 mode dominates the transmission process

for small apertures. To validate that the enhanced transmission is accompanied by

the strong excitation of the TM12 mode, the simulated electric field distribution is an-

alyzed away from the aperture. Figure A.2 shows the z-component of the electric field

spatial distribution at z = 30 cm at the transmission side for the resonant frequency,

which matches the distribution of a TM12 mode. This numerical result confirms the
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role played by the TM12 mode as an energy reservoir in the resonant transmission

process. There is no propagating power associated with this evanescent mode. Theo-

retically, the TM12 mode is not the only one that has a divergent magnetic-to-electric

field ratio near cutoff. In fact, for the hole being at the center of the waveguide,

all TM2m+1,2n bounded mode (where m,n = 0, 1, 2...) have this property near their

cutoff frequencies, and unity transmissions will be observed also at these frequencies.

We only consider the TM12 mode because it has the lowest order of all.

Movies of the numerical calculations are provided for dynamic visualization of the

transmission resonance phenomenon. Media 1 and Media 2 show two-dimensional

slices of the steady-state electric field (y-component) using on-resonance and off-

resonance frequency values, as calculated using CST Microwave Studio. Media 1

shows that total transmission is obtained on-resonance, which is the result of the

excitation of the TM12 at the aperture. Media 2 shows that off-resonance, there

is negligible transmission. Media 3 shows the same results, but for a time-domain

calculation using the FDTDmethod. (Note that the vertical z-direction is compressed

by a scaling factor of 9). This shows long-lived ringing of the electric field from the

resonance.

A.3.2 Field Enhancement

Figure A.2 also shows the y-component of the electric field spatial distribution at

the aperture (z = 0 cm) at the resonant transmission frequency. The maximum field

strength in this contour shows a 16-fold enhancement over the maximum of the in-

cident field. By energy conservation, only a 5-fold average enhancement is expected.

The additional field enhancement is the result of the near-field distribution in the

aperture differing from the incident field distribution, both in shape and scale. A

sharply-peaked near-field distribution was predicted by early aperture theory [162],

and recently confirmed with near-field measurements [163]. This additional field en-

hancement will benefit the many applications involving electromagnetic-matter inter-

actions. Most importantly, these numerical simulations confirm that the waveguide

structure with an aperture has the ability to concentrate the electromagnetic energy

effectively.
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Figure A.2: Comprehensive numerical simulation showing the z-component of the
electric field at z = 30 cm for the resonant frequency and the y-component of the
electric field in the hole. The side of the aperture is 2 cm. The profile at 30 cm
matches the TM12 mode. The color-scale of this field has red as the maximum (blue
as the equal magnitude negative minimum) and the absolute maximum field strength
is 6.2 times the incident field maximum. The y-component of the electric field at
the screen has a color-scale where red is the maximum field strength with a 16-fold
enhancement compared with the incident field maximum.
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A.3.3 Potential Applications

Aside from the interesting physics of EOT in a waveguide, there are many potential

applications such as filtering, enhanced electromagnetic-matter interactions, sensing

and extremely localized heating and plasma generation. In addition, the structure

may be used as a compact high-quality waveguide filter. Our device can be used as a

resonant filter in the terahertz regime, which have shown near-unity transmission in

arrays [164]; however, only a single aperture is needed here. Moreover, it is possible

to tune the pass-band frequency and the bandwidth of this filter by changing the

shape of the aperture, as described in past works [164, 165]. The dependence of the

transmission peak on hole shape is expected to be more sensitive in our structure due

to the very narrow bandwidth. The sensitive dependence of the transmission peak

on the aperture polarization naturally lends this transmission mechanism to sensing

applications. For example, a spectrum shift away from the transmission peak can

be easily detected when there is a slight change in the polarizability at the aperture,

due to the attachment of certain molecules or the introduction of a gas. A useful

feature of the proposed structure is that it uses a guided TE10 mode as input, which

can be excited and manipulated by standard methods. Overall, sensing technology

is a rapidly developing area of research and much work has been done on apertures

in metals: for example single apertures [134] and apertures arrays [166] have been

investigated for sensing very small quantities of fluorescent molecules.

Due to the fact that a total transmission is achieved at the resonant frequency

for this structure, there can be a huge field concentration in the hole. Previous

works have proposed ways to squeeze electromagnetic waves well-below the optical

wavelength. Some of those works exploited interesting modes for different material

properties [167, 168]. Here, a perfect electric conductor is assumed, so the mechanism

that squeezes the electromagnetic waves is geometric in nature.

It should be noted that there is a practical consideration when using the proposed

configuration for extremely small apertures. The total transmission happens at a

frequency very close to the cutoff frequency of the TM12 mode – the smaller the

aperture is, the closer the resonant frequency to cutoff. Near cutoff, if the waveguide

is too short, the bounded TM12 mode will be disrupted and the total transmission will

be hindered. Therefore, for high-quality resonances, a longer waveguide is required.
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A.4 Conclusion

A theory of total optical transmission through a small hole in a metal screen in a

waveguide was presented, which was the physical result of resonant energy storage

in the evanescent TM12 mode near cut-off. Theoretically, this 100% transmission re-

mains for a PEC metal, no matter how small the hole. The theoretical result was con-

firmed by comprehensive electromagnetic simulations, and the near-total transmission

was retained when including loss at microwave frequencies and strong transmission

was observed using a Drude model at optical frequencies. The direct consequence

of this total transmission was the extreme squeezing of the resonant field into the

hole. Based on this effect, a number of potential device applications were possible,

including sensors, filters, field concentrators for electromagnetic interaction with mat-

ter (including trapping, plasma generation, linear and nonlinear spectroscopy) and

local heating. This high-quality resonance with strong local field could have profound

impact on cavity QED as well [169] and the strong field concentration may be useful

for near-field optical scanning.
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Extraordinary Optical

Transmission Brightens Near-Field

Fiber Probe

Originally published:

L. Neumann, Y. Pang, A. Houyou, M. L. Juan, R. Gordon, and N. F. van Hulst.

Extraordinary optical transmission brightens near-field fiber probe. Nano Letters,

11(2):355–360, 2011.

Reproduced with permission from Nano Letters, The American Chemical Society.

ABSTRACT

Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) offers high optical resolution beyond

the diffraction limit for various applications in imaging, sensing, and lithography;

however, for many applications the very low brightness of NSOM aperture probes

is a major constraint. Here, we report a novel NSOM aperture probe that gives

a 100× higher throughput and 40× increased damage threshold than conventional

near-field aperture probes. These brighter probes facilitate near-field imaging of

single molecules with apertures as small as 45 nm in diameter. We achieve this

improvement by nanostructuring the probe and by employing a novel variant of ex-

traordinary optical transmission, relying solely on a single aperture and a coupled

waveguide. Comprehensive electromagnetic simulations show good agreement with

the measured transmission spectra. Due to their significantly increased throughput
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and damage threshold, these resonant configuration probes provide an important step

forward for near-field applications.

Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) combines optical microscopy with

scanning probe microscopy to achieve an optical resolution well beyond the diffrac-

tion limit. Its high resolution has found many applications in fields as optical imag-

ing [170, 171], material science [172–175], and nanolithography [176–178]. Techni-

cally, a NSOM probe is usually realized by a single, subwavelength aperture that is

formed by tapering an optical fiber and coating its side walls to prevent light leakage.

However, the drawback of subwavelength apertures is their very limited throughput.

Bethe’s theory for optical transmission through a subwavelength aperture in a metal

screen gives a steep fourth-power reduction in the transmission with the aperture di-

ameter, necessitating a trade-off between resolution and brightness [16]. Apart from

the transmission through the aperture, the absolute throughput is limited by the low

damage threshold of conventional near-field probes. Here, the light delivery through

the taper to the aperture depends greatly on the actual taper shape, its length, and

the quality of the metal layer (aluminum) preventing light leakage. These limita-

tions result in an optical throughput of near-field probes of typically only 10−5 to

10−7 [21, 179, 180].

Many approaches have been explored to improve the coupling through subwave-

length apertures. The transmission through a single aperture was enhanced by re-

shaping the aperture [60, 65, 181]. Aperture arrays have shown extraordinary optical

transmission (EOT) [17], and related to EOT is the beaming of light from single

apertures flanked with a periodic structure [19]. Reshaping and grating structures

have only been demonstrated in thin, extended films, which are also required for the

aperture arrays in standard EOT. Essential for NSOM, however, is a tiny end face

that, similar to atomic force microscopy, interacts with the sample and is directly

responsible for resolution and sensitivity. Thus, the aforementioned approaches do

not provide a practical solution. Alternatively, “apertureless” NSOM employs a sharp

tip or nanoparticle to concentrate the electric field and thus provides this tiny end

face [182]; however, as apertureless probes are excited from the farfield, modulation

schemes are necessary to overcome the strong background illumination [100]. Few ap-

proaches have been made to enhance transmission and brightness while maintaining

resolution and applicability as an aperture NSOM probe. Among those are the incor-

poration of antenna structures with the aperture [109, 110] or a photonic crystal [151]
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and the excitation of plasmons along and inside the probe [108, 183].

In this report we demonstrate a NSOM probe that offers both improved abso-

lute throughput and efficient coupling through the aperture and thus allows sufficient

brightness to image single molecules with an aperture of 45 nm diameter. We have

implemented an alternative realization of EOT that does not require an array of

apertures or a grating structure [2, 3, 67]; instead, it uses resonant coupling to the

adjacent waveguide. So far, this waveguide resonance EOT (WR-EOT) has only been

demonstrated for coupling between two waveguides and the microwave regime [90].

Here, we demonstrate a nanoscale version WR-EOT providing enhanced transmission

through a NSOM probe at visible to near-IR wavelengths. By varying the geometry

of the fiber optic waveguide, we demonstrate tuning of the transmission resonance

wavelength from 600 to 900 nm. Comprehensive electromagnetic simulations con-

firm that energy resonantly stored in the waveguide above a single mode’s cutoff

wavelength is responsible for the WR-EOT. We also show that the absolute through-

put is enhanced by this nanostructuring of the tapered fiber. While these probes

have a slightly wider base than conventional metal-coated tapered fiber probes, they

show 40× improvement in the optical damage threshold and a 100× enhancement in

throughput.

Figure B.1a shows a schematic and Figure B.1b a side view scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) image of the metal-coated tapered fiber with an aperture in the

end face. The taper was fabricated by heat-pulling an optical fiber [179]. A 220 nm

thick aluminum coating was deposited around the fiber to prevent light leakage, which

would otherwise add a strong background to the aperture signal. Aluminum was

chosen here as it offers the smallest optical penetration depth and thus prevents

leakage effectively. Next, the end face of the fiber was cut using focused ion beam

(FIB) milling. In contrast to conventional NSOM fibers, the tapered fiber was not

cut such that it directly forms a subwavelength aperture. Instead it was cut at a

much larger diameter of the taper dt corresponding to cutoff of the TM11 mode for a

specific wavelength.

Panels a-c of Figure B.2 show the stages of the fabrication process. The fiber in

Figure B.2a was cut at a final taper diameter dt of 370 nm and the end face coated

with a 90 nm thick gold film [134], as shown in Figure B.2b. The choice of gold as the

material for the end face was motivated by its favorable optical properties in the red

and infrared where our optical measurements were carried out. In a final step a single

subwavelength aperture with diameter da was milled into the gold layer, nominally at
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Figure B.1: Schematic and SEM image of the EOT near-field fiber probe. (a) The
fiber is tapered and then coated with a 220 nm aluminum layer to prevent light leak-
age. We adjust the final taper diameter dt, which determines the resonant TM mode
cutoff-wavelength, by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The aperture with diameter
da is milled into a 90 nm gold layer that is evaporated onto the end face. Inset:
Conventional NSOM fiber. (b) The SEM image shows the final configuration with an
aperture of diameter da = 110 nm. The scale bar is 500 nm.
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the center (with a variance of 30 nm in placement). Figure B.2c shows a SEM image

of an aperture with a diameter of 110(10 nm in the gold-coated end face. Calibration

of the milling process ensured that the aperture was milled through the gold layer

only and not into the glass fiber core, avoiding spurious effects on the resonance [184].

Apertures with diameters as small as 45 nm were fabricated, which is well within the

cutoff regime where Bethe’s theory is typically applied. Several different diameter

fiber probes were fabricated by this method, with the glass core diameter dt ranging

from 400 to 730 nm (Figure B.2d-f).

Figure B.2: The SEM images in the left column show the three fabrication steps of
an EOT near-field fiber probe. (a) The aluminum-coated fiber is cut by focused ion
beam (FIB) milling at the desired taper diameter dt, here 370 nm, which determines
the wavelength of the TM mode cutoff. (b) A gold layer of 90 nm is deposited on
the end face. (c) Again by FIB, we mill the final aperture into the gold layer. The
diameter of the aperture da is held constant at 110±10 nm in all fiber probes. The
images in the right column show how the overall diameter of the probe as the sum of
the taper diameter and coating increases while the taper diameter is varied to achieve
different cutoffs of the resonant TM mode. The presented fiber probes have taper
diameters of (d) 420 nm, (e) 525 nm, and (f) 724 nm. The scale bar is 500 nm.

The relative transmission of the fabricated enhanced NSOM probes and, for com-
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parison, also of conventional NSOM probes is shown for various aperture diameters

in Figure B.3. The throughput was determined by coupling light with known inten-

sity at a wavelength of 647 nm into the fiber and recording the transmitted intensity

with a large photodetector placed in very close proximity to the fiber end with the

aperture. As variations in the taper shape of these probes can have spurious effects

on the transmission data, we recorded the throughput of some of the tapered probes

first in conventional NSOM configuration; afterward, we processed these probes into

the enhanced configuration and recorded the throughput again.

Figure B.3 clearly shows the roughly 2 orders of magnitude improved transmission

for enhanced probes compared to conventional fiber aperture probes. For a typical

aperture size of around 100 nm, the throughput in the resonant configuration was

determined to be 10−3, while conventional NSOM probes showed a throughput of

approximately 10−5 [179, 180]. The enhanced configuration allows a reduction in

aperture diameter to as little as 45 nm, while still yielding a throughput of 10−5.

Figure B.3: The figure shows the relative transmission as a function of the aperture
diameter at a wavelength of 647 nm. The transmission in the enhanced configuration
(circles) is 2 orders of magnitude larger than for conventional NSOM probes (squares)
for comparable aperture sizes and agrees well with our numerical simulations (crosses,
line is guide for the eye). The simulated throughput is fitted to the experimental
data in order to account for losses not included in the simulations. Some of the fiber
probes were first fabricated as conventional NSOM probes and then processed into
the enhanced configuration; data points belonging to the same probe are connected
by gray lines.

To provide a more quantitative comparison with the experimental results, as well

as further insight into the underlying physics of WR-EOT, comprehensive finite-
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difference time domain (FDTD) simulations were performed. For these simulations,

a mode source with TE11 mode profile was incident on the aperture from inside the

fiber and the transmission through the gold film and aperture was measured. Perfectly

matched layers were placed far enough from the fiber to ensure no spurious effects

from coupling to evanescent waves, as confirmed by convergence studies. Convergence

studies were also performed on the mesh size to ensure that the impact of plasmonic

effects associated with penetration into the metals was accurately captured. We

correct for any losses that were not included in the simulations by fitting the simulated

relative throughput to the absolute values in the experimental data. As shown in

Figure B.3, the simulated throughput values for smaller aperture sizes follow nicely

the same trend as the experimental values. In particular, the optical transmission for

a 50 nm aperture in our setup is still significantly larger than for a 100 nm aperture in

a conventional NSOM probe with a 10◦ taper angle. Therefore, 2 orders of magnitude

enhancement in the coupling throughput of the laser power or equivalently a reduction

in aperture diameter by over a factor 2 while maintaining the excitation power is

achieved with this configuration.

The brightness of conventional aperture probes is in practice limited by their

damage threshold that restricts the high power needed to compensate for the low

throughput. For our novel probe design, with a higher throughput, one would expect

less heat to be absorbed by the coating and thus a higher damage threshold. To in-

vestigate the threshold, we coupled light into the fiber and recorded the transmitted

power up to damage simultaneously with the power at the fiber launch. As the fiber

is tapered, the coupling efficiency at the fiber launch into a propagating fiber mode

and thus the absolute power coupled into the fiber cannot be determined with full

accuracy. Therefore, once threshold was reached and the aperture is destroyed, we

removed the tapered region of the fiber. The damage threshold was then defined as

the recorded intensity inside the fiber and above the taper at which the aperture is

destroyed [21]. For the fiber in Figure B.2e, with an aperture diameter of 105 nm, we

measured the damage threshold to be 8 mW inside the fiber, or, assuming a typical

coupling efficiency for NSOM setups of 5%, 160 mW at the launch. For compari-

son, the conventional aperture probes have a damage threshold of typically less than

0.2 mW inside the fiber or, equivalently, less than 4 mW at the launch. Therefore, the

presented configuration improves the damage threshold by approximately 40×. We

explain this improved damage threshold by a combination of reduced absorption due

to an enhanced coupling efficiency and lower optical intensities due to the broader
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probe design and the cutoff of the lowest order mode, effectively reducing the heat

load on the metal coating.

We have measured the performance of the enhanced probe configuration in a

home-built NSOM setup on single fluorescent molecules. TDI molecules dissolved

in toluene/PMMA solution were spin coated on a glass slide and excited through

the nearfield of the fiber probe at a wavelength of 647 nm. The fiber probe was

scanned over the sample with nanometric accuracy and the fluorescence signal of single

molecules recorded with an avalanche photodetector. Figure B.4 shows fluorescence

measurements of single TDI molecules. The fluorescence spot shows a confinement

to 61±3 nm (FWHM), which is close to the aperture diameter of 45±10 nm, as

determined from SEM images of this specific fiber. The slightly larger size of the

fluorescence spot is attributed to the penetration of the electric field into the gold

film, which increases the effective aperture size, and to the finite aperture-molecule

distance.

Figure B.4: A scan across single TDI molecules with an enhanced NSOM probe with
an aperture diameter of 45 nm reveals the improved resolution. The molecules were
embedded in a PMMA matrix and were excited at a wavelength of 647 nm. The
spatial width of the fluorescence spot is 61±3 and 62±3 nm, respectively. The scale
bar is 500 nm.

So far, we have assumed that the observed increase in throughput and damage

threshold was a sole effect of the absence of a subwavelength taper in this probe design.

However, what is the contribution of the WR-EOT? In an effort to determine its effect,

we measured the out-coupling transmission and the incoupling collection spectrum

of the probe with both a supercontinuum and a thermal source. These two different

configurations yielded nearly identical transmission spectra, when normalized to the

light source and detection efficiency. Due to the brightness of the supercontinuum

source, the results for the out-coupling transmission spectrum are presented here.

For comparison, the transmission spectra of the fibers before the gold coating were
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alsomeasured. In addition, comparison was made with conventional tapered NSOM

aperture probes with the same final aperture diameter.

Figure B.5a shows typical measured and simulated transmission spectra of two of

the fabricated fiber probes. As the reported EOT phenomena is associated with mode

cutoff in the fiber waveguide, we expect the longest-wavelength peak to result from

EOT and thus to depend on the final taper diameter. This assumption is confirmed as

an almost linear dependence between final taper diameter and peak position is clearly

visible in Figure B.5b. Each fiber probe shows a distinct transmission peak that shifts

to longer wavelengths with increasing diameter of the taper, and the calculations show

good quantitative agreement with the measurements in the location of the resonances

in Figure B.5a.

This peak in transmission is the result of WR-EOT. The WR-EOT occurs for

wavelengths above the cutoff of one of the higher order TM modes in the waveguide.

Approaching the cutoff, the admittance of that waveguide mode diverges, as does the

admittance of the aperture as it is made infinitesimally small. Therefore, the trans-

mission phenomenon may be considered as a problem of impedance matching, where

the energy builds up resonantly in the TM mode above its cutoff. This phenomenon

is similar to EOT in aperture arrays, where surface waves store the energy to allow for

enhanced transmission at wavelengths longer than the Wood’s anomaly [17]; except

here, only a single aperture is present. A criterion for WR-EOT is that the mode

inside the fiber has a divergent transverse magnetic field at its cutoff wavelength,

which enhances the coupling to the aperture through Bethe’s theory [16]. Various

TM modes may be chosen to satisfy these criteria; however, the TM11 mode was

selected in this case because it is the lowest order mode that allows for concentric

apertures (i.e., it has a nonzero transverse magnetic field in the center of the waveg-

uide) [67]. This cutoff mode inside the fiber is evanescent away from the metal film

at the NSOM tip; therefore, it is equivalent to a surface wave, and its energy is stored

near the surface with the aperture. This is analogous to the surface waves in EOT

of hole arrays, except that here the geometry of the fiber replaces the periodicity of

the array. The mode cutoff, which is analogous to the Wood’s anomaly wavelength

in the array case, is given by [88]

λc =
πdtnf

3.832
(B.1)

where nf is the refractive index of the fiber, dt is the final taper diameter, and it
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Figure B.5: (a) Simulations (top row) and experimentally recorded transmission spec-
tra (bottom row), are shown exemplary for two fiber probes with final taper diameters
dt of 475 nm (left column) and 525 nm (right column). The dashed lines indicate the
transmission peak where the TM11 mode at cutoff in the tapered fiber waveguide cou-
ples resonantly to the aperture and extraordinary transmission is observed. (b) The
spectral positions of the transmission peaks attributed to mode cutoff. The numerical
simulations (crosses) are in good agreement with the experimental data (circles) and
confirm the existence of the waveguide resonant extraordinary optical transmission.
Indicated by the red line is the cutoff wavelength corresponding to the TM11 mode
as predicted by Eq. B.1 for a perfect electric conductor.
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is assumed for simplicity that the aluminum coating is a perfect electric conductor.

Figure B.5b shows the location of the cutoff predicted by this equation as a red line.

Indeed eq. B.1 describes the trend, yet it is clear that the peak resonant transmission

occurs for wavelengths slightly longer than the cutoff of the TM11 mode.

As emphasized above, the TM11 cutoff mode plays a critical role in the WR-EOT

as it stores energy at the resonant peak, and it is crucial to verify that the resonant

peak corresponds to a TM11 mode profile inside the fiber, within the decay length

of the cutoff mode. Figure B.6a shows numerical simulations of the z-component of

the electric field inside the two fiber probes adjacent to the gold-coated end face at

the resonance wavelength of 648 and 688 nm for the fibers with taper diameter dt of

420 and 475 nm, respectively. The field distribution, shown 150 nm inside the fiber,

matches that of the TM11. In Figure B.6b we have also monitored the field at two

interfaces and at the center of the aperture. These have very similar field intensity

profiles, represented by the enhanced field confined to the aperture region, with a

dominant resonant background from the TM11 mode. To distinguish our excitation

mode from the TM11 cutoff mode, we also monitored the Poynting vector (obtained

by the cross product of the transverse electric and magnetic fields) 150 nm inside

the fiber in Figure 6a. As expected, the Poynting vector profile is predominantly the

TE11 mode, which is the propagating mode by which we excite the fiber. Fabrication

margins and a resulting small offset of the aperture on the end face were included

in the simulations and cause the slight asymmetry of the field distribution. For

wavelengths 100 nm below and above the resonance wavelength, the resonance is

10 × weaker. Experimentally, in Figure B.5a we observed a 2- to 3-fold increase in

intensity at the resonance wavelengths compared to the nonresonant contribution in

the spectra.

The 100× total improvement in throughput over a conventional NSOM fiber probe

is due to the effect of EOT and an increase in magnitude of the electric field arriving at

the aperture, with both being a consequence of carefully nanostructuring the probe.

The absence of a strongly attenuating subwavelength taper, present in conventional

NSOM fiber probes, improves the coupling through the taper region to the aperture,

effectively increasing the magnitude of the electric field at the aperture; the effect of

EOT is to enhance the coupling through the subwavelength aperture itself. As the

shape of the subwavelength taper and thus the strength of the attenuation depend

strongly on the fabrication parameters, its absence in the enhanced configuration also

improves the fabrication yield as compared to conventional probes. The challenge of
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Figure B.6: (a) The z-component of the electric field (Ez) at 150 nm from the gold
surface inside the fiber matches the field distribution expected of a TM11 mode for the
fiber in Figure B.2d (diameter 420 nm, top) and Figure B.2e (diameter 525 nm, bot-
tom), with some asymmetry from the offset of the aperture from the middle (included
in the simulations). The field intensity is 10× greater at the resonant wavelength than
at a nonresonant wavelength. The Poynting vector (Pz) at the same position matches
the profile of the TE11 mode by which we excite the fiber. All electric fields are
normalized to the respective resonant case, and the Poynting vector is normalized to
1. (b) The electric field components Ex, Ey, and Ez above, inside, and beneath the
aperture are normalized to the same strongest field component for easy comparison.
The scale bar is 100 nm.
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matching the probe dimensions to a specific wavelength depends merely on the quality

of the nanofabrication.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated a novel, efficient near-field

probe that shows an improvement of a 40 × enhanced damage threshold and a 100 ×

enhanced throughput over conventional tapered fiber probes. We have realized aper-

ture probes of only 45 nm in diameter and successfully imaged single molecules with

this resolution, which confirms the subwavelength confinement of the transmitted light

and the practicality of the probes for near-field scanning optical microscopy. Con-

tributing to the high probe efficiency is a new type of EOT that relies solely on the

coupling between the fiber waveguide at mode cutoff and the aperture, as confirmed

with comprehensive electromagnetic simulations. We have shown that the spectral

position of the resonance depends on the cutoff wavelength of the fiber waveguide,

so that the peak wavelength could be tuned while maintaining the same aperture

size. In the future, smaller diameter WR-EOT probes are envisioned by exploiting

the cutoff resonances of lower order modes, as has already been demonstrated in the

microwave regime [90].

Potential applications that benefit from the high efficiency of the demonstrated

NSOM probe include imaging, sensing (Raman scattering [185]), nanolithography,

and trapping and manipulation of nanoscale particles, such as viruses [5]. EOT on a

single aperture has applications in high sensitivity sensing [186], as had been studied

extensively in aperture arrays [79]. We also believe that this configuration may open

up new applications for fiber probes where nonlinear interactions are required, such

as with higher-harmonic generation [187] or two-photon luminescence [98, 188].
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Appendix C

Self-Induced Back-Action Optical

Trapping of Dielectric

Nanoparticles

Originally published:

M. L. Juan, R. Gordon, Y. Pang, F. Eftekhari, and R. Quidant. Self-induced back-

action optical trapping of dielectric nanoparticles. Nature Physics, 5(12):915–919,

2009.

Reproduced with permission from Nature Physics, Nature Publishing Group.

ABSTRACT

Optical trapping has widely affected both the physical and life sciences. Past ap-

proaches to optical trapping of nanoscale objects required large optical intensities,

often above their damage threshold. To achieve more than an order of magnitude re-

duction in the local intensity required for optical trapping, we present a self-induced

back-action (SIBA) optical trap, where the trapped object has an active role in en-

hancing the restoring force. We demonstrate experimentally trapping of a single

50 nm polystyrene sphere using a SIBAoptical trap on the basis of the transmis-

sion resonance of a nanoaperture in a metal film. SIBA optical trapping shows a

striking departure from previous approaches, which we quantify by comprehensive

calculations. The SIBA optical trap enables new opportunities for non-invasive im-

mobilization of a single nanoscale object, such as a virus or a quantum dot.
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Optical trapping has found many applications in the physical and life sciences be-

cause it allows for precise control and positioning of micrometre-sized dielectric ob-

jects [23, 24]. For example, optical trapping has been applied to objects of biological

interest, such as cells, bacteria and viruses, to indirectly manipulate DNA and to mea-

sure the forces involved in RNA transcription [33, 189]. There are two fundamental

challenges in extending optical trapping to nanoscale objects, smaller than 100 nm,

with a refractive index close to, but greater than, the surrounding medium. First, the

gradient optical force becomes much weaker as the object gets smaller, scaling with

the third power of its size. Second, the thermal motion of the object increases with

decreasing object size owing to a reduction in the viscous drag, thereby favouring

escape from the trap. So far, the only approach to trap smaller objects is to increase

the trapping laser intensity; halving the particle size requires an order of magnitude

increase in the local field intensity within the trap. Consequently, trapping very small

objects involves intensities that can exceed their damage threshold. For example, a

previous work reported that 109-nmdiameter polystyrene particles survived only 25 s

in a focused beam optical trap, and 85-nm particles were damaged so quickly that

they could not be measured reliably1. Optical damage becomes even more important

for biological specimens [31, 33], where small thermal changes are critical.

An alternative to conventional lens-based optical tweezers uses nanostructures to

focus light below the diffraction limit and enhance the local optical intensity within

the trap [190–192]. As a result, the nanostructure can increase the potential energy

and the confinement of the trap [193–195]. Nanoscale objects have been confined

to subwavelength regions using nanostructured optical traps [39, 121, 122, 196]. For

example, a recent work has shown one-dimensional trapping of 76-nm dielectric par-

ticles in the vicinity of a Si slot waveguide coupled to a 300 mW laser beam [39].

For those past approaches to trapping with nanostructures, the trapping followed

the usual perturbative Rayleigh gradient force, so photo damage remains a concern.

Evanescent whispering-gallery modes in microsphere resonators have also been used

to trap and sense nanoparticles and viruses; however, in that configuration the par-

ticle moves around the circumference of the microsphere without being confined in

three dimensions [124, 197].

Here, we consider the possibility of creating an optical trap in which the particle

itself has a strong influence on the local electric field and thereby has an active role

in the trapping mechanism. This so-called self-induced back-action (SIBA) optical
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trapping is enhanced by the use of an optical resonance. Our approach differs in

a fundamental way from trapping using resonances of atoms [198, 199] or quantum

dots [200]: here, there is no resonance required from the trapped object; it is only

a generic dielectric particle and the resonance is sustained by the trap itself. In

this work, we demonstrate a SIBA optical trap using a nanoaperture in a metal

film that is close to its cutoff resonance [1]. The SIBA mechanism provides superior

trapping ability for Rayleigh particles, with improved performance as the particle size

is reduced. It is important to emphasize that in this situation the aperture is only a

model system; SIBA could be implemented in other systems where the presence of the

trapping object enhances the local electric field. Our experiments show the trapping

of 100-nm and 50-nm polystyrene spheres, with incident powers of only 0.7 mW and

1.9 mW, respectively. Beyond substantially decreasing the minimum incident laser

intensity as compared with past approaches, SIBA enables reducing by one order of

magnitude the local intensity within the trap.

The experiment used a 310-nm-diameter cylindrical aperture made by focused-ion-

beam milling in a 100-nm-thick gold film on a glass substrate, as shown schematically

in Fig. 1. (Further details are provided in the Supplementary Information.) This

aperture-film sample was inserted into a liquid chamber containing 0:05%w=v spheri-

cal polystyrene particles (refractive index of 1.575) of either 100nm or 50nm diameter

in water (refractive index of 1.33) with a 5% concentration of sodium dodecyl sulphate

solution (5%w=v) to prevent aggregation. The sample was mounted upside-down so

that gravity pulls the particles away from the gold film. The light from a 1,064nm

wavelength continuous-wave Nd:YAG laser was focused onto the aperture using a

40× microscope objective (0.65 numerical aperture) to a 2-µm-diameter spot-size.

The illumination was linearly polarized along the X-direction. Under this polariza-

tion, stable trapping occurs at the aperture side on the X-axis. The aperture was

chosen to have a calculated transmission cutoff resonance in solution of 990 nm, just

shorter than the laser wavelength of 1064 nm (refs [50, 51, 54]). A schematic dia-

gram of the experimental geometry is shown in Fig. C.1a, where I, IR and IT are

the incident, reflected and transmitted intensities, respectively. As the aperture’s

transmission resonance is sensitive to small changes of the local refraction index, the

presence of a particle in the aperture can be tracked by changes in the transmitted

and reflected intensities. Figure C.1b shows a schematic of a 100nm polystyrene bead

particle trapped at the aperture.

Above the cutoff resonance of the aperture, the optical transmission is particu-
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Figure C.1: SIBA optical trapping using a nanoaperture in a metallic film. a,
Schematic representation of the trapping set-up for a 310 nm aperture in a 100-
nm-thick gold film and 100-nm polystyrene spheres in water. The diagram in the
left-bottom corner shows the coordinate system used, with the origin at the centre
of the aperture. b, Schematic of the trapping of a single polystyrene sphere, while
others experience thermal diffusion.
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larly sensitive to the location of the particle owing to the associated change of its

surrounding refractive index. Having a larger refractive index than water, a particle

occupying the aperture makes the aperture “appear” larger, which allows for more

transmission above the usual cutoff wavelength. To illustrate the SIBA effect, we

consider the equilibrium point for the particle at the opening of the aperture on the

side of optical incidence, the forces associated with the change in photon transmis-

sion rate, and Newton’s third law. The transmission drops when the particle is moved

away from the aperture, with a corresponding drop in the rate of photon momentum

travelling through the aperture. By Newton’s third law, it is expected that a force in

the opposite direction will act on the particle to balance this momentum rate change;

the balancing force will be directed towards the aperture, thereby pulling the particle

back to the equilibrium position. On the other hand, if the particle moves further

into the aperture the transmission will increase and the restoring force will push the

particle out. There is also a lateral force that arises from the symmetry breaking of an

offset particle in the aperture. As the particle moves towards the edge, it concentrates

the field there to enhance the trapping. This is most evident from the calculations

that show the redistribution of the local field from the particle (see Supplementary

Information). In this way, the SIBA effect provides an extra physical mechanism, in

addition to the conventional gradient force, which enhances the trapping efficiency.

The observed time evolution of the nanoaperture transmission resulting from trap-

ping of 100-nm particles is shown in Fig.C.2a, for incident powers of 675, 838 and

965 µW. We applied a seven-point-window second-order Savitzky-Golay algorithm to

smooth out the noise from 2.5 ms fast sampling. During laser exposure, the transmis-

sion showed abrupt jumps, revealing two discrete states. Moreover, the occurrence

and duration of these states depended strongly on the incident power. No corre-

sponding changes in the transmitted intensity were observed for a solution without

particles. Owing to gravity, the particles were pulled away from the aperture when

the laser was off. The recording of the transmitted intensity began immediately after

the laser was turned on. Therefore, the initial lower intensity values of the trans-

mission were thus obtained in the absence of particles in the aperture. By turning

on the laser, the optical scattering force gently agitated the particles. It should be

noted that the optical scattering force was five orders of magnitude smaller than the

gradient force, so that it had no role in the observed trapping (see Supplementary

Information).

The time evolution of the transmission, presented in Fig.C.2a, shows clearly the
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Figure C.2: Experimental trapping of 100- and 50-nm particles. a, Experimental time
evolution of the intensity transmitted through a 310 nm aperture using different inci-
dent laser power when exposed to a solution of 100-nm polystyrene particles. Abrupt
increases are from a particle trapped in the aperture. b, Evolution of the trapping
time as a function of the incident power. The crosses are the experimental data; the
line is the exponential fit corresponding to the Arrhenius law. c, Experimental time
evolution of the transmitted intensity showing the trapping of a 50 nm particle at
1.9 mW.
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trapping of a single 100 nm polystyrene particle, where the higher value of the

transmission corresponds to the time when a particle occupied the aperture. Sta-

ble trapping over an acquisition time of 5 min was observed for a relatively small

incident power of 1mW, corresponding to a maximum intensity in the focus centre of

1 mWµm−2. This is an improvement over powers larger than 12 mW, as found for

a conventional trap for 109-nm polystyrene spheres [23]. Accounting for the higher

numerical aperture and the wavelength used in that work, the maximum intensity is

estimated to have been 110 mWµm−2, two orders of magnitude larger than in our

experiment.

FigureC.2b shows the dependence of the trapping time τ on the incident power.

It shows clearly the exponential behaviour expected from the Arrhenius law, where

the incident power is linearly related to the trapping potential: τ = Aexp(Utrap/kT ),

with Utrap being the trapping potential, A a constant and kT the thermal energy,

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The variance in trap-

ping time was found to be close to the mean value for all power levels. The trapping

time distribution fits well to an exponential distribution, which is consistent with the

Poisson statistics characteristic of independent events (see Supplementary Informa-

tion).

To obtain further insight into the SIBA trapping mechanism, we carried out a nu-

merical evaluation of the active role of the trapped specimen. Usually, the trapping

force experienced by low-refractive-index nanoscale objects in the Rayleigh regime

is calculated with a perturbative approach. In the perturbative approach, first the

electromagnetic fields are computed without the object and then the gradient and

scattering forces on the particle are calculated using the point-dipole approxima-

tion [201]. Several works have included the particle in the electromagnetic simula-

tions a priori, and then used the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) method to calculate the

trapping forces [202]. Usually, the comprehensive MST calculations and the perturba-

tive dipole approximation agree well for particles in the Rayleigh regime [117]. Close

agreement between the two approaches, to within approximately 10%, has even been

shown for recent works on nanostructured optical traps [38]. For our calculations,

however, there is a large discrepancy between the two approaches and the perturba-

tive approach is no longer valid. This discrepancy arises precisely because the SIBA

optical trap is not perturbative: the particle itself has an active and favourable role

in the trapping.

The force field in the vertical plane was calculated using both the perturbative
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approach and the comprehensive MST calculation, as shown in Fig. C.3. The po-

tential well was found to be nearly isotropic in this plane. We found that the MST

approach (Fig. C.3a,b) gives substantially greater force magnitudes over the pertur-

bative approach (Fig. C.3c,d).

Figure C.3: Numerical evaluation of SIBA trapping. aCd, Numerical force field cal-
culated for 100-nm particles (a,c) and for 50-nm particles (b,d) using a comprehensive
MST analysis of FDTD calculations (a,b) and a perturbative method based on gradi-
ent forces (c,d). The insets in b and d show two times force magnifications. e,f, The
lateral trapping force acting on 100-nm (e) and 50-nm particles (f) as a function of
the distance to the aperture centre obtained with the comprehensive and the pertur-
bative method. The calculations were made for an injected power in the aperture of
1 mW.

To quantify the active role of the particle in the trapping mechanism, we computed

the incident light intensity required to obtain a trapping energy equal to the thermal

energy (kT = 4.0×10−21 J). For the 100-nm particles, the required incident intensity

is 250 µWµm−2 for the MST as compared with 870 µWµm−2 for the perturbative

case. For a 50nm particle, the influence of the particle was found to be even greater,
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with required intensities of 1.6 and 20 mWµm−2 for the MST and perturbative cases,

respectively. In other words, the active role of the 50 nm particle in the trapping

efficiency reduces the incident intensity requirement by an order of magnitude as

compared with the perturbative approach.

In the SIBA trap, the trapping stiffness calculation is also strongly modified when

using the full MST calculation as compared with the commonly used perturbative

method (Fig. 3e,f). Using the MST approach, we obtained a theoretical stiffness

for 1W of injected power of 9.3 pNnm−1 and 6.6 pNnm−1 for the 100- and 50-nm

particles respectively at the minimum energy trapping point at the side of the hole

and along the X direction. The stiffness on the Z direction is similar, with 8.2 pNnm−1

and 7.2 pNnm−1 (see Supplementary Information). For comparison, a previous work

reported a 0.2 pNnm−1 for 100-nm particles [39].

To show the influence of the aperture resonance on the SIBA, we considered

tuning the resonance properties by adjusting the aperture size. Figure C.4 shows

both experiment and theory for various aperture sizes at a constant incident power

of 1.6 mW. The trapping time is maximized for aperture sizes close to the cutoff, as

shown in Fig. C.4a. Compared with the 500 nm aperture, which is the same size as

used in a previous work [121], the trapping time of a 316 nm aperture is increased by

over two orders of magnitude. The percentage change in the measured transmitted

intensity is doubled for the 316 nm aperture, showing a stronger feedback effect from

the photon momentum change in the aperture close to its cutoff. The trapping energy

was also calculated for different aperture sizes, and it was found to double when

increasing the aperture size from 310 to 500 nm. Therefore, both experimental and

theoretical data show clearly a maximized SIBA effect close to the cutoff resonance

of the aperture.

Past works relied on a strong enhancement of the local intensity provided by

the nanostructure. Here, the local intensity is only moderately enhanced by the

nanostructure, by a factor of seven. This is one of the main benefits of the SIBA trap:

efficient trapping can be achieved with factor of 20 lower local intensities than found

previously13 when accounting for the local enhancement of the trapping structure,

thereby drastically reducing the likelihood of optical damage.

Exploiting SIBA optical trapping, we were also able to trap experimentally 50-

nm polystyrene spheres. Figure C.2c shows the time evolution of the transmission

through the 310 nm aperture with an incident laser power of only 1.9 mW.

We have demonstrated SIBA optical trapping capable of stabilizing 50-nm nanopar-
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Figure C.4: Trapping time evolution with the aperture diameter for 100 nm particles
at 1.6 mW. a, Experimental evolution of the average trapping time with the aperture
diameter (red bars). In addition, the changes in the transmitted intensity related to
the trapping of a particle are presented (black curve). b, Theoretical evolution of the
trapping energy with the aperture diameter.
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ticles, within a subwavelength volume, with less than 2 mW of total power. The active

role of the particle in the optical trap allowed for an order-of-magnitude improved

trapping efficiency over the usual perturbative approach, as confirmed by both experi-

mental results and comprehensive numerical simulations. Such enhanced performance

comes along with a large decrease, by at least an order of magnitude, of the local in-

tensity experienced by the trapped particle. Low-intensity optical trapping of small

dielectric particles (∼50 nm) enables new opportunities for isolating and studying

biological nanoscopic entities, such as viruses. Another interesting feature of our

experiment is the possibility to monitor a single trapped nanoscale object through

transmission changes. This dual trapping-sensing capability may be useful in sorting

applications. In the past, optical trapping configurations have been modified to be

sensors for particles that are too small to be trapped, such as viruses [203]. Here, the

proposed approach makes it possible to simultaneously immobilize and sense them

in a single nanoscale aperture, providing optical integrated capabilities for biological

analysis in situ.

Supplementary Information

Details of experimental setup

Fig. C.5a shows a scanning electron microscope image of a nanoaperture in a 100 nm

thick gold film created by focused ion beam milling. Polystyrene nanoparticles (1%

w/t) were diluted (5%) in deionized water with sodium dodecyl sulfate to prevent

aggregation and added to the surface of the gold. A spacer and 150 µm thick glass

cover slip where then added to create a liquid chamber containing the polystyrene

nanoparticles, as shown schematically in Fig. C.5b.

The experimental set-up, schematically presented Fig. C.6, uses an inverted mi-

croscope. The beam from a Nd:YAG (wavelength 1064 nm) was focused onto the

nanoaperture. Two silicon-based photo-detectors were used to measure the trans-

mitted and reflected light from the aperture. In parallel, a spectrometer was placed

after a 20 µm pinhole spatial filter to perform confocal spectral measurements from

the aperture region. A CCD camera was used for visualization purposes and sam-

ple positioning. To achieve fine positioning and mechanical stability, the sample

was mounted on a XYZ piezoelectric stage. The experiment was computer interfaced

through a DAQmx card (National Instruments) allowing fast acquisition of the detec-
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Figure C.5: Experimental sample. a, SEM image of a 310 nm aperture obtained
by focused ion beam on a 100 nm thick gold layer. b, Schematic view of the liquid
chamber preparation using a nano-structured sample. A drop of particle containing
solution is deposited on the sample and then covered with a 150 µm thick cover slip
glass with a spacer.
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tors’ signals (2.5 ms acquisition period) as well as the operation of the spectrometer,

the CCD image, and the stage position.

Figure C.6: Schematic of experimental configuration.

Calculation of scattering force

The scattering force, in the Rayleigh regime, is usually expressed using the point-

dipole approximation [23]:

Fscat =
I0σscatnm

c
(C.1)

with

σscat =
128π5R6

3λ4

(

n2
p − n2

b

n2
p + 2n2

b

)2

(C.2)

where I0 is the incident laser intensity, σscat is the scattering cross section of the

particle, nm the refractive index of the surrounding medium and c the speed of light

in vacuum. The scattering cross section is a function of the particle radius R, the

incident laser wavelength λ and m the ratio of the particle refractive index over the

surrounding medium refractive index (m = np/nm). For the largest particles used in
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our experiment (100 nm), the calculated scattering force was 1.2 × 10−17 N for an

intensity of 1 mWµm−2. Since the scattering force is non-conservative, one can com-

pare the necessary work to keep the particle in the aperture to the thermal energy.

For a 100 nm thick aperture this work is 6 × 10−25 J, 4 orders of magnitude lower

than the thermal energy (4× 10−21 J).

Calculation of gradient force

The gradient optical force arises from the interaction of the induced dipole and the

inhomogeneous field. In the Rayleigh regime, using the point-dipole approximation,

this force is given by [23]:

Fgrad =
2πnmR

3

c

(

n2
p − n2

b

n2
p + 2n2

b

)2

∇I, (C.3)

where R is the particle radius, nm the refractive index of the surrounding medium,

c the speed of light in vacuum, m the ratio of the particle refractive index over the

surrounding medium refractive index (m = np/nm) and I the incident laser intensity.

In the specific conditions of our experiment (100 nm particle and 1 mW/µm2 maxi-

mum incident intensity), the numerical simulations gave a maximum for the gradient

force of 2 × 10−14 N. The scattering forces were then 3 orders of magnitude weaker

than the optical gradient forces.

Numerical calculations

Numerical calculations used a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)Maxwell-equations

solver. A 2 nm mesh was used to ensure that plasmonic effects associated with the

aperture were accurately captured, as verified by convergence studies with 5 nm and

1.5 nm meshes. The simulation region was enclosed with perfectly-matched layer

boundaries and a total-field scattered-field source was used to ensure that there were

no aperturing effects from the boundaries. The relative permittivity of the metal was

obtained from Drude model fit of experimental values [48]. The FDTD method is

fully vectorial; however, due to the weak focusing of the microscope objective used,

a transverse linearly polarized excitation source is assumed for simplicity.

Changes in the local electric field intensity associated with the presence
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of a particle

Fig. C.7 shows that the horizontal component of the electric field intensity is modified

by the presence of the particle.

Figure C.7: Cross-section view of horizontal electric field intensity calculated using
FDTD. The presence of the particle alters the local field intensity: with a 100 nm
particle (a), and the field difference between the calculated field obtained with and
without the 100 nm particle (b).

Calculated transmission changes

The change in transmitted intensity was calculated using FDTD and found to be

5% for 100 nm particle trapping. By comparison, the experimentally observed jump

in intensity upon trapping was 13%. Considering differences in the excitation and

collection geometries between the experiment and the calculations, as well as nanofab-

rication tolerances of approximately 10 nm, we believe that this represents reasonable

agreement.

In the case of the 50 nm particle trapping, the calculated transmission change is of

0.8%, a factor of 5 lower than for the 100 nm particle. In the experimental measure-

ment, this transmission change is of 3% a factor of 4 lower than for the experimental

value obtained for the 100 nm particles.

Force-distance dependence along the Z-direction
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The force along the Z-direction is presented in Fig. C.8. The impact of the particle

is clear from the comparison between the perturbative and the comprehensive calcu-

lations. While the force dependence along the Z-direction is slightly stronger than

the dependence along the X-direction for the 50 nm particle, the trend is reversed for

100 nm particles. The X and Y positions are defined by the stable trapping position

given by the calculations.

Figure C.8: Theoretical trapping force along the Z-direction. Longitudinal trapping
force along the Z-direction obtained theoretically with both the comprehensive and
perturbative method. The calculations have been made for an injected power of
1 mW.

Trapping time evolution with the aperture diameter

Fig. C.9 shows the evolution of the trapping for a given particle size (100 nm) and at

a given incident power (1.6 mW) when the aperture diameter is changed. The most

efficient trapping is obtained for the 316 nm aperture where the incident wavelength

is close to the aperture cut-off.

Distribution of trapping times

The evolution of the transmitted intensity reveals the trapping events occurring dur-

ing a measurement. Fig. C.10 present the trapping time distribution obtained with

0.49 mW for 100 nm particle using a 310 nm aperture. The average trapping time

calculated from the raw data (Fig. C.10a) is 176 ms. Fig. C.10b presents the dis-

tribution of trapping time obtained during a 5 minute experiment. The best fit is

obtained using an exponential, providing an average value of 160±26 ms.
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Figure C.9: Trapping time evolution with the aperture diameter for 100 nm particles.
Transmission changes obtained at 1.6 mW of incident power with 100 nm particles
for aperture diameters ranging from 250 nm to 500 nm.

Figure C.10: Trapping distribution. a, Transmission changes obtained at 0.49 mW of
incident power with 100 nm particles for a 310 nm aperture. The average trapping is
time is 176 ms. b, trapping time distribution obtained from the data presented in (a).
The exponential fit is in good agreement with the experimentally obtained average
trapping time.
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Appendix D

Matlab Scripts for Optical Force

Computations Based on FDTD

Simulation Results

D.1 Plotting a Force Field Using MST

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

% force_field.m

%

% This function loads the data files from FDTD simulations of the

% non-perturbative nanohole optical trapping. Each of the data files

% contains the electric field information for computing the optical force

% at a single point only. The optical force is computed using Maxwell

% stress tensor (MST) by calling the function ot_singlewl.

clear;

% Define some constants

c = 3e8;

epsilon = 8.854e-12;
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n_m = 1.333;

n_p = 1.55;

xrange = -180:10:180;

yrange = -10:10:10;

zrange = -35:10:145;

[cx cy cz] = meshgrid(xrange,yrange,zrange);

% Loop through each point in the map

for posi = 1:length(xrange)

for posj = 1:length(yrange)

for posk = 1:length(zrange)

% Read in datafile from FDTD results

datafile = strcat( ’D310_50Part_x’, int2str(xrange(posi)), ...

’y’, int2str(yrange(posj)), ...

’z’, int2str(zrange(posk)), ’_Mesh2.mat’);

if exist(datafile);

load(datafile);

for i = 1:length(x_n)

for j = 1:length(y_n)

for k = 1:length(z_n)

if (nx(i, j, k) ~= n_m) && (nx(i, j, k) ~= n_p)

nx(i, j, k) = n_m;

end

if (ny(i, j, k) ~= n_m) && (ny(i, j, k) ~= n_p)

ny(i, j, k) = n_m;

end

if (nz(i, j, k) ~= n_m) && (nz(i, j, k) ~= n_p)

nz(i, j, k) = n_m;

end

end

end
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end

% Perform MST computation for the force

ot_singlewl;

% Store computed force values

U(posj, posi, posk) = tempx;

V(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

W(posj, posi, posk) = tempz;

else

U(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

V(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

W(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

end

% Compute the magnitude of the force at each point

Mag(posj, posi, posk) = sqrt(U(posj, posi, posk)^2 + ...

V(posj, posi, posk)^2 + W(posj, posi, posk)^2);

end

end

end

% The following code is solely about plotting the force field, not about

% any computation

figure(4);

[cylx, cyly, cylz] = cylinder(155);

surf(cylx, cyly, cylz*50, ’FaceAlpha’, 0.6, ...

’EdgeAlpha’, 0, ’FaceColor’, ’yellow’);

hold on;

% make an invisible cylinder to define boundary

[cylx, cyly, cylz] = cylinder(200);
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surf(cylx, cyly, cylz*150, ’FaceAlpha’, 0, ’EdgeAlpha’, 0);

axis([-200 200 -200 200 0 150]);

axis equal;

hcone = coneplot(cx, cy, cz, U, V, W, cx, cy, cz, 1.5);

set(hcone,’FaceColor’,’red’,’EdgeColor’,’none’, ’FaceAlpha’, .5);

% The left side is symmetric

hcone_left = coneplot(-cx, cy, cz, -U, V, W, -cx, cy, cz, 1.5);

set(hcone_left,’FaceColor’,’red’,’EdgeColor’,’none’, ’FaceAlpha’, .5);

xlabel(’x (nm)’, ’fontsize’, 16);

ylabel(’y (nm)’, ’fontsize’, 16);

zlabel(’z (nm)’, ’fontsize’, 16);

title(’MST, 2 nm mesh’, ’fontsize’, 18);

view(0, 0)

D.2 Computing MST at a Single Point

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

% ot_singlewl.m

%

% This function is called by the force_field function. It is responsible

% for taking the loaded values of the electric field and compute the

% optical force exerted on the particle using a Maxwell stress tensor (MST)

% analysis.

Nx = length(x);

Ny = length(y);

Nz = length(z);

Nf = 26; % correspond to lambda = 1059nm
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dx = abs(x(2) - x(1));

dy = abs(y(2) - y(1));

dz = abs(z(2) - z(1));

% ====================== z component ====================================

aix = (abs(Ex(:, : , 1:(Nz-1) , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ex(:, : , 2:Nz , Nf)).^2)/2;

aiy = (abs(Ey(:, : , 1:(Nz-1) , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ey(:, : , 2:Nz , Nf)).^2)/2;

aiz = (abs(Ez(:, : , 1:(Nz-1) , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ez(:, : , 2:Nz , Nf)).^2)/2;

dez = nz(:, :, 1:(Nz-1)).^2 - nx(:, :, 2:(Nz)).^2;

for iz = 1:(Nz-1)

dez(:, :, iz) = dez(:, :, iz)/(z(iz) - z(iz + 1));

end

clear el;

el(:, :, :) = (aix(:, :, :) + aiy(:, :, :) + aiz(:, :, :)) .* dez * dx*dy*dz;

tempz = 0;

for ix = 1:Nx

for iy = 1:Ny

for iz = 1:(Nz-1)

tempz = tempz + (-epsilon/4) * real(el(ix, iy, iz));

end

end

end

% ====================== x component ====================================

clear ai* dex el;

aix = (abs(Ex(1:(Nx-1), : , : , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ex(2:(Nx), : , : , Nf)).^2)/2;

aiy = (abs(Ey(1:(Nx-1), : , : , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ey(2:(Nx), : , : , Nf)).^2)/2;

aiz = (abs(Ez(1:(Nx-1), : , : , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ez(2:(Nx), : , : , Nf)).^2)/2;

dex = nx(1:(Nx-1), :, :).^2 - nx(2:(Nx), :, :).^2;

for ix = 1:(Nx-1)
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dex(ix, :, :) = dex(ix, :, :)/(x(ix) - x(ix + 1));

end

el(:, :, :) = (aix(:, :, :) + aiy(:, :, :) + aiz(:, :, :)) .* dex * dx*dy*dz;

tempx = 0;

for ix = 1:(Nx-1)

for iy = 1:Ny

for iz = 1:Nz

tempx = tempx + (-epsilon/4) * real(el(ix, iy, iz));

end

end

end

% ====================== y component ====================================

aix = (abs(Ex(:, 1:(Ny-1) , : , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ex(:, 2:Ny , : , Nf)).^2)/2;

aiy = (abs(Ey(:, 1:(Ny-1) , : , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ey(:, 2:Ny , : , Nf)).^2)/2;

aiz = (abs(Ez(:, 1:(Ny-1) , : , Nf)).^2 + abs(Ez(:, 2:Ny , : , Nf)).^2)/2;

dey = ny(:, 1:(Ny-1), :).^2 - ny(:, 2:(Ny), :).^2;

for iy = 1:(Ny-1)

dey(:, iy, :) = dey(:, iy, :)/(y(iy) - y(iy + 1));

end

clear el;

el(:, :, :) = (aix(:, :, :) + aiy(:, :, :) + aiz(:, :, :)) .* dey * dx*dy*dz;

tempy = 0;

for ix = 1:Nx

for iy = 1:(Ny-1)

for iz = 1:Nz

tempy = tempy + (-epsilon/4) * real(el(ix, iy, iz));

end

end

end
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D.3 Computing and Plotting Force Field

Using the Perturbative Formulation

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

% perturbative.m

%

% This function calculates the optical force using a perturbative

% formulation by computing the gradient force and the scattering force. It

% computes the optical force at all points of interest based on the

% electromagnetic field from a single FDTD simulation without any particle.

clear;

% Define some constants

c = 2.997e8;

epsilon = 8.854e-12;

mu = 4*pi * 1e-7;

eps_m = 1.333^2; % medium is water

eps_s = 1.55^2; % sphere

R = 25e-9; % radius of the sphere in meters

datafile = ’D310_empty_Mesh2.mat’;

load (datafile);

lambda = c./f_f;

E2 = abs(Ex_f).^2 + abs(Ey_f).^2 + abs(Ez_f).^2;

% polarizability of sphere
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alpha = 4*pi * epsilon * R^3 * (eps_s - eps_m) / (eps_s + 2*eps_m);

sigma = 128/3 * pi^5 * R^6 ./ lambda.^4 * ((eps_s - eps_m) / (eps_s + 2*eps_m))^2;

dx = x_f(2) -x_f(1);

dz = z_f(2) -z_f(1);

% ==================== z-dependance ===========================

f_ind = 1; % correspond to lambda = 1059nm

xrange = -180:10:180;

yrange = -10:10:10;

zrange = -25:10:145;

[cx cy cz] = meshgrid(xrange,yrange,zrange);

fprintf(’x \t y \t z \t Fx \t Fy \t Fz \n’, y);

for posi = 2:length(xrange)

for posj = 2:length(yrange)

for posk = 2:length(zrange)

% if yrange(posj)~=0 || zrange(posk)<100

if U(posj, posi, posk)==0 && V(posj, posi, posk)==0 && W(posj, posi,

Ugs(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

Vgs(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

Wgs(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

else

i = round((xrange(posi)*1e-9 - x_f(1))/dx + 1);

j = 1;

k = round((zrange(posk)*1e-9 - z_f(1))/dz + 1);

gradE = [ (E2(i,j,k,f_ind) - E2(i-1,j,k,f_ind)) / (x_f(i) - x_f(i-1));

0;

(E2(i,j,k,f_ind) - E2(i,j,k-1,f_ind)) / (z_f(k) - z_f(k-1))]
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% Gradient force computation

F_grad = alpha/4 * gradE; % Neuman’s Review Paper

clear gradE;

% Light intensity obtained by the cross-produce of E and H

I = abs(1/2 * cross([Ex_f(i,j,k,f_ind); Ey_f(i,j,k,f_ind); ...

Ez_f(i,j,k,f_ind)], [Hx_f(i,j,k,f_ind); Hy_f(i,j,k,f_ind); ...

Hz_f(i,j,k,f_ind)]));

% scattering force computation

F_scat = I * sigma(f_ind) * sqrt(eps_m) / c;

Ugs(posj, posi, posk) = F_grad(1) + F_scat(1);

Vgs(posj, posi, posk) = 0;

Wgs(posj, posi, posk) = F_grad(3) + F_scat(3);

% For printing the force values only

fprintf(strcat(int2str(xrange(posi)), ’\t’), y);

fprintf(strcat(int2str(yrange(posj)), ’\t’), y);

fprintf(strcat(int2str(zrange(posk)), ’\t’), y);

fprintf(strcat(num2str(Ugs(posj, posi, posk)), ’\t’), y);

fprintf(strcat(num2str(Vgs(posj, posi, posk)), ’\t’), y);

fprintf(strcat(num2str(Wgs(posj, posi, posk)), ’\n’), y);

end

end

end

end

fprintf(’\n \n’, y);

% The following code is solely about plotting the force field, not about

% any computation

figure(4);
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[cylx, cyly, cylz] = cylinder(155);

surf(cylx, cyly, cylz*50, ’FaceAlpha’, 0.6, ’EdgeAlpha’, 0, ’FaceColor’, ’yellow’);

hold on;

% make an invisible cylinder to define boundary

[cylx, cyly, cylz] = cylinder(200);

surf(cylx, cyly, cylz*150, ’FaceAlpha’, 0, ’EdgeAlpha’, 0);

axis([-200 200 -200 200 0 150]);

axis equal;

hcone_pert_R = coneplot(cx, cy, cz, Ugs, Vgs, Wgs, cx, cy, cz, 1.5);

set(hcone_pert_R,’FaceColor’,’green’,’EdgeColor’,’none’, ’FaceAlpha’, .5);

% % The left side is symmetric

hcone_pert_L = coneplot(-cx, cy, cz, -Ugs, Vgs, Wgs, -cx, cy, cz, 1.5);

set(hcone_pert_L,’FaceColor’,’green’,’EdgeColor’,’none’, ’FaceAlpha’, .5);

xlabel(’x (nm)’, ’fontsize’, 16);

ylabel(’y (nm)’, ’fontsize’, 16);

zlabel(’z (nm)’, ’fontsize’, 16);

view(0, 0)

% view(4, 8)
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Appendix E

Optical Trapping of 12 nm

Dielectric Spheres Using

Double-Nanoholes in a Gold Film

Originally published:

Y. Pang and R. Gordon. Optical trapping of 12 nm dielectric spheres using double-

nanoholes in a gold film. Nano Letters, 11(9):3763–3767, 2011.

Reproduced with permission from Nano Letters, The American Chemical Society.

ABSTRACT

Optical tweezers have found many applications in biology, but for reasonable in-

tensities, conventional traps are limited to particles >100 nm in size. We use a

double-nanohole in a gold film to experimentally trap individual nanospheres, includ-

ing 20 nm polystyrene spheres and 12 nm silica spheres, at a well-defined trapping

point. We present statistical studies on the trapping time, showing an exponential

dependence on the optical power. Trapping experiments are repeated for different

particles and several nanoholes with different gap dimensions. Unusually, smaller

particles can be more easily trapped than larger ones with the double-nanohole. The

12 nm silica sphere has a size and a refractive index comparable to the smallest virus

particles and has a spherical shape which is the worst case scenario for trapping.
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Optical trapping has attracted significant research attention for its capability to

immobilize, move, and manipulate small objects in a gentle way [23, 24]. Opti-

cal trapping has been applied to trap dielectric nanospheres [23, 24, 196], carbon

nanotubes [25], semiconductor nanowires [26], and metal nanorods [27, 28]. Stable

trapping of 10 nm gold nanospheres has been achieved with high power (∼400 mW)

focused laser beams [29]. For dielectric particles, trapping of 48 nm particles has

been achieved [42]. Optical trapping of biological objects (i.e., typically nonresonant

dielectric particles) has included living cells [32], bacteria [33], 300 nm long tobacco

mosaic virus particles [33], and DNA strains [39]. The manipulation of biomolecules

(e.g., DNA, actin) has been achieved by attaching micrometer-sized beads to the ends

of the biomolecule [34–36]. However, direct manipulation of smaller biomatter, with-

out tethering to a bead, presents a significant challenge because the trapping force

on nonresonant dielectric particle decreases dramatically with size. In a conventional

optical trap configuration, such as a single beam optical tweezer [23], the optical

force obeys the perturbative formulation for small (Rayleigh) particles [23, 196]: the

influence of the particle on the electromagnetic field is neglected. In such a regime,

the optical power required for trapping a subwavelength dielectric particle scales with

the inverse fourth power of the particle size over all [5]. When trapping single latex

nanospheres, a perturbative optical trap can only trap spheres with diameter down

to about 100 nm before the large required intensities damage the particle [23]. A

self-induced backaction (SIBA) optical trap was designed to work in a nonperturba-

tive regime, where the existence of a small dielectric particle in the trap significantly

changed the surrounding field in a way in favor of the trapping action. The previously

designed SIBA optical trap using single circular nanoholes in an Au film successfully

pushed the limit of the trapped polystyrene nanosphere diameter to 50 nm [5]. How-

ever, the difficulty to trap smaller dielectric particles still increases, although not as

abruptly as in a perturbative trap.

Many other promising approaches also exist for optical trapping. A silicon slot

waveguide has been used to trap 75 nm polystyrene particles and relatively large

(48 kbp) λ-DNA [39], and this slot waveguide can trap dielectric and Au particles

as small as 10 nm in theory [38]. The whispering gallery mode (WGM) optical res-

onator is well-known for its high-quality resonance and huge field build-up in the

near field of the cavity. It is used as a sensitive optical sensing tool [123, 124] to

detect the binding of a single 47 nm influenza A virus. When a WGM resonator is

used for optical trapping, the evanescent field at the resonator surface generates a
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large gradient force, and single 280 nm polystyrene particles have been successfully

trapped by a WGM resonator using a low input power [40]. Photonic crystal optical

cavities are also considered as strong candidates for self-induced optical trapping,

and 48 nm polystyrene particles have been trapped using a one-dimensional silicon

photonic crystal resonator [42]. Theoretical results have also been presented for op-

tical trapping using one-dimensional [43] and two-dimensional [44] photonic crystal

cavities. Unlike the high-quality resonator configurations, the aperture-based SIBA

trap is not as sensitive to wavelengthby monitoring the transmitted power through

the aperture, the trapping event can be monitored. In this respect, the aperture trap

can also be thought of as a sensor.

In this work, we demonstrate an optical trap using a double-nanohole structure

in an Au film to trap 20 nm polystyrene nanospheres and 12 nm silica nanospheres.

This small size limit will enable the trapping of even the smallest biomatter, such

as virions and bacteriophages. Spherical objects, such as the nanospheres used in

this work, have the smallest electric dipole moments of all shapes at the same size

and are therefore the most challenging to trap. We attribute the facile trapping

ability to the extreme local field at the trapping point provided by the 15-nm-apart

sharp tips of the double-hole structures. Perhaps most surprisingly at first glance,

we show that the double-nanohole is able to trap smaller particles even more easily

than larger particles, which is the opposite of other optical traps. Statistical data are

presented to show the exponential dependence of the trapping time on the incident

optical power. Nanoholes with different dimensions are used to trap nanospheres with

different size and different material, and the optimum trapping condition is found to

be as predicted.

Figure I.1 shows two scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the double-

nanohole, normal to the surface and at 45 ◦. The double-hole was milled into a

commercially available 100 nm thick Au film on a glass substrate with a 2 nm Ti

adhesion layer (EMF Corp.) using a focused ion beam (FIB). For the example shown

in Figure I.1, the diameter of each circular hole is 110 nm, and the tips are separated

by 30 nm.

Previously, we have studied the use of double-hole arrays for enhanced second har-

monic generation [63, 64] and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [66]. The

field enhancements found at the apexes between the two holes lead to enhanced light-

matter interaction [61]. While our work has focused on the fabrication of double-hole

structures by FIB milling (as is the case in this work), it is interesting to note that bot-
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Figure E.1: SEM image of the double-hole on Au film, taken (a) normal to the surface
and (b) at 45◦.
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tom up fabrication of double-hole structures by polystyrene nanosphere lithography

using dimers is an effective way to achieve the same structure [65].

Figure I.2a shows the schematic of the double-nanohole optical trap. As the trap-

ping beam, a fiber-coupled 975 nm semiconductor laser was collimated, expanded,

and focused onto the sample using a 100× oil immersion microscope objective (1.25

numerical aperture), forming a laser spot of 1.1 µm diameter. An optical density filter

was used to limit the optical power to below 10mW at the output of the objective. A

half-wave plate was used rotate the polarization of the laser beam. The transmission

light through the double-hole was collected using a 10× condenser microscope objec-

tive (0.25 numerical aperture) and measured by a silicon-based avalanche photode-

tector (Thorlabs APD110A). The sample was mounted between the oil-immersion

microscope objective and the condenser microscope objective and aligned using a

piezoelectric controlled xyz sample stage to give a 20 nm positioning precision. The

polarization of the trapping beam was chosen such that the electric field was aligned

with the two tips in the double-hole structure. With this polarization, there is a large

local field enhancement in between the two tips creating a strong trapping point.

Figure I.2b shows an enlargement of the sample region. As the particles to be

trapped, polystyrene nanospheres (Fisher Scientific) or silica nanospheres (Corpuscu-

lar Inc.) were suspended in water (0.05% w/v) with a trace amount of surfactant to

prevent aggregation. The nanospheres suspension was ultrasonicated to further en-

sure against aggregation and then sealed at the Au film surface using a microfluidic

chamber consisting of an 80 µm thick poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) spacer well

and a 150 µm thick glass microscope coverslip. The sample was mounted with the

Au film facing down so that the small contribution from gravity pulls the nanospheres

away from the Au film, and the optical force works against gravity. Immersion oil

with refractive index of 1.51 was used in between the oil immersion objective and the

coverslip.

The double-nanohole optical trap has a working principle similar to the SIBA

optical trap using a circular nanohole proposed in previous work [5]. The double-

hole on the Au film is designed to have a cutoff wavelength slightly shorter than the

wavelength of the main trapping laser beam in water using numerical simulations

with the finite-difference time-domain method (see Supporting Information). When

a polystyrene nanosphere with a larger refractive index than water enters the vicinity

of the double-nanohole, the local increase of refractive index makes the hole optically

“larger” (by dielectric loading), thereby increasing the cutoff wavelength and making
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Figure E.2: (a) Schematic drawing of the nanoscale double-hole self-induced back-
action optical trap. (b) An enlargement of the red circle part in (a), showing details
of the composition of the sample in the microfluidic chamber, the setup of the oil
immersion microscope objective, and the condenser microscope objective. Abbrevia-
tions used: LD = laser diode; SMF = single-mode fiber; ODF = optical density filter;
HWP = half-wave plate; BE = beam expander; MR = mirror; MO = microscope
objective; OI MO = oil immersion microscope objective; DH = double hole; APD =
avalanche photodetector.
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the double-nanohole transmit more light. From Newton’s third law, the change rate

of the light momentum due to the presence of the nanosphere generates a force acting

back on the nanosphere, and this self-induced force always pulls the nanosphere back

to equilibrium position.

Figure I.3 shows the time evolution of the transmitted optical power through a

double-nanohole with 30 nm tip separation and through a 290 nm diameter circular

hole, using 100 and 20 nm polystyrene spheres. Forty nanometer polystyrene spheres

were also tested (not shown). We used a 1 kHz sampling rate with a Savitzky-Golay

algorithm for noise reduction of the collected data. In the waveforms, the abrupt

changes (jumps) of the optical transmission power showed clearly the transition be-

tween the vacant and trapped stages, corresponding to low and high transmission

powers. Such abrupt transmission power level transitions are the characteristic signal

of trapping events [5, 196]. The measurements were repeated on different days with

freshly made nanosphere suspensions each time and the abrupt transitions and the

relative signal difference was repeatable for all types of holes and all nanospheres

used. Furthermore, this dependence was not observed when pure water without

nanospheres.
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Figure E.3: Experimental optical transmission evolution in time using (a, b) a double-
hole and (c, d) a circular nanohole, to trap (a, c) 100 nm and (b, d) 20 nm polystyrene
nanospheres.

As Figure I.3 shows, a double-nanohole (Figure I.3a) and a circular nanohole (Fig-

ure I.3c) were both able to trap relatively large (100 nm) particles. In fact, the circular

nanohole gave a more stable trapping to a 100 nm particle than the double-hole, with

an approximately 10× longer trapping time. However, when attempting to trap very

small (20 nm) spheres, the circular nanohole does not show any stable trapping (Fig-

ure I.3d), whereas a double-hole shows stable trapping of a 20 nm particle for a period

of more than 5 min.

The double-nanohole also shows an unusual and potentially useful feature: it traps
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smaller particles more easily than larger ones. We trapped polystyrene spheres of

three different sizes (100, 40, and 20 nm) using the double-hole. While stable trapping

periods for a 100 nm sphere were always less than 20 s, long trapping periods of over

5 min were observed for both the 40 and 20 nm spheres. The percentage change in

optical transmission at the abrupt transition of each trapping relates to the trapping

stability: a larger change in the light momentum indicates a larger force on the spheres

according to Newton’s third law. The changes in optical transmission were 0.78%,

6.05%, and 9.95% when 100, 40, and 20 nm polystyrene spheres were trapped at the

double-nanohole. Therefore, the double-nanohole provides a larger optical force on

smaller particles for the same trapping beam power.

Figure I.4 shows the dependence of the trapping time on the incident optical power.

The data were taken using a double-nanohole with a 25 nm tip separation to trap

20 nm polystyrene spheres. The error bars are the standard deviations of the trapping

times for multiple events (greater than six events for each power). The straight line

is an exponential fit of all the data (noting the semilog plot). This dependence is

similar to previous circular hole trapping results [5]; however, the nanoparticle here

is 2.5 times smaller.
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Figure E.4: Trapping time as a function of incident power, studied using 20 nm
polystyrene spheres and a double-nanohole with 25 nm tip separation. The triangles
are the mean values of experiment data taken, the error bars are the standard devi-
ation of the data, and the straight line is the exponential fit to the data. The inset
shows the SEM image of the double-nanohole.
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The advantage of the proposed double-nanohole structure over a circular nanohole

is that there is a large local field concentrated in the small area between the two tips.

The optical transmission is much more sensitive to a local refractive index change

in this small area, since this is where all the transmission power through the hole is

concentrated. Therefore, only a small particle, with size comparable to the strong

local field area, is needed to make enough change to the transmitted power and

self-induce enough trapping force. By comparison, a circular nanohole is isotropic

and does not provide such local field enhancement. With a circular nanohole, only

relatively large particles can change the transmitted power enough to self-induce

enough trapping force. Therefore, a double-nanohole allows the trapping of much

smaller particles than a circular nanohole.

The small trapping area with strong local field between the tips (cusps) where the

nanoholes overlap explains why a smaller particle can be trapped more strongly using

a double-nanohole. Only particles with size smaller than the tip separation can fit

between the tips, whereas larger particles are blocked outside the tip region and induce

a much weaker trapping force. In other words, steric hindrance plays an important role

in the double-nanohole trap. This surprising result is opposite of all existing optical

traps, which gave a stronger trapping for larger particles, as will be considered in more

detail below. The double-nanohole structure is also advantageous over a rectangular

nanohole. Although a rectangular nanohole can also give an enhanced local field

through the coupling of surface plasmons between the two closely spaced sides [53],

the enhanced local field is distributed along the sides of the hole, and the trapping

force will be weaker along the long axis of a rectangular hole. In contrast, the double-

nanohole gives a single trapping point where the field is strongest between the two

tips.

Figure I.5 shows the different jumps in optical transmission at trapping events

using double-nanoholes with different tip separation for trapping. This shows the

importance of the tip separation on double-nanohole trapping. If the gap size is

comparable to the particle size (25 nm gap with 20 nm particle), there is a large jump

in the optical transmission, corresponding to strong trapping. With a larger gap or

smaller gap, the particle is not optimally fitted for the local field enhanced region. If

the particle is larger than the gap, it does not fit; if the particle is smaller, then the

gap could be smaller to create a stronger local field and enhanced transmission due

to gap plasmons [61].

Figure I.6 shows the trapping of single 12 nm diameter silica spheres (refractive
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Figure E.5: The changes in optical transmission as a function of double-nanohole tip
separation, when trapping 20 nm polystyrene nanospheres. Error bars are from the
resolution of the SEM image (horizontal axis) and from the standard deviations in
transmission jumps (vertical axis). The insets show SEM images of different double-
nanoholes used.
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index 1.45). By use of a double-nanohole with a 15 nm tip separation, barely larger

than the particle size, and an incident optical power of 7.2 mW, trapping of 12 nm

silica spheres was obtained for 30.0±12.4 s. A plot relating the trapping time with

incident power shows an exponential dependence similar to Figure I.4 (please refer

to Figure F.6 in the Supporting Information). We compare this result with the

previous SIBA trapping of polystyrene nanospheres using a circular hole [5]. In that

experiment, single 50 nm polystyrene spheres (refractive index 1.57) were trapped

for 10 s using 1.9 mW of optical power in the optimized circular hole. Considering

the usual perturbative approach [23, 196], going from a 50 nm polystyrene sphere

to a 12 nm silica sphere would require 142 times of light intensity, considering both

reductions in the size and in the refractive index. Taking into account the tighter

focusing spot in this work, 81 mW of optical power would be needed to trap the

12 nm silica sphere. By using a double-nanohole, we used only 7.2 mW of optical

power, over 10 times less than the perturbative scaling from the SIBA optical trap

with a circular hole. This type of analysis is only for discussion since the perturbative

theory is not valid for SIBA aperture trapping, and a more detailed theory of trapping

for varying hole shapes needs to be developed.
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Figure E.6: Optical trapping of 12 nm silica spheres using a double-nanohole with a
15 nm tip separation.

As a future evolution to the double-nanohole trapping system, we suggest an

optical “nanopipet” which can trap a single nanoscale particle and move it to a desired

position. This can be realized by milling the proposed double-nanohole structure on

a near-field probe [4, 111]. This nanopipet can have many other applications in

addition to optical trapping. The signal shifting at the arrival of a small particle can

be used for optical sensing [123, 124], and the large local field enhancement in the
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double-nanohole is suitable for spectroscopy such as SERS mapping [111].

The double-nanohole optical trap has a significant potential for applications in

biology. The capability to trap a single 12 nm dielectric sphere opens the door to trap

the smallest virus particles, or virions. By allowing for the isolation and manipulation

of individual virions, the optical nanopipet may be used to study population diversity

as it relates to infection. Within a single species virus population there is great

heterogeneity. Most virus studies sample that heterogeneous population, and this

ensemble averaging is a major issue. Only very few works have managed to study

virus infection in isolation [154].

In conclusion, we experimentally observed stable trapping of a 12 nm silica sphere,

using a double-nanohole on Au film. Counterintuitively, the double-nanohole could

trap small particles more easily than large ones at a single well-defined stable point.

We attribute this behavior to the high transmission power concentration in an ex-

tremely small area between the two tips of the double-hole. The best case for double-

nanohole optical trapping is to use a tip separation that is barely larger than the

particle size, and this was confirmed by studies using double-nanoholes with different

dimensions. For future works, we suggest that an optical nanopipet structure with

a double-hole on a near-field probe will give even larger optical force and enable the

manipulation of the trapped particle. Such an optical nanopipet will be of interest,

for example, for the study of virus population diversity as it relates to infection.

Supporting Information

Design of the Double-Nanohole

To design a double-nanohole for the self-induced back-action optical trapping exper-

iment, we used a commercially available comprehensive finite-difference time-domain

(FDTD) simulation tool to compute the transmission spectrum through the double-

nanohole. Figure F.5a shows the schematic setup of the simulation. The three dimen-

sional simulation region is enclosed with perfectly-matched layer (PML) boundaries.

A total-field scattered-field source is used to avoid truncation artifacts at the PML

boundaries. The electric field of the source is aligned with the tips in the double-

nanohole. The Au permittivity values were taken from a previous work [47]. A 2 nm

mesh was also used around the silver nano-prism to ensure that plasmonic effects

were accurately captured. Figure F.5b shows the transmission spectrum through a
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double-hole with a 110 nm diameter for each hole and a 30 nm tip separation. The

main transmission peak is at 955 nm, slightly shorter than the 975 nm trapping beam.
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Figure E.7: (a) Schematic drawing of the finite-difference time-domain simulation
setup. (b) Transmission spectrum through the designed double-nanohole.

Trapping of a 12 nm Silica Sphere

Figure F.6 shows the dependence of the trapping time on the incident optical power.

The data was taken using a double-nanohole with a 15 nm tip separation to trap 12 nm

silica spheres. The error bars are the standard deviations of the trapping times for

multiple events (¿7 events for each power). The straight line is an exponential fit of

all the data (noting the semi-log plot). An exponential dependence similar to the

20 nm polystyrene sphere experiments is shown.
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Figure E.8: Trapping time as a function of incident power, studied using 12 nm silica
spheres and a double-nanohole with 15 nm tip separation. The triangles are the
mean values of experiment data taken, the error bars are the standard deviation of
the data, and the straight line is the exponential fit to the data. The inset shows the
SEM image of the double-nanohole.
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Appendix F

Optical Trapping of a Single

Protein

Originally published:

Y. Pang and R. Gordon. Optical trapping of a single protein. Nano Letters, 12(1):402–

406, 2012.

Reproduced with permission from Nano Letters, The American Chemical Society.

ABSTRACT

We experimentally demonstrate the optical trapping of a single bovine serum albumin

(BSA) molecule that has a hydrodynamic radius of 3.4 nm, using a double-nanohole

in an Au film. The strong optical force in the trap not only stably traps the protein

molecule but also unfolds it. The unfolding of the BSA is confirmed by experiments

with changing optical power and with changing solution pH. The detection of the

trapping event has a signal-to-noise ratio of 33, which shows that the setup is ex-

tremely sensitive to detect the presence of a protein, even at the single molecule level.

Trapping techniques [23, 204, 205] can gently immobilize and manipulate small ob-

jects, which is useful in many applications. In particular, optical trapping, which uses

the momentum change of light scattering to impart forces on small objects, has been

applied to trap dielectric nanospheres [23, 24, 41, 196], carbon nanotubes [25], semi-

conductor nanowires [26], and metal nanoparticles [27–29, 206]. Optical trapping
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has great potential in microbiology applications because of its ability to trap tiny

bioparticles without inducing damage. Direct optical trapping of biological particles,

however, has been limited to relatively large objects, for example, living cells [32],

bacteria [33], 300 nm long tobacco mosaic virus particles [33] and DNA strains [39].

For trapping smaller particles, a common approach is to tether the end of the particle

onto a large micrometer-sized bead [34–36]. This introduces steric challenges, hydro-

dynamic effects and experimental complexity (e.g., the need for binding). Therefore,

it is desired to directly manipulate nanoparticles with optical forces without teth-

ering. Direct trapping and manipulation of smaller biological particles remain chal-

lenging, primarily because the difficulty of trapping a nonresonant dielectric particle

dramatically increases as the particle size decreases. For example, using a traditional

perturbative trap, the laser power needed to trap a particle for a given average time

scales with the inverse fourth power of the particle size [5].

In the recent years, optical trapping has been extended to nanometer scales. Trap-

ping dielectric particles of 10-50 nm has been shown by both experimental tech-

niques [5, 39, 42] and theoretical computations [38, 43, 44]. Improving on our past

successes [5], recently we trapped a 12 nm silica sphere using a double-nanohole in

an Au film and found that such small particles could be even more easily trapped

than larger ones with specifically designed nanoholes [6]. These techniques provide

promising paths toward trapping of the smallest biological particles, for example, a

single virus particle (or a virion), or a single protein molecule.

In this work, we report the trapping of a single protein: the bovine serum al-

bumin (BSA) molecule with a hydrodynamic radius of 3.4 nm in the N-state [207].

The trapping is achieved using an improved double-hole setup. We observe that

the trap can actually unfold the protein. Furthermore, the trapping configuration is

simultaneously a highly sensitive sensor of the individual BSA molecules.

Figure I.1a,b shows a schematic of the experimental setup (based on the Thorlabs

optical tweezer kit OTKB). A doublenanohole was milled on a commercially available

100 nm thick Au film on a glass substrate with a 2 nm Ti adhesion layer (EMF Corp.)

using a focused ion beam. Figure I.1c shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of the doublenanohole with two sharp tips (cusps) separated by 15 nm. One

percent BSA solution (w/w) in PBS buffer was sealed at the Au surface using a

microwell consisting of an 80 µm thick poly(dimethylsiloxane) spacer and a 150 µm

thick glass microscope coverslip. This setup is improved compared to our past work [6]

by using a shorter wavelength 820 nm laser (Sacher Lasertechnik Group, Model TEC
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120) that has approximately 4× better detection efficiency for the photodetector

and helps with trapping smaller objects (due to the favorable wavelength-dependent

scaling). The 820 nm wavelength also has a lower absorption in water. The laser

was focused onto the sample using a 100× oil immersion microscope objective (1.25

numerical aperture) in a polarization with the electric field aligned with the tips of

the doublehole (along the x-direction in Figure I.1c). The transmitted light through

the double-nanohole was collected using a 10× condenser microscope objective (0.25

numerical aperture) and measured by a silicon-based avalanche photodiode (APD)

(Thorlabs APD110A). A data acquisition board was used to record the voltage values

generated by the APD at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz.
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Figure F.1: (a) A schematic of the trapping experiment. Abbreviations used: ODF =
optical density filter; HWP = half-wave plate; BE = beam expander; MR = mirror;
MO = microscope objective; OI MO = oil immersion microscope objective; APD =
avalanche photodiode. (b) An enlargement of the red rectangle part in (a), showing
details of the composition of the sample in the microfluidic chamber, the setup of the
oil immersion microscope objective, and the condenser microscope objective. (c) An
SEM image of the double-nanohole.

Figure I.2 shows time traces of the transmission power through the double-nanohole.

When a BSA molecule with a greater refractive index than that of water comes be-

tween the tips of the double-nanohole, it dielectrically loads the region with the most

intense local field enhancement, thereby significantly increasing the light transmis-

sion. By Newton’s third law, the change of light momentum reacts on the molecule,

forming an optical force, which favors trapping [5]. The distinct jumps in the light

transmission serve also as a convenient and highly sensitive sensor for the individual
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molecules with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 33. The type of trapping seen in Fig-

ure I.2 was found consistently for all trapping events observed and for measurements

on different days over a period of months.
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Figure F.2: Time traces of the optical power transmitted through the double-
nanohole, using a BSA solution in PBS buffer with pH = 7.4, using an incident
optical power of (a) 13.4 mW [(b) zoom-in of (a)], (c) 10.6 mW, and (d) 8.5 mW.
The vacant state and two trapping states (T1 and T2) are clearly shown.

Figure I.3 shows the reversibility of trapping, which demonstrates that the optical

force is the underlying mechanism in trapping. To block the BSA from adsorbing

to the Au surface, we formed a monolayer of mPEG thiol on the Au surface before

the BSA trapping experiment [135]. This was done by immersing the Au film sample

in an 5 mM aqueous solution of mPEG thiol (with a molecular weight of 5000) at

room temperature overnight, and rinsing thoroughly with deionized water to remove

any nonchemisorbed mPEG thiol molecules. We then observed the release of the

BSA after it has been trapped. To do this, we turned off the trapping laser beam

after a trapping event, and then turned it back on after 1̃0 s. As Figure I.3 shows,

the transmission power falls back to the “vacant” state each time the trapping laser

is reapplied after being turned off, and jumps back to the trapping states after a

certain amount of time showing retrapping (refer to Supporting Information for more

details). This result clearly shows that the BSA is released when the trapping laser

beam is turned off.

To further demonstrate the role of the optical force on the trapping, we show

that there is a minimum laser power needed for trapping. We tried the trapping
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Figure F.3: Time traces of the optical power transmitted through the double-
nanohole, showing the reversibility of the trapping by turning the laser on and off,
using an incident optical power of (a) 13.4 mW and (b) 5.3 mW.
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experiment using a low laser power of 3.5 mW. If a BSA molecule was immobilized

between the tips of the double-nanohole, we would observe a jump in the signal with

an SNR of 8̃; however, this was not observed for more than 30 min. Therefore, the

critical role of optical force in the trapping is confirmed.

In our past experiments, we were able to trap 12 nm diameter silica spheres24

that do not have a tendency to adsorb to gold. It is expected that the BSA has a

similar polarizability as those silica spheres because it is almost the same volume,

and it is also slightly elongated, which increases the polarizability with respect to a

sphere of the same volume.

An interesting feature of the BSA trapping experiment is the ubiquitous appear-

ance of two discrete levels of the trapping state. We consider two hypotheses to

explain this “doublestep”. First, a single BSA molecule and a two-molecule dimer

might be trapped in the lower (T1) and the higher (T2) trapped states, giving a

different dielectric loading area and therefore a different transmission change. How-

ever, that hypothesis is deficient in explaining that the double-step appeared in every

instance of trapping, and furthermore, it was never observed in our polystyrene and

silica nanospheres studies [6].

As a more likely hypothesis, we suggest that the BSA molecule is actually unfolded

after being trapped. Unfolding between the N and F forms of BSA has been observed

by changes in pH [128]. The optical polarizability increases with the elongated F

form of the BSA, hence a stronger trapping potential is formed and more light is

transmitted. In other words, the trap is strong enough to actually unfold the protein,

which is not surprising since the trap already overcomes the Brownian motion of

the protein for time scales of the order of minutes. Figure I.2b,c shows that for

lower powers the particle spends less time in the unfolded state. This supports the

hypothesis that the trap actually unfolds the protein because the optical force is

weaker for lower powers. Figure I.3 also shows similar dependence of the unfolding

tendency on the trapping power at the instance when the trapping beam is turned

on.

In addition to the dependence on the incident power, the step between the two

trapped states corresponds to an optical force in aperture trapping through Newtons

third law, as described above. Since the step to trap folded BSA is comparable to

the step to unfold, it stands to reason that the energies associated with each of these

events are comparable and therefore of the order of the energy associated with thermal

motion itself. It is expected that this is more than sufficient to unfold BSA because
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it has a denaturing temperature of only 50 ◦C [208].

There is also expected to be a smaller contribution to the ability to unfold the

protein that arises due to increased local temperatures at high powers. The percentage

power changes are much larger than the absolute temperature changes, and so this

effect is expected to be negligible. If the temperature change was noticeable, we would

see a comparable reduction in the trapping time and increased fluctuations due to

Brownian motion for increased laser power; however, trapping time reduction was

not observed and an opposite dependence of fluctuation on laser power was observed.

The working temperature at the trapping point is clearly below 50 ◦C since this is

the denaturing temperature of the BSA [208]. If the temperature was higher than

50 ◦C, the BSA would be irreversibly unfolded, and we would not observe reversible

unfolding as Figure I.2 shows. Under this small temperature change, we believe that

thermal effects have negligible contribution to the trapping and unfolding of BSA.

To further test the protein unfolding hypothesis, we have repeated the trapping

experiment in a solution with a lower pH of 3.57. Under such a pH, the BSA molecule

is already in the F form [128]. Figure I.4 compares the time traces of transmitted

optical powers under pH = 3.57 and pH = 7.4 environments, using the same incident

laser power of 8.4 mW. As expected, the doublestep only appears in the higher-pH

environment; it does not appear in the lower-pH but otherwise identical environ-

ment, neither at the transition when the trapping initially starts nor in the trapped

state. This result confirms that the double-step in the transmission power comes from

transitions between two forms of the BSA molecule.

The fluctuations in the optical transmission once the particle is trapped are pre-

dominantly the result of Brownian motion, not noise from the detection system. The

noise from the detection system can be observed before the trapping event and it is

significantly lower (by a factor of 5). We have performed a spectral analysis of the

intensity fluctuations and found a lower frequency 3-dB shoulder for the unfolded pro-

tein than the folded protein (see Supporting Information), which may be attributed

to the increased drag associated with the unfolded state for motion along the z-axis,

with BSA’s long axis along the x-direction. Since the trapping minimum is at the

surface, this is clearly not a harmonic potential. Furthermore, there are hydrody-

namic interactions with the surfaces of the aperture. Therefore, we are reluctant to

perform spectral analysis to extract stiffness parameters, as has been done in the

past [24, 136].

The SNR of this system (i.e., the system noise, not the fluctuations from Brown-
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Figure F.4: The time traces of the optical power transmitted through the double-
nanohole, using an incident optical power of 8.4 mW in a BSA solution in PBS buffer
with (a-d) pH = 3.57, and (e-h) pH = 7.4.
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ian motion) is 33. Therefore, this double-nanohole is very sensitive with potential to

be developed into a biosensor for single protein detection. Sensing and trapping are

often the dual-functionality of one optical system. For example, whispering gallery

mode optical microresonators are common setups for both sensing [123–125] and trap-

ping [40, 41]. Compared to an optical microresonator, the double-nanohole does not

rely on a high-quality resonance and the sensing can be performed by simply measur-

ing the transmitted power. On the basis of the single molecule studies of this work,

we hope to extend this sensitivity to monitor protein binding at the single molecule

level [209], which has many potential applications in, for example, drug discovery [129]

as well as disease and infection detection [130]. Of course, to have a sensor requires

both sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, we will have to modify our existing setup

to allow for specific identification of molecules for which we have experience with

Raman spectroscopy [14] and antigen.antibody binding [81, 84]. There is also the po-

tential to do fluorescence-based identification, provided quenching at the Au surface

can be avoided.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated optical trapping of a single BSA protein us-

ing a double-nanohole in an Au film. Interestingly, a double-step in the monitored

optical transmission always showed up in the time traces due to unfolding of the BSA

molecule from the strong optical force in the trap. This was confirmed by experiments

of changing the incident laser power and of changing the solution pH. The high SNR

in the optical transmission through the double-nanohole at trapping events makes

the optical trap also a very sensitive sensor, albeit without specificity at present. We

plan to extend the system to sense protein binding at a single molecule level in the

future.

Supporting Information

Releasing the Trapped BSA

Figure F.5 reproduces Figure I.3a in the paper, with a zoom-in at an instant when

the laser is turned on, clearly showing the vacant state before the trapped state. The

transmission signal always starts with a vacant state when the trapping laser beam

is turned on shows that the BSA is released when the trapping beam is turned off.

Thermal Fluctuation Spectrum of the Trapped BSA
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Figure F.6 shows the thermal fluctuation spectrum of the trapped BSA. This spectrum

was obtained by performing a fast Fourier transform to a time signal taken with 5 kHz

sampling frequency. A nonlinear least square method was used to fit the spectrum,

and the 3 dB turn-over frequencies were found to be 98 Hz for the folded BSA and

54 Hz for the unfolded BSA.
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Figure F.6: The experimental thermal fluctuation spectra (blue triangles) and fits
(red curves) of (a) folded BSA and (b) unfolded BSA.
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Appendix G

Metal Nano-Grid Reflective Wave

Plate

Originally published:

Y. Pang and R. Gordon. Metal nano-grid reflective wave plate. Optics Express,

17(4):2871–2879, 2009.

Reproduced with permission from Optics Express, The Optical Society of America.

ABSTRACT

We design an optical wave plate using metallic nano-grids that operates in reflection

mode. A single-mode matching technique is presented as a general method to de-

sign nano-grids with the desired phase difference between the reflected TM and TE

polarizations. Our theoretical approach also allows for angled incidence calculations,

and the approach was validated by comprehensive finite-difference time-domain elec-

tromagnetic simulations, for incident angles ranging from 0◦ to 45◦. The zero-order

wave plate is thinner than a single optical wavelength and therefore it is expected

to have improved broad-band functionality when compared with existing birefringent

crystal wave plates, for which an example is provided. The proposed wave plate is

simple and compact, and can be built with existing nanofabrication techniques. Fur-

thermore, it has significant potential for several applications including liquid-crystal

displays devices and laser feedback setups.
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G.1 Introduction

Polarization sensitive optical devices are essential optical elements for many optical

experiments and devices. A wave plate is an optical device through which differ-

ent polarizations receive different phase shifts. For example, a quarter-wave plate

(QWP) introduces an extra π/2 phase difference between the two perpendicular po-

larizations. Most wave plates are made of birefringent materials [138–142] or artificial

birefringence materials consisting of dielectric grids [210, 211], which provides different

refractive indices for different polarizations along perpendicular axes as they transmit

through the crystal. On the other hand, a polarizer is an optical device that permits

one polarization of light to penetrate through and blocks the other perpendicular

polarization. Wire-grid polarizers have long been used for long-wavelength applica-

tions [212, 213]. Recently, advances in nanofabrication have allowed for wire-grid

polarizers that operate in the region from UV to near-IR [210, 211, 214–221]. To

the best of the authors’ knowledge, no wave plates, either on available markets or in

research, are built using metallic nano-grid structures.

In this paper, a metallic nano-grid structure is analyzed to build a wave plate that

operates in reflection mode. We demonstrate, both by theory and by comprehensive

numerical simulations, that as light reflects from our structure, the TM polarization

will receive an extra phase over the TE polarization. This phase difference can be

tuned by changing the incident angle and the depth of the grid. The operation of the

wave plate structure is based on the surface plasmon mode within the grids. In our

theoretical analysis, a single-mode mode-matching technique is applied. This metallic

nano-grid structure is simple and compact, and as it retards the reflected light instead

of the transmitted light, we believe that it will introduce an extra degree of freedom

when used in an optical experiment. For example, our reflective wave plate can be

used in reflection geometry liquid-crystal displays [144], or for feedback experiments

on lasers [145]. The proposed wave plate is amenable to existing nanofabrication

techniques [222–224].

G.2 Theoretical Calculations

Figure G.1 shows the nano-grid structure analyzed in the paper. It is a metallic grid

structure surrounded by dielectric background. The widths of a groove and grid are

dd and dm, and are both smaller than a wavelength of the incident light. We choose
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gold (Au) as the material of the structure because gold has a smaller material loss for

the chosen near-IR wavelength of interest; however, the approach may be extended to

other wavelengths and materials. The working principle of this nano-grid wave plate

is as follows: the TE polarization is reflected at the top of the grids since it is cutoff

within the grid region, whereas the TM polarization can penetrate into the grids and

it is reflected at the bottom metal interface. In this way, the TM polarization gains

an extra phase-shift due to the extra length of propagation into the grooves.

(a)

(b)

h

dd dm

z

x

Region A

Region B

Region C

z

y x

k

E

θr
k

E
θi

k H

k
H
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TE

Figure G.1: Schematic showing the metallic nano-grids on a metallic substrate. (a)
The conventions of the TM and the TE polarizations are shown: the electric field
of the TM polarization and the magnetic field of the TE polarization are parallel
to the x−direction. (b) Enlargement of the cross-section of the grid structure (the
circled part in (a)). The dielectric region above the grid, the grid region and the
metal substrate are referred to as Regions A, B and C.

In order to design a wave plate to give a desired phase shift between the TE and

the TM polarizations, we need to know the propagation constants β of each polariza-
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tion within the grid, and the phases of reflection. The TM polarization propagates

in the grid in the form of a coupled surface plasmon polariton (SPP) mode; these are

a periodic version of the single gap-mode for which there have been several investi-

gations since 1969 [143]. To calculate the propagation constant β of the SPPs in an

array of metallic grids, we match the boundary conditions between a metal layer and

an air layer in the grids, which provides the following relations:

tanh
(

√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫm(x− dm
2
)
)

tanh
(

√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫd(x+ dd
2
)
) = −

ǫm
ǫd

√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫd
√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫm
(G.1)

for the TM polarization and

tanh
(

√

β2
TE − k2

0ǫm(x− dm
2
)
)

tan
(

√

k2
0ǫd − β2

TE(x+ dd
2
)
) =

√

β2
TE − k2

0ǫd
√

k2
0ǫm − β2

TE

(G.2)

for the TE polarization, where ǫm and ǫd are the relative permittivities of metal and

dielectric background, and k0 = 2π
λ0

is the wave number in free space. From these

relations, the desired propagation constants in the grid-array can be calculated for

the TM SPP mode and the TE cutoff mode.

With the propagation constants, βTE,TM , we can determine the phase of propaga-

tion inside the grid for the TM polarization. Now we need to calculate the reflection

coefficients of both polarizations. This is done by single-mode mode-matching tech-

nique. We consider a single-mode truncation in every region due to the subwavelength

scale of the grid structure. Furthermore, for the TM case, it is a good approximation

to neglect multiple reflections within the grid region. The validity of these approxi-

mations will be discussed in an example.

We now use the mode-matching procedure to calculate the reflection of the TM

polarization at the top of the grid structure, but it should be noted that the same

calculation process is used on both polarization at different positions. As a general

case, linearly polarized light is incident in the plane of the grid’s grooves at an angle

of θi. The sum of the incident and reflected fields in the free-space region (Region A

in Figure G.1(b)) above the grid are given by:

HA(x, y = 0, z = 0+) = − cos θi(1− rtTM)ŷ + sin θi(1 + rtTM)ẑ, (G.3)

EA(x, y = 0, z = 0+) =
k0(1 + rtTM)

jωµ0

x̂, (G.4)
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where k0 = 2π
λ0

is the propagation constant of the light in free space, rtTM is the

reflection coefficient of the TM mode, the superscript t stands for “top”. Notice

that the reflection coefficients in this work are for the lowest order mode, as we are

considering a single-mode truncation in the mode-matching. The magnetic fields

within the grid (Region B in Figure G.1(b)) are:

HB(x, y = 0, z = 0−) = ttTMHd cosh

[

√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫd(x+
dd
2
)

]

(− cos θtŷ + sin θtẑ)

(G.5)

for −dd
2
< x < 0 (dielectric region) and

HB(x, y = 0, z = 0−) = ttTMHm cosh

[

√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫm(x−
dm
2
)

]

(− cos θtŷ + sin θtẑ)

(G.6)

for 0 < x < dm
2

(metallic region), where ttTM is the transmission coefficient of the TM

SPP mode into the grid, ǫd and ǫm are the permittivities of dielectric and metal, θt is

the transmission angle into the grid region, and βTM is the propagation constant of

the TM polarization. The cosh dependence of the field along the x-axis comes from

the coupled SPP modes. Applying the boundary condition at the metal-dielectric

interface of the grids, with Hm = 1, we obtain:

Hd =
cosh

[

√

β2
TM − k2

0ǫm
dm
2

]

cosh
[

√

β2
TM − k2

0

dd
2

] . (G.7)

It is also noted that the y component of the propagation constant ky remains

unchanged in regions A and B since the structure is uniform in the y direction,

therefore the transmission angle θt can be found:

θt = arcsin

(

k0 sin θi
βTM

)

. (G.8)

The electric field EB within the grid (Region B) can now be found by applying

Ampere’s law to the magnetic field, and is not shown here.

Now we apply the mode matching criteria at the interface between uniform dielec-

tric (Region A) and the grid (Region B) by equating the transverse field components:

EA,⊥(z = 0+) = EB,⊥(z = 0−); (G.9)
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HA,⊥(z = 0+) = HB,⊥(z = 0−). (G.10)

The subscript ⊥ denotes the transverse components, i.e. only the x− and the

y−components of the fields. To use the orthogonality of the fields, we take the

cross product of both sides of Eqs. G.9 with the complex conjugate of the magnetic

field in region A, H∗
A,⊥, and integrate over the region −dd

2
< x < dm

2
(i.e. the region

between the mid-points of a groove and an adjacent metal wire):

∫ dm/2

−dd/2

EA,⊥ ×H∗
A,⊥dx =

∫ dm/2

−dd/2

EB,⊥ ×H∗
A,⊥dx. (G.11)

Similarly, take the complex conjugate on both sides of Eqs. G.10, cross product

both sides with the electric field in region B, EB,⊥, and integrate over the region

−dd
2
< x < dm

2
:

∫ dm/2

−dd/2

EB,⊥ ×H∗
A,⊥dx =

∫ dm/2

−dd/2

EB,⊥ ×H∗
B,⊥dx. (G.12)

Eqs. G.11 and G.12 can now be solved using the expressions of the fields derived

in G.4, G.3, G.5 and G.6 to get the complex reflection coefficient rtTM . The same

approach can be used to find the reflection coefficients rtTE of the TE polarization

at the top of the grid and rbTM of the TM polarization at the bottom of the grid

(the superscript b stands for “bottom”). At the bottom of the grid, the TM mode

in the grids is matched to the decaying plane wave in bulk metal instead of to the

propagating plane wave in dielectric.

With βTM , rtTE and rbTM available, the phase difference between the TE and TM

modes reflected from the reflective grid wave plate can be determined:

∆φ = Arg(rbTM)−Arg(rtTE)+
2hβTM

cos
[

arcsin
(

k0 sin θi
βTM

)]−2hk0 tan

[

arcsin

(

k0 sin θi
βTM

)]

sinθi,

(G.13)

where Eq. G.8 was used for the transmission angle θt.

G.3 Designing a QWP and a HWP

As an example, we designed a QWP for a wavelength of λ0 = 826.4 nm at per-

pendicular incidence. The widths of the nano-grids and the grooves were chosen to
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be dm = 50 nm and dd = 100 nm. The reason for this choice is that this groove

width is below cutoff for the TE polarization at the chosen wavelength, and nano-

metallic wiregrids at this scale can be readily fabricated [222]. We chose to use gold

(Au) as the material, which had a relative permittivity ǫm = −28.74 + 2.010i at

λ0 = 826.4nm. The surrounding material was assumed to be air with relative per-

mittivity being ǫd = 1. We went through the steps described above and found that

the reflection coefficient were rtTE = 0.984∠223.5◦ for the TE polarization at the top

of the grids, rbTM = 0.985∠202.8◦ for the TM polarization at the bottom of the grids

and rtTM = 0.0409∠182.5◦ for the TM polarization at the bottom of the grids. As

expected, both rtTE and rbTM were close to 1 in amplitude, and rtTM was close to zero

in amplitude. Therefore, the approximation to neglect multiple reflections within the

grid region was valid. For the resulting phase difference between the reflected TE

and TM polarizations to be ∆φ = 90◦ at an incident angle of θi = 0◦ (perpendic-

ular incidence), the depth of the grids was calculated to be h = 107.4nm by using

Eq. G.13.

Figure I.2(a) showed the simulation result of the TE and TM waveforms perpen-

dicularly reflected from the QWP designed above, simulated using a commercially

available finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) electromagnetic simulating software

package. Clearly, the reflected TM wave lagged the TE wave by a quarter of the

wavelength. Again, this is because the TM polarization travels an extra distance into

the grid. Clearly in the animation, the TM polarization traveled into the grid whereas

the TE polarization was cutoff within the grid and was reflected at the top of the grid.

This design of a QWP could be easily modified to build a half-wave plate (HWP);

the only parameter needed to be changed was the height of the grid structure. To

design a HWP, we plug ∆φ = 180◦ into Eq. G.13 and found the corresponding height

to be h = 174.7nm. The simulation result of this HWP was shown in Figure I.2(b),

and the reflected TM wave lagged the TE wave by half a wavelength.

Figure I.3 showed the results of our investigation in angled incident cases. While

keeping the height of the grids constant at h = 107.4 nm (same as the QWP de-

signed above) we had chosen 3 cases: θi = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦ and compared again the

FDTD simulation results with the theoretical results in each cases, together with the

perpendicular incident case where θi = 0◦. It was clear that the simulation and the-

oretical results followed the same trend: the phase difference between the reflected

TE and TM wave increases as the incident angle increases. This was a good indica-

tion that the one mode truncation assumption of the theoretical analysis was a valid
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simplification.
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Figure G.2: Comprehensive numerical simulation results showing the waveforms of
the reflected TE and TM polarizations for (a) a quarter-wave plate (h = 107.4nm)
and (b) a half-wave plate (h = 174.7nm).
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Figure G.3: Theoretical calculation and comprehensive numerical simulation results
showing the phase differences between the reflected TE and TM modes, under differ-
ent incident angles.

G.4 Discussions

The metallic nano-grids reflective wave plate designed in this paper has a number

of potential applications and advantages. The feature that this wave plate works

on reflection scheme can be utilized to build more compact devices. For example,

in a design of an LCD device where a QWP and a reflector are needed [144], our
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reflective wave plate can be used instead of the two components. This can be an

advantage in miniaturizing portable devices. As another example, two QWPs and a

Partial Reflector (PR) are used in an experiment of polarization self-modulation in

VCSEL [145]. Our wave plate can be made half reflective by making the substrate

thin enough, and used instead of the QWPs and PR originally used. The reflective

wave plate does not only make the experiment more compact, but also does it bring

the possibility of reaching higher modulation speed.

Another advantage of the reflective nano-grid wave plate is that it is inherently

a zero-order wave plate. In fact, we expect the response of this wave plate under

different wavelengths to be even better than the zero-order wave plates made of

birefringent materials. This is due to the shorter beam path within the wave plate.

For example, a polyimide transmissive HWP has a thickness of 14.5 µm operating

at 1.55 µm [140], which corresponds to 15 wavelengths in the polyimide, whereas

the height of our HWP corresponds to only about half of a wavelength within the

structure. Under a 5% operating wavelength change, there will be a 0.75λ change to

the beam path of a polyimide HWP, comparing to only a 0.025λ change to the beam

path of our reflective wave plate. Therefore, we expect our wave plate to have a wider

operating band than a birefringent wave plate, although the detailed analysis on this

is beyond the scope of this paper.

G.5 Conclusions

In this paper, we designed an optical wave plate that operates at reflection using

metallic nano-grids, or equivalently, nano grooves on metallic surface. By using ef-

fective index method and mode-matching theory, we had calculated the height of the

grids for a QWP, and showed that the design can be easily changed to a HWP sim-

ply by changing the height of the grids. We also investigated the cases where light

incidents into the wave plate at an angle, and had found that the resulting phase

difference between the reflected TE and TM modes decreases as the incident angle

changes from 0 deg to 45 deg. The theoretical result was confirmed by a comprehen-

sive finite-difference time-domain electromagnetic simulator. We believe the designed

wave plate is simple and compact, and is easy to build with the latest nano-fabrication

technique.
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Appendix H

Substrate-Based Platform for

Boosting the Surface-Enhanced

Raman of Plasmonic Nanoparticles

Originally published:

Q. Min, Y. Pang, D.J. Collins, N. A. Kuklev, K. Gottselig, D. W. Steuerman, and

R. Gordon. Substrate-based platform for boosting the surface-enhanced raman of

plasmonic nanoparticles. Optics Express, 19(2):1648–1655, 2011.

Reproduced with permission from Optics Express, The Optical Society of America.

ABSTRACT

Metal nanoparticles allow for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), with ap-

plications including spectroscopy and highly-multiplexed biolabels. Despite advances

in nanoparticles design nanoparticles, the SERS from these systems is still weak when

compared with randomly roughened substrates, and this limits their efficacy for many

applications. Here, we coherently boost the SERS signal of colloidally-synthesized

silver nano-prisms over 50× by using multilayer substrates. Theoretical calculations

verify the enhancement, and uncover the near-field response. This points the way

toward a versatile platform for greater SERS enhancement from nanoparticles.
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H.1 Introduction

Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) can have surface plasmon resonances that enhance the

local electric field leading to surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [146–153].

MNPs offer added functionality in many applications, for example, with Raman bio-

labels. These labels can be functionalized and bound to a target, such as cell surface

markers, to provide a high-degree of multiplexed detection [152, 153]. MNPs can be

defined lithographically [11, 225, 226] or grown in sollution [227]. The wet chemical

approach allows for substantial shape control, and even single-crystal structures with

lower scattering losses. Compared with randomly generated SERS substrates, the

SERS response from MNPs is reliable and reproducible [148].

Despite the many advantages of MNPs, the SERS enhancements reported so far

have been typically orders of magnitude less than randomly roughened substrates or

aggregates [228, 229]. Even reports of 109 enhancement factors in core-shell structures

are still three orders of magnitude smaller than generally accepted for single-molecule

Raman demonstrations on random structures [148]. Therefore, a general means to

increase MNP SERS by orders of magnitude would be a transformative step for the

field.

Previous works show that a dielectric spaced metal layer could enhance the SERS

signal for evaporated silver islands about 10-fold by tuning their plasmon resonance

frequency [230–234] and changing the local density of states [20, 235–238]. How-

ever, further improvements are required to boost the SERS to the level of the ran-

domly roughened surface case and ultimately to detect the single molecule Raman

signal [146, 147, 239].

In this paper, we use the colloidally synthesized silver nano-prisms on top of

a gold ground plane spaced by a TiO2 dielectric layer to coherently enhance the

SERS signal of rhodamine 6G (R6G). Over 50× SERS enhancement is achieved.

Theoretical calculations and finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations verify

the experimental results and indicate more room for further SERS amplification with

this configuration.
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H.2 SERS Measurement withMultilayer Substrates

H.2.1 SERS Experimental Setup

Figure I.1(a) shows the schematic of the multilayer SERS substrate. An optically

thick 100 nm Au layer was used as a ground plane (EMF Corp.). This was coated

with a TiO2 spacing layer evaporated by 7.5 kV electron beam source in an Angstrom

Engineering physical vapor deposition system. The TiO2 layer refractive index, dn,

was measured to be 2.19 via white light reflection measurements. The purpose of the

spacer layer was to tune the phase of the reflected light from the gold mirror as a

function of thickness, t. For each thickness, we fabricated three different samples to

ensure reproducibility.

Silver nano-prisms were synthesized in water by white-light assisted conversion of

spherical nanoparticles [227]. This yielded an ensemble of prisms with average length

on a side, d, of 80 nm, shown as the inset in Fig. I.1(b). A solution containing silver

nano-prisms and dye were drop-cast (0.02 mL) on the substrates, where the concen-

tration of the R6G dye was 1 µM. The sample was then allowed to dry for 5 hours.

Ultra-pure water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ-cm (from Barnstead NANOpure Dia-

mond water purification system) was used throughout the experiments.

The Raman spectra of the dye were taken using a Renishaw inVia Raman mi-

croscope with a 785 nm diode laser of 0.5 mW power illumination and an estimated

density of 30 nano-prisms within the laser focus, as determined by scanning electron

micrograph (SEM) studies of the surface – shown in Fig. I.1(b). The backward Raman

scattered light was collected by a 20× objective (NA = 0.4) with a total integration

time of 30 s. All the measurements were repeated at least 4 times in each experiment

and all the experiments were repeated on several different days in order to ensure the

consistency and the stability of the results.

H.2.2 Extinction Spectrum of Silver Nano-Prisms

The spectral dependence of the plasmon resonances were examined in solution, be-

cause of their relevance to SERS [240, 241]. Figure I.2 shows the extinction spectrum

(Cary 5 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer) of the nano-prisms used in the experiment.

Three extinction peaks were observed at 337 nm, 413 nm, and 673 nm, of which the

673 nm peak has the strongest extinction.
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Figure H.1: Silver nano-prisms over the multilayer SERS substrate. (a) Schematic of
silver nano-prisms on TiO2 spacer layer over optically thick Au layer, where t is the
thickness of TiO2 and d is the side length of a nano-prism. The illumination pattern
is not to scale and the actual experiment has about 30 MNPs within the focus. (b)
The SEM of the multilayer SERS substrate surface. The inset shows a TEM image
of a single silver nano-prism.
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Figure H.2: Extinction spectrum of the silver nano-prisms used in the experiment in
an aqueous environment, where the 673 nm extinction peak is clearly visible.
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H.2.3 Theoretical Calculation on Phase Reflection

The primary objective of this experiment was to find the optimized dielectric spacer

layer thickness for SERS enhancement. To coherently enhance the SERS, the reflected

light from the ground plane should constructively interfere with the incident light

beam. Upon reflection at the interface of a perfect electric conductor (PEC) and a

dielectric, there is a 180◦ phase shift of the electric component. The optimal thickness

is corresponding to the in-phase reflection configuration which is expected to be [242]:

(2× d)nd = (m+
1

2
)λ. (H.1)

Here, nd is the TiO2 refractive index which is measured to be 2.19, λ is the excitation

wavelength equal to 785 nm, and m is a whole number. The first and the second

orders of optimized thicknesses dare determined to be 90 nm and 270 nm. Note here

the PEC assumption will lead to discrepancies between the theory and experiment,

and this will be captured with the FDTD simulation results below.

H.2.4 SERS Measurement Results

Figure I.3(a) shows a sample SERS spectrum from the multilayer SERS substrate.

Three Raman shift peaks were observed, which are 1312 cm−1, 1364 cm−1, and

1509 cm−1, respectively. The full analysis was performed on the 1509 cm−1 peak

because no deconvolution was necessary (although the other peaks showed the same

general enhancement behavior).

Figure I.3(b) shows the enhancement of SERS using silver nano-prisms as a func-

tion of dielectric layer thickness. The enhancement is with respect to a bare glass

substrate with the same drop-casting of silver nano-prisms and dye. The uncertainty

for each thickness was calculated from the standard deviation from at least four SERS

measurements at different locations on the sample. Furthermore, the measurements

were repeated on two additional samples, each with the same thickness, showing the

same results. It can be seen that the enhancement factor changes with thickness

variation, and the peak enhancements (45.4±1.6 and 51.6±4.7) were achieved when

the TiO2 equaled 40 nm and 200 nm, respectively. The uncertainty in these values

comes from standard deviation over multiple measurements over randomly distributed

nano-prisms. The difference in the thickness between the two peaks is 160 nm, which

is close to the theoretical prediction of 179 nm. Also, the values are offset from the
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Figure H.3: Experimental SERS spectra. (a) An example Raman spectra for the
R6G dye using the silver nano-prisms. (b) Enhancement of SERS using silver nano-
prisms for the 1509 cm−1 Stokes shift peak as a function of dielectric layer thickness,
normalized by the SERS signal from a bare glass substrate. The blue bands indicate
the first order and the second order SERS enhancement peaks.
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prediction of Eq. I.1, which will be discussed further below.

To ensure the generality of the enhancement for different MNPs, we repeated

the experiments using Au nano-rods [243] instead of Ag nano-prisms, and similar

enhancement factors and dielectric thickness dependencies were observed (not shown).

H.3 FDTD Simulation Results

In the experiment, the situation is complicated from the simple picture presented

above by other factors such as the absorption of the metal ground-plane, coupling

into the modes of the finite dielectric layer underneath the MNPs, multiple reflections

by the dielectric layer and ground-plane and a finite collection aperture. In addition,

the finite wavelength difference between the excitation and Stokes wavelengths should

be considered. For a more comprehensive understanding, we used FDTD numerical

analysis for comparison with experiments.

The Au permittivity values were taken from a previous work [47], and the Ag

permittivity values were taken from a different work [48], and these are two commonly

used references for those materials, respectively. A 2 nm mesh was also used around

the silver nano-prism to ensure that plasmonic effects were accurately captured, as

verified by convergence studies. The simulation region was enclosed with perfectly-

matched layer boundaries in the direction perpendicular to the gold ground plane,

and with 200 nm periodic boundaries in the directions parallel to the ground plane.

The theoretical results were invariant to changes in periodicity. A plane wave was

injected from the top of the structure.

Figure I.4 shows the resulting simulation of the SERS signal and its TiO2 thickness

dependence. To obtain the theoretical enhancement factor, we compare the near-field

intensity of the nano-prism above the Au ground using different TiO2 layer thicknesses

to the control where the nano-prism was placed directly on a glass substrate without

the Au ground. The SERS intensity Isers is proportional to the localized electric

field intensity both at the excitation wavelength E2
ex and the Raman wavelength

E2
raman [244, 245]:

Isers ∝= E2
ex ×E2

raman. (H.2)

To consider the size distribution of the Ag nano-prisms, we sample 60 nano-prisms

from a TEM image of the sample in a location where we performed the SERS. We
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perform FDTD simulations using nano-prisms of different sizes, and obtain the near

field enhancement by summing the SERS intensity weighted by the nano-prism size

distribution, and comparing the cases with and without the Au ground. The first

order and the second order SERS enhancement peaks occur at 80 nm and 260 nm

TiO2 thicknesses, which are slightly less than the PEC theoretical results because

we used Au in the FDTD model instead of PEC for the ground plane in our theo-

retical computation. Since the finite skin depth of Au for 785 nm wavelength light

leads to penetration into the metal, there is an additional phase shift at the metal-

dielectric interface. The enhancement factors of these two in-phase thicknesses are

approximately 40.36 and 32.85, which are smaller than the experiment.

Figure H.4: Finite difference time domain simulations of enhancement factor, for
80 nm side nano-prism in the same configuration as in Fig. I.3(b).

Figure I.5 shows the electric field intensity around a 80nm prism (the average size),

the dielectric layer and the reflector (outlined with dashed white lines) in the xz-plane.

The local field intensity in the resonant cases of 80 nm and 260 nm thicknesses are

one order of magnitude larger than the off-resonant case (160 nm). This results from

the constructive and destructive interference of the image excitation created by the

Au ground plane reflector.
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Figure H.5: Simulated local electric field intensity distributions close to a nano-prism
for varying dielectric thicknesses (t = 80 nm, 160 nm, 260 nm) shown on a logarithmic
scale. The dashed lines show the interfaces of the silver nano-prism, the dielectric
layer and the gold ground plane.
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H.4 Discussion

The experiment and calculations give comparable enhancement factors and spacer

layer thickness dependencies. Aside from the finite penetration of light into the metal,

the additional offset with respect to the theoretically expected optimal spacer layer

thickness values remains an uncertainty in the experiment, but can be attributed

to (at least in part) dye accumulation beneath the MNPs, off-axis excitation by the

focusing objective and uncertainty in the dielectric thickness. The SERS signal peak

values of experiment results are close to those given by the FDTD simulation. In

the measurements, we measured locations of the sample where there was no obvious

aggregation, as observed under the optical microscope. Even so, some aggregation

may be present, and we cannot accurately capture that effect within our simple

simulation.

Moreover, it is possible to envisage more advanced multilayer SERS schemes [13,

246, 247], such as a right corner reflector, which in the optimal geometry leads to

an enhancement factor of 4 in terms of the localized field around the nano-prisms.

As compared to the present system, the flat ground plane only has an enhancement

factor of 2 [22]. Considering the SERS signal intensity is approximately propor-

tional to the fourth power of the localized field [244, 245], then 16 times greater

SERS signal enhancement is expected for the corner reflector substrate. Even more

advanced schemes, such as the Yagi-Uda shaped MNPs, may be implemented to in-

crease the enhancement still further. Based on these considerations, it is expected

that at least 3 orders of magnitude enhancements in the MNP Raman should be

possible through configuration optimization. Such boosts in the electric field could

make single-molecule Raman demonstrations viable with MNPs [146, 147, 239].

H.5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that the combination of simple substrate engineering and

silver nano-prisms can enhance SERS by a factor of 50. Both the experiment and

the theoretical calculations give comparable enhancement factor dependence on the

dielectric spacer layer thickness. Similar results were also observed for Au nano-rods

which indicate this multilayer substrate is a generic approach to boost the SERS signal

for different MNPs grown in solution. FDTD simulations also verified this SERS

enhancement quantitatively. With more advanced schemes utilizing corner reflectors
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or Yagi-Uda antennas, it is expected that MNP SERS can be enhanced by 3 orders

of magnitude to the regime of signal molecule detection. Obvious benefits will arise

from this sensitivity boost for many applications including the use of MNPs as Raman

biolabel markers, the development of more reliable Raman-enhanced templates, and

the improvement of Raman-based pathogen sensors.
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Appendix I

Antenna Design for Directivity

Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

Originally published:

A. Ahmed, Y. Pang, G. Hajisalem, and R. Gordon. Antenna design for directivity

enhanced raman spectroscopy. International Journal of Optics, in press.

Reproduced with permission from International Journal of Optics, Hindawi Publish-

ing Corporation.

ABSTRACT

Antenna performance can be described by two fundamental parameters: directivity

and radiation efficiency (RE). Here we demonstrate nanoantenna designs in terms

of improved directivity. Performance of the antennas is demonstrated in Raman

scattering experiments. The radiated beam is directed out of the plane by using a

ground plane reflector for easy integration with commercial microscopes. Parasitic

elements, parabolic and waveguide nanoantennas with a ground plane are explored.

The nanoantennas were fabricated by a series of electron beam evaporation steps

and focused ion beam milling. As we have shown previously, the circular waveguide

nanoantenna boosts the measured Raman signal by 5.5× with respect to a dipole

antenna over a ground plane; here we present the design process that led to the de-

velopment of that circular waveguide nanoantenna. This work also shows that the

parabolic nanoantenna produces a further four-fold improvement in the measured
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Raman signal with respect to a circular waveguide nanoantenna. The present de-

signs are nearly optimal in the sense that almost all the beam power is coupled into

the numerical aperture of the microscope. These designs can find applications in

microscopy, spectroscopy, light emitting devices, photovoltaics, single photon sources

and sensing.

I.1 Introduction

Antennas have been widely used in radio communications for more than a century for

efficient transmission of information over long distances. Since its discovery in 1895,

enormous progress has been made with better control of antenna parameters (for a

brief history see [248] and references therein). For example, directional emission was

demonstrated by Yagi-Uda in the microwave regime [249] where the radiation from

the feed element is directed with the assistance of reflector and director parasitic

elements. The directivity of antennas has played a vital role in microwave communi-

cation systems, specifically in satellite communication for the realization of high gain

antennas.

Radio antennas provide solutions to communication problems, whereas recent de-

velopments for realization of optical antennas were mainly dictated by microscopy

and spectroscopy applications [250, 251]. Typically antennas have dimensions of

the order of the operating wavelength, requiring antenna dimensions in nanome-

ters for operation in the visible regime. In the visible-IR regime, the metal can-

not be taken as a perfect conductor and the nanoantenna design must be modi-

fied due to plasmonic properties [252–255]. Recent developments in the nanotech-

nology have made the fabrication of such small structures possible, leading to the

development of optical single element and Yagi-Uda equivalent nanoantennas [11–

13, 15, 247, 256–262]. Directing the emission from optical emitters is highly de-

sired for efficient detection, and by reciprocity, efficient excitation as well. Typical

applications include light emitting devices [263, 264], photovoltaics [265–269], sens-

ing [270, 271], spectroscopy [146, 272, 273], single photon sources [274, 275] and

microscopy [250, 276, 277].

In a recent work, our group has shown that the scattered radiation from nanopar-

ticles can be directed out of the plane of substrate and into the collection microscope

using a ground plane reflector [9]. Enhancement of over 50× was observed in the

measured Raman signal as compared to nanoprisms over a glass substrate. We also
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demonstrated recently an experimental work on waveguide nanoantenna to boost the

Raman signal by beam forming in the lateral plane [14]. A further 5.5× enhance-

ment was observed with a circular waveguide nanoantenna as compared to a dipole

nanoantenna over a gound plane.

The main objective of this work is to present the design of planner nanoanten-

nas for optimal performance in directivity-enhanced Raman scattering (DERS). Here

we present the details of the design process that led to the development of circular

waveguide nanoantenna, the different designs considered for beam forming in the lat-

eral plane and the possibility of higher local fields for further Raman enhancement.

We also show experimentally that the parabolic reflector can enhance the Raman sig-

nal by 4× as compared to the circular waveguide nanoantenna owing to its improved

directivity and enhanced local fields, however, it is challenging to fabricate.

I.2 Antenna Design Parameters

The total power radiated by an antenna can be given as

Prad =

∫ 2π

0

∫ pi

0

p(θ, φ) sin θdθdφ (I.1)

where p(θ, φ) is the normalized angular power density also know as radiation pattern

of an antenna. Directivity is defined as the antennas ability to radiate in a specific

direction more efficiently as compared to a hypothetical isotropic radiator [22]:

D =
4π

Prad
p(θ, φ). (I.2)

Considering the numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope objective, a more

suitable parameter for describing the beam forming ability of an antenna is the beam

efficiency (BE)

BE =

∫

2π

0

∫ pi

0
p(θ, φ) sin θdθdφ

Prad
(I.3)

where θ0 is the cone half angle. Cone angle of 30 degrees was calculated from the mea-

sured spot size d of approximately 1.5 µm, using: θ0 = sin−1(λ/2d). This corresponds

to a NA of 0.28.

Radiation patterns of single element nanoantennas are typically dipolar in nature

resulting in poor directivity Dmax = 1.5. Directive emission at optical wavelengths has
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been achieved using multielement nanoantennas [13, 258, 278]. Radiation patterns of

those antennas reveal that the main beam is directed in the plane of the substrate thus

cannot be readily used in an ordinary microscope setup. Further, vertical Yagi-Uda

nanoantenna has been realized using top-down approach [15]. Improved directivity at

optical wavelengths can have tremendous impact in areas such as optical microscopy,

spectroscopy, sensing and applications involving single photon sources, where efficient

collection and emission is critical.

Another important factor in the context of Raman measurements is the local

field strength. It has been recently shown that maximum field enhancement results

when power radiated by the antenna is equal to the power loss in the antenna [279–

281]. This is commonly referred to as impedance matching in microwave antenna

theory [22]. Even higher local field can be achieved by reducing the mode volume

of the antenna by reducing the feedgap between the two elements of the dipole an-

tenna [281].

I.3 Design and Fabrication

In this paper we investigate different nanoantenna designs for DERS with the de-

sired features of out of plane radiation and enhanced local fields. The introduction

of ground plane prevents loss of scattered radiation into the substrate and proper

adjustment of antenna distance from the ground plane can result in radiation en-

hancement out of the plane. Further improvement of directivity is demonstrated by

beam shaping in the lateral plane using different designs including parasitic elements,

waveguide antennas and parabolic reflectors. The multilayer substrate is fabricated

by electron beam evaporation and the different designs are milled using focused ion

beam (FIB).

Figure I.1 illustrates the multilayer substrate used for the fabrication of nanoan-

tennas studied in this work. The antennas were designed to be tested under Raman

microscope. The dimensions of different layers and the dipole antenna were calcu-

lated to achieve best performance at wavelength of 840 nm (mean of excitation and

Raman scattered wavelengths). The antenna consists of a 130 nm long and 50 nm

wide dipole. Traditionally, dipole antenna characteristic lengths were of the order of

wavelength of operation λ/2, but the real metal response requires that shorter effec-

tive wavelengths are introduced for the determination of dipole length in infrared and

optical regions [254]. A 150 nm thick gold layer was used as ground plane to ensure
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that it was optically thick.

Figure I.1: Multilayer substrate to control the radiation pattern of a dipole antenna.
Thicknesses of ground plane, dielectric (TiO2) spacer and top gold layer are 150 nm,
40 nm and 50 nm respectively. Dipole antenna length of 130 nm with a 20 nm feedgap
was used to operate at wavelength of 840 nm.

The optimal thickness of dielectric spacer (TiO2) was calculated numerically to be

40 nm using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. It should be noted

that this is smaller than the typical quarter wavelength value due to penetration into

the metal, as well as impedance matching effects [281].

The multilayer substrate was fabricated by evaporation of gold and TiO2 onto glass

substrate by means of electron beam evaporation under a pressure of 2 × 10−6 Torr.

The proposed nanoantenna structures were milled on the top 50 nm thick gold layer

using FIB. Figure I.2 shows the different nanoantennas investigated in this work

for normal emission. Relative efficiencies of these structures are discussed in the

simulation section below, where it is shown that the circular waveguide nanoantenna

shown in Figure I.2c, results in best performance in terms of directivity.

Another promising design translated from the microwave antenna theory is that

of the parabolic reflector antenna. We demonstrate DERS from the beam forming

abilities of a parabolic reflector nanoantenna. Figure I.3 shows the schematic of the

parabolic nanoantenna. A paraboloid shaped trench was milled into a silicon wafer

using FIB. As shown in the figure, the focal length of this paraboloid was designed to

be 500 nm, and the diameter of the top circle is 2 µm. A layer of 100 nm thick gold

(optically thick) was evaporated onto the silicon wafer by means of electron beam

evaporation under a pressure of 2× 10−6 Torr.
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Figure I.2: (a) Dipole antenna over ground with two parasitic reflectors 150 nm long
and 100 nm from the feed element. (b) Dipole antenna over ground plane with a
square reflector of length 500 nm (square waveguide antenna). (c) Dipole antenna
over ground plane with a circular reflector of radius 250 nm (circular waveguide
antenna).

Figure I.3: The schematic drawing of the proposed parabolic reflector nanoantenna.
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The conformity of the evaporated layer to the hole on silicon creates a parabolic

reflector antenna on Au layer. PMMA was then spin-coated on top of the Au layer as

a spacing dielectric layer. We chose PMMA and the spin-coating technique to make

the spacer layer for reasons of simplicity and repeatable thickness control. Finally,

Ag nanoprisms, synthesized in water by white-light assisted conversion of spherical

nanoparticles [227], were mixed with 3 µMol rhodamine 6G dye and drop-coated

onto the PMMA surface. The nanoprisms serve as the feed of the parabolic reflector

nanoantenna.

The experiments of [9] are first repeated using PMMA for the determination of

optimal thickness of the PMMA layer. As a result (not shown), the first and second

order coherent SERS enhancement peaks are found at 120 nm and 420 nm PMMA

thickness. We choose to spin-coat 420 nm PMMA (corresponding to the second

order SERS enhancement) onto our parabolic reflector, since this thickness is more

compatible with the focal length of our parabolic reflector, bringing the feed Ag

nanoprism near the paraboloid focal point.

I.4 Simulation Results

The proposed structures were simulated using FDTDmethod. The simulation domain

was terminated by perfectly matched layers (PMLs) for minimal reflections. The

antenna structure was enclosed by a set of 2D field monitors forming a box to perform

far-field projections and for the determination of field patterns. For the antenna

structures shown in Figure I.2, an electric dipole source located at the feed-gap of the

dipole antenna was used to excite the nanoantenna.

FDTD simulations indicate the following parameters for best performance for each

type of antenna. Two 150 nm long parasitic reflectors, 100 nm away from the feed

element resulted in a half power beam width (HPBW) of 110 degrees in the xz-plane.

Radiation patterns of this structure show a very broad HPBW in the yz-plane. To

further improve the directivity in both planes we introduced reflectors parallel to the

x-axis as well. It was demonstrated numerically that a square reflector with length of

500 nm resulted in best performance. The corresponding HPBWs are 85 degrees and

90 degrees in the xz and yz-planes respectively. Even better performance is observed

by using a circular waveguide antenna as shown in Figure I.2(c), producing a sym-

metrical beam out of the plane of substrate with HPBW of 85 degrees in both planes.

Figure I.4(a, b) shows the radiation pattern in the xz and yz-planes respectively at
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the wavelength of 840 nm. It can be seen that in the absence of ground reflector, most

of the scattered power is directed into the substrate and away from the microscope

objective.

Figure I.4: Radiation patterns of a dipole antenna on a glass substrate, dipole over
ground plane, square waveguide nanoantenna (side length = 500 nm), circular waveg-
uide nanoantenna (radius = 250 nm) and parabolic reflector nanoantenna. Calculated
using far field projections of 3D FDTD simulations (a) xz plane (b) yz plane.

The circular waveguide nanoantenna gives a nearly optimal radiation pattern re-

sulting in the collection of almost all of the scattered light by a numerical aperture

of 0.75. The radiation patterns of the parabolic reflector is also plotted in Figure I.4

for comparison. It can be seen that the parabolic reflector nanoantenna results in an

even better directivity as compared to the circular waveguide nanoantenna.

The ring-reflector acts to create a lateral standing wave that reflects light back

towards the central dipole antenna structure. This is most similar to the waveguide

antenna, which has a lateral resonance when the wavelength is 3.4× the radius of the

circular waveguide (i.e., at the lowest order mode cut-off) [22, 88]. Larger and smaller

radii do not provide this resonance at the desired wavelength of 840 nm and thus give

in smaller directivities. The radiation patterns of circular waveguide nanoantenna

with slightly smaller and larger radii (not shown) show splitting of the main beam

into two lobes, thus lowering the directivity in the normal direction.

Since the present design is optimized to work at around 840 nm, this corresponds

to a radius of 250 nm, which is precisely the radius value that was found to give the

greatest DERS in the experiment. The beam forming for this antenna design allows

for directive emission into a numerical aperture of approximately 0.75; therefore, it is

well suited for microscope setups.
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Another parameter dictating the intensity of Raman signal is the local field en-

hancement that arises from plasmonic resonances, tapers, gaps and high-curvature in

the antenna design [46, 47]. Impedance matching and reduction of mode volume of

the antenna provides maximum local field enhancement [281]. Figure I.5(a, b) shows

the local field intensity in the antenna gap for gap sizes of 20 and 5 nm respectively

at the design wavelength of 840 nm (log scale).

Figure I.5: E field intensity |E/E0|
2 the design wavelength of 840 nm for (a) gap size

of 20 nm (b) gap size of 5 nm (log scale).

By reducing the gap size from 20 nm to 5 nm, the normalized E field intensity

|E/E0|
2 increases by approximately 1000×. Intensity of Raman signal is proportional

to the square of E field intensity thus we expect an enhancement of 106. The feedgap

of the fabricated circular waveguide nanoantenna was 20 nm. Thus it is clear that

the Raman signal can be considerably enhanced by reducing the feedgap, which is a

challenging task.

Now we present the simulation results of the parabolic reflector nanoantenna. Fig-

ures I.6 shows the electric field intensity profile at a vertical segment of the structures

at the design wavelength of 840 nm. It can be seen that the local field intensity at

the Ag prism over a parabolic reflector is much larger than that over a planar re-

flector. From the field intensity profiles in the PMMA layer, it can be seen that the

Ag nanoprism is placed at the second anti-node of the parabolic reflector at 840 nm

wavelength, the same as in the planar reflector case; it is also at the focal point of

the paraboloid. Therefore, the two effects, constructive interference and focusing,

combine to give the enhanced Raman signal. Our parabolic reflector is able to collect

more power from the incoming Gaussian wave to the Ag nanoprism feed element,

indicating a better coupling between the far- and the near-field, or in an conventional

antenna concept, a higher directivity.
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Figure I.6: FDTD simulation results comparing the vertical segment electric field
intensity profiles of an Ag nanoprism above (a) a parabolic reflector and (b) a planar
reflector. The white dotted lines show the Au ground plane and the PMMA layer
surfaces. The color map is in dB scale.
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In terms of Raman enhancement at the Ag nanoprism feed element, the relative

Raman signal enhancement is proportional to the product of the excitation field in-

tensity |Eexc|
2 the emitted Raman field intensity |Eraman|

2. The Raman enhancement

factor was computed at the near-field of the Ag prism (within a rectangular box

10 nm away from the Ag prism). It was found from the local field enhancement that

the Raman enhancement near an Ag prism in a parabolic reflector arrangement is

40× larger than in a planar reflector arrangement. It is due to this high local field

effect that the parabolic reflector nanoantenna results in a stronger Raman signal as

compared to the circular waveguide nanoantenna (of Fig. I.2c) which produces only

1.2× enhancement of the local field by the introduction of the circular ring around

the dipole over a ground plane.

I.5 Raman Scattering Experiments

Raman scattering experiments were carried out for the fabricated circular waveguide

and parabolic antennas using Rhodamine 6G as the Raman dye excited by a 785 nm

laser. For this CW excitation, there is negligible two-photon fluorescence, which would

show up as background in the Raman spectrum. The emitted wavelength at 1509cm−1

Stokes line (λ = 890 nm) was measured using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope

with a 100× objective and a spot size d of approximately 1.5 µm (as determined by

mapping experiments). Raman dye, Rhodamine 6G (400 µM in ethanol) was drop

coated and the sample was allowed to dry for 6 hours.

Figure I.7(a) shows the measured Raman signal intensity as a function of Raman

shift using the circular waveguide nanoantenna. The circular reflector with radius of

250 nm resulted in the strongest DERS signal as is predicted by the numerical results

of Figure I.4.

For comparison, detected intensities from dipole over ground and from the un-

milled regions of the top gold surface (without any dipole antenna) are also shown.

A dipole antenna of same dimensions and on the same substrate was fabricated by

removing a ring of diameter 10 µm, to approximate the absence of the ring structure.

This dipole over ground is used as the reference for the calculation of EF. The mea-

sured spot size of 1.5 µm results in illumination of an area of 1.76 µm2, which is much

larger than the area of the antenna gap. From the results of Figure I.7(a), it can be

seen that the contribution from the gold surface alone (i.e., without the antenna) is

small when compared to that from the antenna. It should be noted that the Raman
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Figure I.7: (a) Raman spectra from the nanoantenna structure for various radii of
circular reflector, dipole over a ground plane and the top unmilled Au surface. (b)
Scanning electron microscopy image of the fabricated circular waveguide nanoan-
tenna.
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scattering intensity is boosted about 5.5× as compared to dipole over ground and

about 13× with respect to the top Au surface. Note that this 5.5× increase is in

addition to the 50× signal increase by use of the ground plane [9], and this additional

enhancement is attributed to the improved directivity of the ring structure. Thus the

total enhancement from the circular waveguide nanoantenna can be estimated to be

275× as compared to nanoparticles on a glass substrate. Figure I.7(b) shows an SEM

image of the fabricated circular waveguide nanoantenna.

To demonstrate that the observed increase in Raman intensity is mainly from

antenna directivity and with only a small contribution from local field enhancement,

we calculated the enhancement factor arising from local electric field (EFloc) in the

antenna feedgap. EFloc = |Eexc|
2|Escat|

2, where |Eexc|
2 and |Escat|

2 are the electric

field intensities at the excitation wavelength of 785 nm and Stokes shifted scattered

radiation at wavelength of 890 nm, respectively. We observe maximum EFloc = 1.2.

The measured 5.5× increase in Raman intensity is thus predominantly from improved

directivity of the antenna. Numerically calculated EF using beam efficiency and

radiation patterns of Figure I.4 with cone angle of 30 degrees is in excellent agreement

with the experimental results.

Figure I.8 shows an SEM of an Ag nanoprism (a), the scanning ion microscopy

image of the fabricated structure (b) and a 6×6 µm2 map of the Raman signal us-

ing the 1509 cm−1 Stokes line around a parabolic reflector nanoantenna (c). A clear

enhancement to the Raman signal is obtained from the parabolic reflector nanoan-

tenna as compared to the surrounding area, where it is equivalent to a planar reflector

nanoantenna. By comparing the maximum Raman signal from a parabolic reflector

nanoantenna to the average surrounding signal, a 22× enhancement is obtained.

Figure I.8: (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of Ag nanoprism. (b) A scanning
ion microscope image of the paraboloid drilled on silicon taken directly from the FIB.
(c) A 6×6 µm2 map of the Raman signal around a parabolic reflector nanoantenna.

Our previous experiments on Ag nanoprism over planar reflector experiments have
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already shown a 50× Raman enhancement as compared to Ag nanoprisms on glass

(without any reflector) [9]. Combining the result of this work and Ref. [9], we estimate

that our designed parabolic reflector structure can enhance the SERS signal from

metallic nanoprisms by 1100×. In other words, by directivity engineering, we have

boosted the SERS signal from isolated metallic nanoprisms by 3 orders of magnitude.

We confirm that this high signal is not from an aggregation of nanoprisms by

taking an SEM image of the antenna. We explain the Raman enhancement with re-

spect to only nanoprisms on glass substrate by the high directivity from the parabolic

antenna and enhanced local fields. In a SERS experiment where the nanoprisms are

deposited directly onto glass, the light emission is in favor of the direction into the

glass substrate due to higher refractive index of the glass. In comparison, the parabolic

antenna gives an emission pattern with a tightly focused lobe into the air, with nearly

all emitted light directed into the collecting microscope objective. In other words, we

have improved the near- and far-field coupling from a poor efficiency to a nearly per-

fect efficiency by the parabolic antenna. Therefore, the 1100× enhancement between

the two cases is not surprising.

The 22× SERS enhancement over the planar reflector from our experiment is very

encouraging, but is still an underestimate of the parabolic reflector nanoantenna’s

DERS enhancement potential C still lower than our theoretical prediction of 40×

enhancement. This may be due to the misalignment between the Ag nanoprism

feed element and the Au parabolic reflector in the nanoantenna. The drop-coating

technique is convenient to deposit the Ag nanoprisms; however, exactly controlling

the nanoprism position is difficult. In future steps, we plan to build the metal feed

element using lithographical methods such as FIB lithography. In that way, the

position of the feed element can be precisely controlled, and an even higher SERS

enhancement is hypothesized.

I.6 Conclusions

We have demonstrated directivity-enhanced Raman scattering (DERS) using direc-

tive nanoantennas including parasitic elements, parabolic and waveguide designs. The

circular waveguide nanoantenna with a feedgap of 20 nm produces an enhancement

factor of 275× as compared to nanopartilces over a glass substrate. This enhancement

factor can be further increased by reducing the feedgap. Parabolic reflector results in

an overall enhancement factor of 1100× as compared to nanoprisms over a glass sub-
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strate; however, as demonstrated in this work, the fabrication of the parabolic struc-

ture is more challenging. The enhancement in these waveguide designs is specifically

attributed to directivity effects; i.e., beam-shaping the antenna cone to fall within the

numerical aperture of the imaging optics. Therefore, DERS is separate from other

near-field enhancements that arise, for example, from plasmonic effects. Considering

the numerical aperture of our microscope Raman system, the nanoantenna presented

has near-perfect excitation and collection of the electromagnetic energy. This work

is also exciting for related applications, for example, photovoltaics, light emitting

applications, microscopy, sensing and single molecule detection [146, 271, 277].


